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1Foreword
In an ever expanding information society, most information systems are now facing the “multilingual
challenge”. Multilingual language resources play an essential role in modern information systems.
Such resources need to provide information on many languages in a common framework and should be
(re)usable in many applications (for automatic or human use).
Many centres have been involved in national and international projects dedicated to building har-
monised language resources and creating expertise in the maintenance and further development of
standardised linguistic data. These resources include dictionaries, lexicons, thesauri, word-nets, and
annotated corpora developed along the lines of best practices and recommendations. However, since
the late 90’s, most eﬀorts in scaling up these resources remain the responsibility of the local authorities,
usually, with very low funding (if any) and few opportunities for academic recognition of this work.
Hence, it is not surprising that many of the resource holders and developers have become reluctant to
give free access to the latest versions of their resources, and their actual status is therefore currently
rather unclear.
The goal of this workshop is to study problems involved in the development, management and
reuse of lexical resources in a multilingual context. Moreover, this workshop provides a forum for
reviewing the present state of language resources. The workshop is meant to bring to the international
community qualitative and quantitative information about the most recent developments in the area
of linguistic resources and their use in applications.
The impressive number of submissions (38) to this workshop and in other workshops and conferences
dedicated to similar topics proves that dealing with multilingual linguistic ressources has become a very
hot problem in the Natural Language Processing community.
To cope with the number of submissions, the workshop organising committee decided to accept 16
papers from 10 countries based on the reviewers’ recommendations. Six of these papers will be presented
in a poster session. The papers constitute a representative selection of current trends in research
on Multilingual Language Resources, such as multilingual aligned corpora, bilingual and multilingual
lexicons, and multilingual speech resources. The papers also represent a characteristic set of approaches
to the development of multilingual language resources, such as automatic extraction of information from
corpora, combination and re-use of existing resources, online collaborative development of multilingual
lexicons, and use of the Web as a multilingual language resource.
The development and management of multilingual language resources is a long-term activity in
which collaboration among researchers is essential. We hope that this workshop will gather many
researchers involved in such developments and will give them the opportunity to discuss, exchange,
compare their approaches and strengthen their collaborations in the ﬁeld.
The organisation of this workshop would have been impossible without the hard work of the program
committee who managed to provide accurate reviews on time, on a rather tight schedule. We would
also like to thank the Coling 2004 organising committee that made this workshop possible. Finally, we
hope that this workshop will yield fruitful results for all participants.
Gilles Sérasset
Organising chair
GETA (Study Group for Machine Translation), CLIPS-IMAG laboratory
Université Joseph Fourier, France
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Time Event
08:30 — 09:00 Registration & Welcome
09:00 — 10:00 Paper Session
• JMdict: a Japanese-Multilingual Dictionary
• A Generic Collaborative Platform for Multilingual Lexi-
cal Databases Development
10:00 — 11:00 Poster Session and opened discussions
• Semi-Automatic Construction of Korean-Chinese Verb
Patterns based on Translation Equivalency
• Bilingual Sign Language Dictionary to Learn the Second
Sign Language without Learning a Target Spoken Lan-
guage
• Building Parallel Corpora for eContent Professionals
• Revising the Wordnet Domains Hierarchy: semantics,
coverage and balancing
• PolyphraZ: a tool for the management of parallel corpora
• Multilingual Text Induced Spelling Correction
11:00 — 11:30 Coﬀee Break
11:30 — 13:00 Papers Session
• A Model for Fine-Grained Alignment of Multilingual
Texts
• Identifying correspondences between words: an approach
based on a bilingual syntactic analysis of French/English
parallel corpora
• Multilingual Aligned Parallel Treebank Corpus Reflecting
Contextual Information and Its Applications
13:00 — 14:00 Lunch Break
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• Automatic Construction of a Transfer Dictionary Consid-
ering Directionality
15:00 — 15:30 Poster Session and opened discussions
• Semi-Automatic Construction of Korean-Chinese Verb
Patterns based on Translation Equivalency
• Bilingual Sign Language Dictionary to Learn the Second
Sign Language without Learning a Target Spoken Lan-
guage
• Building Parallel Corpora for eContent Professionals
• Revising the Wordnet Domains Hierarchy: semantics,
coverage and balancing
• PolyphraZ: a tool for the management of parallel corpora
• Multilingual Text Induced Spelling Correction
15:30 — 16:00 Coﬀee Break
16:00 — 17:30 Papers Session
• Building and sharing multilingual speech resources, using
ERIM generic platforms
• Multilinguality in ETAP-3: Reuse of Lexical Resources
• Qualitative Evaluation of Automatically Calculated Ac-
ception Based MLDB
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Abstract 
The paper presents the work done at the Institute 
for Information Transmission Problems (Russian 
Academy of Sciences, Moscow) on the 
multifunctional linguistic processor ETAP-3. Its 
two multilingual options are discussed – machine 
translation in a variety of language pairs and 
translation to and from UNL, a meaning 
representation language.  
For each working language, ETAP has one 
integral dictionary, which is used in all 
applications both for the analysis and synthesis 
(generation) of the given language. In difficult 
cases, interactive dialogue with the user is used for 
disambiguation. Emphasis is laid on multiple use 
of lexical resources in the multilingual 
environment.  
1 General Information on ETAP  
The multifunctional ETAP-3 linguistic 
processor, developed by the Computational 
Linguistics Laboratory (CLL) in Moscow (see e.g. 
Apresjan et al. 1992a,b, 1993, 2003), is the product 
of more than two decades of laboratory research 
and development in the field of language 
modeling. The most important features of the 
processor are as follows. 
(1) ETAP-3 is based on the general linguistic 
framework of the Meaning ⇔ Text theory, 
proposed by Igor Mel’cuk (e.g. Mel’cuk, 1974) 
and complemented by the theory of systematic 
lexicography and integrated description of 
language proposed by Jurij Apresjan [Apresjan 
1995, 2000].  
(2) ETAP-3 has a declarative organization of 
linguistic knowledge.  
(3) One of the major components of ETAP-3 is 
the innovative combinatorial dictionary. Apart 
from syntactic and semantic features and 
subcategorization frames, the dictionary entry may 
have rules of 8 types. Many dictionary entries 
contain lexical functions (LF).  
(3) ETAP-3 makes use of a formalism based on 
three-value predicate logic, in which all linguistic 
data are presented.  
(4) The ETAP-3 processor has a modular 
architecture. All stages of processing and all types 
of linguistic data are organized into modules, 
which warrants their reusability in many NLP 
applications both within and beyond ETAP-3 
environment.  
At the moment, the ETAP-3 environment 
comprises the following main options: 1) a rule -
based machine translation system; 2) a Universal 
Networking Language (UNL) translation engine; 
3) a system of synonymous paraphrasing of 
sentences; 4) a workbench for syntactic annotation 
of text corpora; and 5) a grammar checker. All the 
applications make use of the same dictionaries, but 
only the first and the second are multilingual. In 
Section 2 we will discuss multilingual lexical 
resources used in machine translation, and in 
Section 3 – in the UNL module.  
2 Multilinguality in ETAP 
2.1 Structure of the Dictionary Entry 
To support multilinguality, the dictionary entry 
of the ETAP dictionary has several sub-zones. 
There is one general zone and several zones 
oriented towards various languages. The general 
zone stores all types of monolingual information: 
part of speech, syntactic features, semantic 
features, subcategorization frames, lexical 
functions, syntactic and pre-syntactic rules, 
generation rules, and some other data. Each bi-
lingual sub-zone serves for establishing 
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correspondence between the given language and 
another one (see Fig. 1).  
For example, the Russian zone of an English 
dictionary entry contains all the information 
needed to translate English words into Russian, the 
Arabic zone provides translation into Arabic, etc. 
Conversely, the information needed to translate 
Russian words into English is stored in the English 
zone of the Russian dictionary entries. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1 
 
2.2 Default and Specific Translation 
The information stored in a bi-lingual zone 
consists of two parts: a default translation and 
lexical translation rules. Default translation is a 
single word that translates the given word in non-
specific contexts (it is introduced by a special 
label: TRANS). Any other type of translation is 
carried out by means of rules. If the word is 
translated by a phrase consisting of several words, 
the rule shows how the words in the phrase are 
connected to each other and how this phrase is 
incorporated into the sentence. For example, in the 
entry bachelorship we find a reference to one of 
the standard translation rules (TRADUCT2.42). 
The slots of the rule are filled with specific lexical 
items, grammatical features or syntactic relations.  
TRAF:TRADUCT2.42 
LR1:STEPEN’,LR2:BAKALAVR,T2:SG, 
T3:QUASIAGENT 
The rule says that bachelorship  should be 
translated into Russian with a phrase consisting of 
two words – stepen’ (‘degree’) and bakalavr 
(‘bachelor’). These words should be connected by 
the quasiagent(ive) syntactic relation, and the 
number feature of bakalavr should be singular.  
If the word is translated in a specific way in a 
specific context or in specific phrases, the rule 
describes this context and the resulting structure. 
When a word is translated, normally first the 
translation rules in its dictionary entry are tried. If 
no rule applies in the given sentence, then the 
default translation is used.  
2.3 Multiple Translation 
The default option of ETAP produces a single 
translation of the sentence – the one that 
corresponds to the first lexico-syntactic structure 
obtained by the parser. The option of multiple 
translation produces much more. First, it generates 
all lexico-syntactic structures that are compatible 
with the grammar and the dictionary. Since these 
structures are disambiguated both syntactically, 
and lexically, this set of structures contains all 
lexical variants for the source sentence. Then, for 
each structure all possible translation variants are 
tried. As is known, even disambiguated words can 
be translated into another language in different 
ways and it is not always possible to formulate a 
rule that could select an appropriate variant. For 
example, English adjuration can be translated into 
Russian as mol’ba and as zaklinanie, adventurer – 
as avantjurist and as iskatel’ prikljuchenij 
(literally, ‘adventure seeker’), alarm – as trevoga 
and as avarijnyj signal (‘alarm signal’). In all these 
cases, we are most probably dealing with a single 
meaning of the English word and yet translation 
variants are not fully synonymous. Since we 
cannot choose among these variants by means of 
rules and at the same time do not want to lose any 
of them, we have to treat them as alternative 
translations to be activated in the “Multiple 
translation” option. As mentioned in the previous 
section, there are two types of translation devices 
in the bilingual zones of the dictionary: a default 
translation (a single word) and rules. In both cases, 
it is possible to provide alternative translations. For 
example, in the entry for adjuration alternative 
translations are listed in the default part since both 
of them are single words: 
 
ADJURATION 
… 
TRANS: MOL’BA / ZAKLINANIE 
 
If the user selects the “Single translation” option, 
only the first of these variants will be used. If 
ENGLISH WORD 
General information: 
- part of speech 
- syntactic features 
- semantic features 
- subcategorization frame 
- …  
Russian zone 
Arabic zone 
… 
UNL zone  
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he/she wishes to get all possible translations and 
activates the “Multiple translation” option, both 
alternatives will be produced.  
In the adventurer entry, the alternative translation 
iskatel’ prikljuchenij should be introduced by a 
rule, since it is not a single word but a phrase. Such 
rules are supplied by a special marker, OPT(ional), 
which shows that the translation is alternative.  
 
ADVENTURER 
… 
TRANS: AVANTJURIST 
TRAF:TRADUCT2.42 
OPT:1 
LR1:ISKATEL’2,LR2:PRIKLJUCHENIE,T2:PL, 
T3: ATTRIB 
 
This is another instance of the same rule that we 
saw above in the bachelorship example: the only 
difference is that it introduces different words, 
connects them with a different syntactic relation 
(attributive) and generates a different number 
feature. The marker OPT:1 shows that the 
translation introduced by this rule is less common 
than the default translation avantjurist and should 
be presented to the user after it. Should it be 
otherwise, the rule would have the marker OPT:0 
and have a priority over the default translation.  
2.4 Interactive selection of the translation 
equivalent  
It is well known that ambiguity of linguistic 
units is one of the most difficult problems in NLP. 
In ETAP there is no single stage of processing that 
expressly deals with disambiguation. The sentence 
is gradually disambiguated at different stages of 
processing on the basis of restrictions imposed by 
the linguistic knowledge of the system. However, 
in many cases this knowledge is not sufficient for 
complete disambiguation, since the understanding 
of a text by humans is not based on their linguistic 
knowledge alone. To cope with this problem, we 
are developing an interactive option that at certain 
pivotal points of text processing is expected to ask 
for human intervention and use human assistance 
to resolve those ambiguities that are beyond the 
scope of linguistic knowledge of the system 
(Boguslavsky et al 2003). It should be stressed that 
the interactive tool is only resorted to if an 
ambiguity cannot be resolved automatically and 
therefore requires human intervention. This work 
is in line with the approach proposed in a series of 
publications by the GETA group (Blanchon, 1995, 
1996, 1997, Boitet & Blanchon, 1995).  
As mentioned above, the dialogue with the user 
is activated at different stages of the processing 
depending on the tasks solved at each stage. 
During the parsing, which results in the 
construction of the lexico-syntactic structure of the 
sentence, all lexical and syntactic ambiguity should 
be resolved. However, this is done entirely within 
the processing of the source language text and 
represents monolingua l ambiguity. It is not directly 
relevant for our topic of multilinguality. Of 
relevance here are cases of the so-called 
translational (or transfer) ambiguity (Hutchins, 
Somers, 1992: 87). The source language words can 
be unambiguous for the native speakers of this 
language but can be translated by a number of 
different target language expressions. In this sense, 
they are ambiguous from the viewpoint of the 
target language and have to be dealt with at the 
translation stage. An example is the English verb 
wash with respect to Russian. It translates 
differently depending on the type of object that is 
being washed: if it is something made of cloth, for 
example clothes, a special verb has to be chosen. If 
the dictionary provides semantic information on 
what objects are made of, the correct choice of the 
verb can in principle be made automatically. Cf., 
however, cases like We must wash it where such 
information is definitely missing.  
This must be viewed as a relatively inoffensive 
case, though, because most sentences will be 
translated correctly with the help of a simple rule 
(and if not, the mistake is not too important). There 
are many words for which it is much more difficult 
to write a disambiguation rule. A notorious 
example is English blue that corresponds to two 
Russian adjectives, one meaning ‘light blue’ and 
the other – roughly – ‘dark blue’. The only way to 
translate this word correctly in most of the contexts 
is to get assistance from the user. The dialog with 
the user is based on the information stored in the 
dictionary and activated at the appropriate 
moment.  
This is how the interactive disambiguation 
currently works. The sentence to be translated is 
entered in the upper window of the ETAP 
environment (Fig. 2) 
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Fig. 2 
When it comes to translating the word blue, the 
system finds that there are two options and no way 
to choose among them and activates the dialogue 
(Fig. 3). 
 
 
Fig. 3 
 
In the dialogue box each option is provided with 
a short comment and/or example that helps the user 
choose among them. The user has to click the 
appropriate option (in Fig. 3 ‘light blue’ is 
selected) and the system moves on. The result of 
the translation of this sentence is shown in Fig. 4.  
 
 
Fig. 4 
 
Should we have selected the other option in the 
dialogue in Fig. 3, the result would have been 
different (Fig. 5).  
 
 
Fig. 5 
 
It is important to note that the interactive 
disambiguation mode fully corresponds to the 
multiple translation possibilities discussed in the 
previous section. In particular, the dialogue takes 
into account all types of alternative translations 
irrespective of the way they are presented in the 
dictionary. It can be lexical or syntactic ambiguity 
that manifests itself in different lexico-syntactic 
structures of the source sentence, one-word 
translation variants within the same lexical 
meaning (of the adjuration type discussed above) 
or more complex phrases that translate a source 
word (of the adventurer type above).  
 
3 UNL module in ETAP 
One of ETAP-3 options is translation between 
Russian and the Universal Networking Language 
(UNL), put forward by H. Uchida of the United 
Nations University. Full specification of UNL and 
references to publications can be found at 
http://www.undl.org. 
UNL is a formal language intended to represent 
information in a way that allows the generation of 
a text expressing this information in a large 
number of natural languages. A UNL expression is 
an oriented hyper-graph that corresponds to a NL 
sentence in the amount of information conveyed. 
The arcs are interpreted as semantic relations like 
agent, object, time, place, manner, etc. The nodes 
are special units, the so-called Universal Words 
(UW), interpreted as concepts, or groups of UWs. 
The concepts are built on the basis of English. 
When needed, English concepts can be modified 
by means of semantic restrictions in order to match 
better with the concepts of other languages. The 
nodes can be supplied with attributes which 
provide additional information on their use in the 
given sentence, e.g. @imperative, @generic, 
@future, @obligation. 
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3.1 Architecture  
Since ETAP-3 is an NLP system based on rich 
linguistic knowledge, it is natural to maximally re-
use its knowledge base and the whole architecture 
of the system in all applications. Our approach to 
UNL (described in Boguslavsky et al. 2000) is to 
build a bridge between UNL and one of the 
internal representations of ETAP, namely 
Normalized Syntactic Structure (NormSS), and in 
this way link UNL with all other levels of text 
representation, including the conventional 
orthographic form of the text.  
The level of NormSS is best suited for 
establishing correspondence with UNL, as UNL 
expressions and NormSS show strong similarities. 
The most important of them are as follows: 
a) Both UNL expressions and NormSSs occupy 
an intermediate position between the surface and 
the semantic levels of representation. They roughly 
correspond to the so-called deep-syntactic level. At 
this level the meaning of lexical items is not 
decomposed into semantic primitives, and the 
relations between lexical items are language 
independent. 
b) The nodes of both UNL expressions and 
NormSSs are terminal elements (UWs in UNL vs. 
lexical items in NormSS) and not syntactic 
categories. 
c) The nodes carry additional characteristics 
used in particular to convey grammatical 
information (attributes). 
d) The arcs of both structures are non-
symmetrical dependencies. 
At the same time, UNL expressions and 
NormSSs differ in several important respects:  
a) All nodes of NormSSs are lexical items, while 
a node of a UNL expression can be a sub-graph. 
b) Nodes of a NormSS always correspond to one 
word sense, while UWs may either be broader or 
narrower than the corresponding English words. 
c) A NormSS is a tree, while a UNL expression 
is a hyper-graph, which is a much more 
complicated object. Its arcs may form loops and 
connect sub-graphs.  
d) The relations between the nodes in a NormSS 
are purely syntactic and are not supposed to 
convey a meaning of their own, while UNL 
relations denote semantic roles.  
e) Attributes of a NormSS mostly correspond to 
grammatical elements, while UNL attributes often 
convey a meaning that is expressed in English or 
other natural languages by means of lexical items 
(e.g. modals).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6 
 
UNL Structure  
English Normalized 
Syntactic Structure 
Russian Normalized 
Syntactic Structure 
Russian Surface 
Syntactic Structure  
Russian Morphological 
Structure 
Russian Sentence 
English Surface 
Syntactic Structure  
English Morphological 
Structure 
 
English Sentence  
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f) A NormSS contains information on the word 
order, while a UNL expression does not say 
anything to this effect. 
These differences and similarities make the task 
of establishing a bridge between UNL and 
NormSS far from trivial but feasible. Between the 
two types of NormSS readily available in ETAP – 
the Russian and the English one – we have chosen 
the latter, since it is the English concepts that 
serve for UNL as building blocks.  
The architecture of the UNL module of ETAP-3 
is given in Fig. 6. 
3.2 UNL vs. English vs. Russian 
As shown in Fig. 6, the interface between UNL 
and Russian is established at the level of the 
English NormSS. It ensures the maximum reuse 
of ETAP’s English-to-Russian machine 
translation facility.  
In the simple case, this scenario suggests that 
the UNL – Natural Language link can be localized 
within the English dictionary. This dictionary will 
only provide an English correspondence to UNL, 
which in most cases is not very difficult, and all 
the rest will be taken care of by the translation 
engine of ETAP. In this case, direct link between 
Russian and UNL is not needed at all, as long as 
ETAP covers the English-to-Russian 
correspondence.  
However, the situation is not that simple. If we 
try to look at one language (Russian) through the 
perspective of another one (English), we 
encounter well-known problems. Let us illustrate 
the issue with an example. In Russian, there is no 
neutral equivalent of the English non-causative 
verb to marry as represented in sentences like 
John married Ann in June. The expression that 
exactly corresponds to this English verb – vstupat’ 
v brak (‘to contract a marriage’) – is an official 
term and is not used in everyday life. Instead, 
Russian speakers make use of two different 
expressions: zhenit’sja, if the agent of the action is 
a male, and vyxodit’ zamuzh, if it is a female. 
Since the English and the Russian words differ in 
their meaning, they correspond to different UWs. 
The UW for English to marry looks like (1), while 
Russian expressions have UNL equivalents with a 
more narrow meaning – (2) and (3), respectively 
(for simplicity’s sake, only the relevant fragments 
of the UWs are given):  
(1) marry(agt>human) 
(2) marry(agt>male) 
(3) marry(agt>female)  
(Here agt stands for “agent”).  
Suppose the UNL expression that we receive at 
the input of our generator contains UW (2). Since 
we have to pass through English, we must first 
translate this concept into English and then 
translate the English word into Russian. But 
English has no direct equivalent of (2). It only has 
a word with a more general meaning – to marry. 
If our objective were to get the English text, this 
word would be perfectly in place. But since our 
target language is Russian, we cannot stop here 
and have to make a difficult choice between two 
different Russian equivalents.  
This is exactly the problem that faces any 
translator from English into Russian, human or 
machine. Sometimes such a problem can be easily 
solved with the help of the context, sometimes it 
is less easy to solve or even unsolvable. For 
example, in the case of blue vs. goluboj – sinij 
discussed in 2.4 the context would hardly help to 
choose an appropriate Russian translation. 
However, in our example (2) the UNL source 
expression provides unambiguous information 
that allows avoiding this problem altogether, since 
the UW has only one correlate in Russian. If we 
pass from UNL to English and lose sight of the 
UNL source, we will lose the control of the 
semantic information and the quality of the output 
will deteriorate. This should not be permitted. Our 
solution to this problem is presented in 3.3. 
In view of the above, it may seem that a better 
idea would be to sacrifice the benefit of reuse and 
establish a direct link between UNL and Russian.  
However, the architecture shown in Fig. 6 has 
two more advantages that seem crucial.  
First, this architecture allows us to make the 
UNL module of ETAP multilingual, that is to link 
UNL not only with Russian but also with English. 
In view of this perspective, it is reasonable to 
produce a full-fledged English NormSS that is 
much closer to UNL than the Russian one.  
Second, the stock of the UNL concepts is 
continuously growing through the contributions 
coming from diverse languages. The UNL 
dictionaries of different languages grow at 
different rates and in different directions. Very 
often, the generator of language L1 receives the 
UNL input produced by the UNL group of 
language L2 that contains UWs that are absent 
from the UNL-to-L1 dictionary. This happens 
particularly often with the so called multi-word 
UWs of the type  
(4) International Research and Training 
Institute for the Advancement of Women 
(pof>General Assembly {(pof>United 
Nations)}).  
If our only source of lexical knowledge were 
the UNL – Russian dictionary, we would not be 
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able to interpret such UWs, had they not been 
introduced in this dictionary in advance.  
Our UNL-to-English architecture provides a 
universal solution to all difficulties of this kind. If 
the UW is not listed in the UNL dictionariy of 
ETAP, it is analyzed by means of the ETAP 
English dictionary and, if it is a multi-word 
expression, the English parser, which results in a 
reasonably good representation of the UW.  
Moreover, it is often possible to correctly 
translate a UW that is absent from ETAP’s UNL 
dictionary even if its headword is ambiguous. For 
example, if we receive UW  
(5) open(mod<thing)  
and do not find it in our UNL dictionary, we can 
replace it with the English word that stands in the 
position of the headword, that is open. However, 
this headword is ambiguous. In ETAP’s English 
dictionary there are three entries for open - the 
adjective, the verb and the noun. A simple rule 
allows selecting the correct entry on the basis of 
the UW restriction: (mod<thing) means that the 
headword serves as a modifier of things. Hence, 
its English correlate is an adjective and not a verb 
or a noun.  
3.3 UNL dictionary vs. English dictionary vs. 
Russian dictionary  
The UNL-related information is distributed 
among the three ETAP dictionaries: UNL, English 
and Russian. The general idea is to combine (a) 
the idea of having the English NormSS as an 
intermediate level between UNL and the Russian 
NormSS and as a source of Russian and English 
generation and (b) the requirement of adequately 
treating cases of non-isomorphism between the 
English and the Russian concepts.  
As shown in section 2.1, the ETAP dictionary 
entry contains several bilingual sub-zones, 
according to the number of working languages. In 
particular, the Russian dictionary has sub-zones 
for English and UNL, the English dictionary – for 
Russian and UNL and the UNL dictionary – for 
English and Russian.  
Let us consider two cases: (1) the Russian and 
the English words are synonymous (as, for 
example, to divorce and razvodit’sja) and (2) they 
are not synonymous (as, for example, to marry 
and zhenit’sja).  
The relevant fragments of the dictionary entries 
(with some simplifications) are as follows. 
 
UNL dictionary: 
NAME: divorce(agt>human) 
ZONE:EN 
TRANS: divorce 
ZONE:RU 
<none> 
NAME: marry(agt>human) 
ZONE:EN 
TRANS: marry 
ZONE:RU 
<none> 
NAME: marry(agt>male) 
ZONE:EN 
<none> 
ZONE:RU 
TRANS: zhenit’sja  
 
English dictionary 
NAME: divorce 
ZONE: RU 
 TRANS: razvodit’sja  
ZONE:UNL 
 TRANS: divorce(agt>human) 
NAME: marry 
ZONE: RU 
 TRANS: zhenit’sja / vyxodit’ zamuzh 
ZONE:UNL 
 TRANS: marry(agt>human) 
 
Russian dictionary 
NAME: razvodit’sja  
ZONE: EN 
 TRANS: divorce 
ZONE:UNL 
 TRANS: divorce(agt>human) 
NAME: zhenit’sja  
ZONE: EN 
 TRANS: marry 
ZONE:UNL 
 TRANS: marry(agt>human) 
 
Suppose we have to process a UNL expression 
that contains UW “divorce(agt>human)”. Since 
this concept corresponds to both English and 
Russian words, we can do safely without any 
information on the Russian word in the UNL 
dictionary and obtain the NormSS with English to 
divorce taken from the English zone of the UNL 
entry. This NormSS allows generating both 
English and Russian texts by means of the 
standard ETAP transfer and generation facilities.  
Let us consider the source UNL expression that 
contains UW “marry(agt>human)”. It may have 
come from the language that, like English, 
German or Spanish, but unlike Russian or Polish, 
does not distinguish between the male -marriage 
and the female-marriage. The UNL dictionary 
entry for this UW will have the English translation 
but no Russian one, since Russian has no direct 
correlate for this concept. The problem of finding 
an appropriate Russian term is shifted to the level 
of the NormSS. At this level, we will have to find 
an equivalent of English to marry, just as if we 
translated from English and not from UNL. In this 
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case, the UNL source does not help us make a 
choice between two types of marriage. What does 
help is the mechanism of the interactive resolution 
of translational ambiguity described above, in 2.4.  
Finally, let us examine the most interesting case 
- a UNL expression with UW “marry(agt>male)”. 
The dictionary entry of this UW is symmetric to 
the entry of “marry(agt>human)”: it contains a 
Russian correlate but no English one. In this 
situation, both English and Russian generations 
are not quite straightforward. As there is no direct 
English equivalent of this UW, the translation 
should be found by means of the UNL Knowledge 
Base (Uchida, 2003). In the absence of the 
operational version of KB, the general solution for 
processing an unknown UW is to extract the 
headword of the UW (marry) and treat it as an 
English word (cf. above, 3.2). This solves the 
problem of the generation of the English text. As 
for Russian, zhenit’sja indicated in the Russian 
zone of the UW entry is attached as a feature to 
the English node marry. At the stage of transfer 
from NormSS-English to NormSS-Russian, this 
feature will be lexicalized and replace the word 
marry.  
4 Conclusion 
The organization of lexical resources of the 
ETAP system allows reusing the dictionaries in 
diverse applications, such as machine translation 
in various language pairs and translation to and 
from UNL. In all the applications, there are three 
modes of operation supported by the dictionaries: 
automatic production of a single (most probable) 
translation, automatic production of all possible 
translations and the interactive translation with the 
dialogue-based disambiguation.  
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Abstract
While alignment of texts on the sentential level
is often seen as being too coarse, and word align-
ment as being too ﬁne-grained, bi- or multi-
lingual texts which are aligned on a level in-
between are a useful resource for many pur-
poses. Starting from a number of examples of
non-literal translations, which tend to make
alignment diﬃcult, we describe an alignment
model which copes with these cases by explicitly
coding them. The model is based on predicate-
argument structures and thus covers the middle
ground between sentence and word alignment.
The model is currently used in a recently initi-
ated project of a parallel English-German tree-
bank (FuSe), which can in principle be extended
with additional languages.
1 Introduction
When building parallel linguistic resources, one
of the most obvious problems that need be
solved is that of alignment. Usually, in sentence-
or word-aligned corpora, alignments are un-
marked relations between corresponding ele-
ments. They are unmarked because the kind
of correspondence between two elements is ei-
ther obvious or beyond classiﬁcation. E. g., in
a sentence-aligned corpus, the n : m relations
that hold between sentences express the fact
that the propositions contained in n sentences
in L1 are basically the same as the propositions
in m sentences in L2 (lowest common denomi-
nator). No further information about the kind
of correspondence could possibly be added on
this degree of granularity. On the other hand, in
word-aligned corpora, words are usually aligned
as being “lexically equivalent” or are not aligned
at all.1 Although there are many shades of “lexi-
cal equivalence”, these are usually not explicitly
∗ We would like to thank our colleague Frank Schu-
macher for many valuable comments on this paper.
1Cf. the approach described in (Melamed, 1998).
categorised. As (Hansen-Schirra and Neumann,
2003) point out, for many research questions
neither type of alignment is suﬃcient, since the
most interesting phenomena can be found on a
level between these two extremes.
We propose a more ﬁnely grained model
of alignment which is based on monolingual
predicate-argument structures, since we assume
that, while translations can be non-literal in a
variety of ways, they must be based on simi-
lar predicates and arguments for some kind of
translational equivalence to be achieved. Fur-
thermore, our model explicitly encodes the ways
in which the two versions of a text deviate from
each other. (Salkie, 2002) points out that the
possibility to investigate what types of non-
literal translations occur on a regular basis is
one of the major proﬁts that linguists and trans-
lation theorists can draw from parallel corpora.
In Section 2, we begin by describing some
ways in which translations can deviate from
one another. We then describe in detail the
alignment model, which is based on a monolin-
gual predicate-argument structure (Section 3).
In Section 4 we conclude by introducing the
parallel treebank project FuSe which uses the
model described in this paper to align German
and English texts from the Europarl parallel
corpus (Koehn, 2002).
2 Differences in Translations
In most cases, translations are not absolutely
literal counterparts of their source texts. In or-
der to avoid translationese, i. e. deviations from
the norms of the target language, a skilled
translator will apply certain mechanisms, which
(Salkie, 2002) calls “inventive translations” and
which need to be captured and systematised.
The following section will give some examples2
2As we work with English and German, all exam-
ples are taken from these two languages. They are taken
from the Europarl corpus (see Section 4) and are ab-
breviated where necessary. Unfortunately, it is not eas-
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of common discrepancies encountered between
a source text and its translation.
2.1 Nominalisations
Quite frequently, verbal expressions in L1 are
expressed by corresponding nominalisations in
L2. This departure from the source text results
in a completely diﬀerent structure of the tar-
get sentence, as can be seen in (1) and (2),
where the English verb harmonise is expressed
as Harmonisierung in German. The argument
of the English verb functioning as the grammat-
ical subject is realised as a postnominal modiﬁer
in the German sentence.
(1) The laws against racism must be har-
monised.3
(2) Die
The
Harmonisierung
harmonisation
der
of the
Rechtsvorschriften
laws
gegen
against
den
the
Rassismus
racism
ist
is
dringend
urgently
erforderlich.
necessary.
This case is particularly interesting, because it
involves a case of modality. In the English sen-
tence, the verb is modiﬁed by the modal aux-
iliary must. In order to express the modality
in the German version, a diﬀerent strategy is
applied, namely the use of an adjective with
modal meaning (erforderlich, ’necessary’). Con-
sequently, there are two predications in the Ger-
man sentence as opposed to only one predica-
tion in the English sentence.
2.2 Voice
A further way in which translations can dif-
fer from their source is the choice of active or
passive voice. This is exempliﬁed by (3) and
(4). Here, the direct object of the English sen-
tence corresponds to the grammatical subject of
the German sentence, while the subject of the
English sentence is realised as a prepositional
phrase with durch in the German version.
(3) The conclusions of the Theato report
safeguard them perfectly.4
ily discernible from the corpus data which language is
the source language. Consequently, our use of the terms
’source’, ’target’, ’L1’, and ’L2’ does not admit of any
conclusions as to whether one of the languages is the
source language, and if so, which one.
3Europarl:de-en/ep-00-01-19.al, 489.
4Europarl:de-en/ep-00-01-18.al, 749.
(4) Durch
By
die
the
Schlußfolgerungen
conclusions
des
of the
Berichts
report
Theato
Theato
werden
are
sie
they
uneingeschra¨nkt
unlimitedly
bewahrt.
safeguarded
2.3 Negation
Sometimes, a positive predicate expression is
translated by negating its antonym. This is the
case in (5) and (6): both sentences contain a
negative statement, but while the negation is in-
corporated into the English adjective by means
of the negative preﬁx in-, it is achieved syntac-
tically in the German sentence.
(5) the Directive is inapplicable in Den-
mark5
(6) die
the
Richtlinie
Directive
ist
is
in
in
Da¨nemark
Denmark
nicht
not
anwendbar
applicable
2.4 Information Structure
Sentences and their translations can be organ-
ised diﬀerently with regard to their information
structure. Sentences (7) and (8) are a good ex-
ample for this type of non-literal translation.
(7) Our motion will give you a great deal of
food for thought, Commissioner6
(8) Eine
A
Reihe
row
von
of
Anregungen
suggestions
werden
will
wir
we
Ihnen,
you,
Herr
Mr.
Kommissar,
Commissioner,
mit
with
unserer
our
Entschließung
resolution
mitgeben
give
The German sentence is rather inconspicuous,
with the grammatical subject being a prototyp-
ical agent (wir, ’we’). In the English version,
however, it is the means that is realised in sub-
ject position and thus perspectivised. The cor-
responding constituent in German (mit unserer
Entschließung, ’with our motion’) is but an ad-
verbial. In English, the actual agent is not re-
alised as such and can only be identiﬁed by a
process of inference based on the presence of the
possessive pronoun our. Thus, while being more
or less equivalent in meaning, this sentence pair
diﬀers signiﬁcantly in its overall organisation.
5Europarl:de-en/ep-00-01-18.al, 2522.
6Europarl:de-en/ep-00-01-18.al, 53.
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3 Alignment Model
The alignment model we propose is based on
the assumption that a representation of transla-
tional equivalence can best be approximated by
aligning the elements of monolingual predicate-
argument structures. Section 3.1 describes this
layer of the model in detail and shows how some
of the diﬀerences in translations described in
Section 2 can be accomodated on such a level.
We assume that the annotation model described
here is an extension to linguistic data which are
already annotated with phrase-structure trees,
i. e. treebanks. Section 3.2 shows how the bind-
ing of predicates and arguments to syntactic
nodes is modelled. Section 3.3 describes the de-
tails of the alignment layer and the tags used
to mark particular kinds of alignments, thus ac-
counting for some more of the diﬀerences shown
in Section 2.
3.1 Predicates and Arguments
The predicate-argument structures used in our
model consist solely of predicates and their ar-
guments. Although there is usually more than
one predicate in a sentence, no attempt is made
to nest structures or to join the predications
logically in any way. The idea is to make the
predicate-argument structure as rich as is ne-
cessary to be able to align a sentence pair while
keeping it as simple as possible so as not to
make it too diﬃcult to annotate. In the same
vein, quantiﬁcation, negation, and other opera-
tors are not annotated. In short, the predicate-
argument structures are not supposed to cap-
ture the semantics of a sentence exhaustively in
an interlingua-like fashion.
To have clear-cut criteria for annotators to
determine what a predicate is, we rely on the
heuristic assumption that predicates are more
likely to be expressed by tokens belonging to
some word classes than by tokens belonging to
others. Potential predicate expressions in this
model are verbs, deverbal adjectives and nouns7
or other adjectives and nouns which show a syn-
tactic subcategorisation pattern. The predicates
are represented by the capitalised citation form
of the lexical item (e. g. harmonise). They are
assigned a class based on their syntactic form
(v, n, a for ’verbal’, ’nominal’, and ’adjectival’,
respectively), and derivationally related predi-
7For all non-verbal predicate expressions for which a
derivationally related verbal expression exists it is as-
sumed that they are deverbal derivations, etymological
counter-evidence notwithstanding.
cates form a predicate group.
Arguments are given short intuitive role
names (e. g. ent harmonised, i. e. the entity
being harmonised) in order to facilitate the
annotation process. These role names have to
be used consistently only within a predicate
group. If, for example, an argument of the pred-
icate harmonise has been assigned the role
ent harmonised and the annotator encoun-
ters a comparable role as argument to the pred-
icate harmonisation, the same role name for
this argument has to be used.8
The usefulness of such a structure can be
shown by analysing the sentence pair (1) and
(2) in Section 2.1. While the syntactic con-
structions diﬀer considerably, the predicate-
argument structure shows the correspondence
quite clearly (see the annotated sentences in
Figure 19): in the English sentence, we ﬁnd
the predicate harmonise with its argument
ent harmonised, which corresponds to the
predicate harmonisierung and its argument
harmonisiertes in the German sentence. The
information that a predicate of the class v is
aligned with a predicate of the class n can be
used to query the corpus for this type of non-
literal translations.
The active vs. passive translation in sentences
(3) and (4) is another phenomenon which is ac-
comodated by a predicate-argument structure
(Figure 2): the subject np502 in the English
sentence corresponds to the passivised subject
np502 (embedded in pp503) in the German sen-
tence on the basis of having the same argument
role (safeguarder vs. bewahrer) in a com-
parable predication.
It is sometimes assumed that predicate-
argument structure can be derived or recov-
ered from constituent structure or functional
tags such as subject and object.10 It is true
that these annotation layers provide important
heuristic clues for the identiﬁcation of predi-
8Keeping the argument names consistent for all pred-
icates within a group while differentiating the predicates
on the basis of syntactic form are complementary prin-
ciples, both of which are supposed to facilitate querying
the corpus. The consistency of argument names within
a group, for example, enables the researcher to anal-
yse paradigmatically all realisations of an argument ir-
respective of the syntactic form of the predicate. At the
same time, the differentiation of predicates makes possi-
ble a syntagmatic analysis of the differences of argument
structures depending on the syntactic form of the pred-
icate.
9All figures are at the end of the paper.
10See e. g. (Marcus et al., 1994).
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cates and arguments and may eventually speed
up the annotation process in a semi-automatic
way. But, as the examples above have shown,
predicate-argument structure goes beyond the
assignment of phrasal categories and grammati-
cal functions, because the grammatical category
of predicate expressions and consequently the
grammatical functions of their arguments can
vary considerably. Also, the predicate-argument
structure licenses the alignment relation by
showing explicitly what it is based on.
3.2 Binding Layer
As mentioned above, we assume that the an-
notation model described here is used on top
of syntactically annotated data. Consequently,
all elements of the predicate-argument structure
must be bound to elements of the phrasal struc-
ture (terminal or non-terminal nodes). These
bindings are stored in a dedicated binding layer
between the constituent layer and the predicate-
argument layer.
A problem arises when there is no direct cor-
respondence between argument roles and con-
stituents. For instance, this is the case whenever
a noun is postmodiﬁed by a participle clause: in
Figure 3, the argument role ent raised of the
predicate raise is realised by np525, but the
participle clause (ipa517) containing the pred-
icate (raised6) needs to be excluded, because
not excluding it would lead to recursion. Con-
sequently, there is no simple way to link the
argument role to its realisation in the tree.
In these cases, the argument role is linked to
the appropriate phrase (here: np525) and the
constituent that contains the predicate (ipa517)
is pruned out, which results in a discontinu-
ous argument realisation. Thus, in general, the
binding layer allows for complex bindings, with
more than one node of the constituent structure
to be included in and sub-nodes to be explicitly
excluded from a binding to a predicate or argu-
ment.11
When an expected argument is absent on the
phrasal level due to speciﬁc syntactic construc-
tions, the binding of the predicate is tagged ac-
cordingly, thus accounting for the missing argu-
ment. For example, in passive constructions like
in Table 1, the predicate binding is tagged as pv.
Other common examples are imperative con-
structions. Although information of this kind
may possibly be derived from the constituent
11See the database documentation (Feddes, 2004) for
a more detailed description of this mechanism.
structure, it is explicitly recorded in the binding
layer as it has a direct impact on the predicate-
argument structure and thus might prove use-
ful for the automatic extraction of valency pat-
terns.
Sentence wenn korrekt gedolmetscht wurde
Gloss if correctly interpreted was
↑
Binding pv
|
Pred/Arg dolmetschen
Table 1: Example of a tagged predicate binding
(Europarl:de-en/ep-00-01-18.al, 2532)
Note that the passive tag can also be ex-
ploited in order to query for sentence pairs like
(3) and (4) (in Section 2.2), where an active sen-
tence is translated with a passive: it is straight-
forward to ﬁnd those instances of aligned predi-
cates where only one binding carries the passive
tag.
3.3 Alignment Layer
On the alignment layer, the elements of a pair of
predicate-argument structures are aligned with
each other. Arguments are aligned on the basis
of corresponding roles within the predications.
Comparable to the tags used in the binding
layer that account for speciﬁc constructions (see
Section 3.2), the alignments may also be tagged
with further information. These tags are used
to classify types of non-literalness like those dis-
cussed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.12
Sentences (5) and (6) are an example for a
tagged alignment. As Section 2.3 has shown,
negation may be incorporated in a predicate in
L1, but not in L2. Since our predicate-argument
structure does not include syntactic negation,
this results in the alignment of a predicate in
L1 with its logical opposite in L2. To account
for this fact, predicate alignments of this kind
are tagged as absolute opposites (abs-opp).
Similarly, alignment tagging is applied when
predications are in some way incompatible, as
is the case with sentences (7) and (8) in Sec-
tion 2.4. As can be seen in the aligned annota-
tion (Figure 4), the diﬀerent information struc-
ture of these sentences has caused the two cor-
responding argument roles of giver and mit-
geber to be realised by two incompatible ex-
pressions representing diﬀerent referents (np500
12The deviant translations described in Sections 2.1
and 2.2 are already represented via predicate class (see
Section 3.1) and on the binding layer (see Section 3.2),
respectively.
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vs. wir5). In this case, the alignment between
the incompatible arguments is tagged incomp.
If there is no corresponding predicate-
argument structure in the other language (as
e. g. the adjectival predicate in sentence (2)) or
if an argument within a structure does not have
a counterpart in the other language, there will
be no alignment.
Table 2 gives an overview of the annotation
layers as described in this section.
Layer Function
Phrasal constituent structure of language A
Binding binding ↓ predicates/arguments to ↑ nodes
pa predicate-argument structures
Alignment aligning l predicates and arguments
pa predicate-argument structures
Binding binding ↑ predicates/arguments to ↓ nodes
Phrasal constituent structure of language B
Table 2: The layers of the predicate-argument
annotation
All elements of the alignment structure are
supposed to mark explicitly the way they con-
tribute to or distort the resulting translational
equivalence of a sentence pair.13 First and fore-
most, if two elements are aligned to each other,
this alignment is licensed by their having com-
parable roles in the predicate-argument struc-
tures. This is the default case. If, however, a
particular alignment relation, either of predi-
cates or of arguments, is deviant in some way,
this deviance is explicitly marked and classiﬁed
on the alignment layer.
4 Application and Outlook
The alignment model we have described is cur-
rently being used in a project to build a tree-
bank of aligned parallel texts in English and
German with the following linguistic levels: pos
tags, constituent structure and functional re-
lations, plus the predicate-argument structure
and the alignment layer to “fuse” the two
– hence our working title for the treebank,
FuSe, which additionally stands for functional
semantic annotation (Cyrus et al., 2003; Cyrus
et al., 2004).
Our data source, the Europarl corpus (Koehn,
2002), contains sentence-aligned proceedings of
the European parliament in eleven languages
13Cf. the “translation network” described in (Santos,
2000) for a much more complex approach to describing
translation in a formal way; this model, however, goes
well beyond what we think is feasible when annotating
large amounts of data.
and thus oﬀers ample opportunity for extend-
ing the treebank at a later stage.14 For syntac-
tic and functional annotation we basically adapt
the tiger annotation scheme (Albert and oth-
ers, 2003), making adjustments where we deem
appropriate and changes which become neces-
sary when adapting to English an annotation
scheme which was originally developed for Ger-
man.
We use Annotate for the semi-automatic
assignment of pos tags, hierarchical struc-
ture, phrasal and functional tags (Brants, 1999;
Plaehn, 1998a). Annotate stores all annota-
tions in a relational database.15 To stay consis-
tent with this approach we have developed an
extension to the Annotate database structure
to model the predicate-argument layer and the
binding layer.
Due to the monolingual nature of the Anno-
tate database structure, the alignment layer
(Section 3.3) cannot be incorporated into it.
Hence, additional types of databases are needed.
For each language pair (currently English and
German), an alignment database is deﬁned
which represents the alignment layer, thus fus-
ing two extended Annotate databases. Addi-
tionally, an administrative database is needed
to deﬁne sets of two Annotate databases and
one alignment database. The ﬁnal parallel tree-
bank will be represented by the union of these
sets (Feddes, 2004).
While annotators use Annotate to enter
phrasal and functional structures comfortably,
the predicate-argument structures and align-
ments are currently entered into a structured
text ﬁle which is then imported into the
database. A graphical annotation tool for these
layers is under development. It will make bind-
ing the predicate-argument structure to the con-
stituent structure easier for the annotators and
suggest argument roles based on previous deci-
sions.
Possiblities of semi-automatic methods to
speed up the annotation and thus reduce the
costs of building the treebank are currently be-
ing investigated.16 Still, quite a bit of manual
14There are a few drawbacks to Europarl, such as its
limited register and the fact that it is not easily dis-
cernible which language is the source language. How-
ever, we believe that at this stage the easy accessibility,
the amount of preprocessing and particularly the lack of
copyright restrictions make up for these disadvantages.
15For details about the Annotate database structure
see (Plaehn, 1998b).
16One track we follow is to investigate if it is feasible to
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work will remain. We believe, however, that the
eﬀort that goes into such a gold-standard paral-
lel treebank is very much worthwhile since the
treebank will eventually prove useful for a num-
ber of ﬁelds and can be exploited for numer-
ous applications. To name but a few, translation
studies and contrastive analyses will proﬁt par-
ticularly from the explicit annotation of transla-
tional diﬀerences. nlp applications such as Ma-
chine Translation could, e. g., exploit the con-
stituent structures of two languages which are
mapped via the predicate-argument-structure.
Also, from the disambiguated predicates and
their argument structures, a multilingual va-
lency dictionary could be derived.
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Abstract
In the context of the Papillon project, which
aims at creating a multilingual lexical database
(MLDB), we have developed Jeminie, an adapt-
able system that helps automatically building
interlingual lexical databases from existing lex-
ical resources. In this article, we present a tax-
onomy of criteria for evaluating a MLDB, that
motivates the need for arbitrary compositions
of criteria to evaluate a whole MLDB. A quality
measurement method is proposed, that is adapt-
able to diﬀerent contexts and available lexical
resources.
1 Introduction
The Papillon project1 aims at creating a cooper-
ative, free, permanent, web-oriented environ-
ment for the development and the consultation
of a multilingual lexical database. The macro-
structure of Papillon is a set of monolingual dic-
tionaries (one for each language) of word senses,
called lexies, linked through a central set of in-
terlingual links, called axies. Axies, also called
interlingual acceptions, are not concepts, but
simply interlingual links between lexies, motived
by translations found in existing dictionaries or
proposed by the contributors. Figure 1 repres-
ents an interlingual database that links monolin-
gual resources in three languages: French, Eng-
lish and Japanese. The interlingual acceptions
(axies) are linked to lexies from each language.
For instance, a lexie for the French word “terre”
is linked through an axie to two lexies for the
English words “earth” and “soil” and to a lexie
for the Japanese word “tsuchi”. Note that an
axie can be reﬁned into a set of axies. For in-
stance, a lexie for the English word “chair” is
linked through axie1 to two lexies for the French
words “fauteuil” and “chaise”. Axie1 can be re-
ﬁned into two axies axie11 and axie12 as illus-
trated in ﬁgure 2.
1http://www.papillon-dictionary.org/
axie3
axie2
axie1
interlingual
lexie1
lexie2
Japanese monolingual
lexie3
lexie2
lexie1
French monolingual
terre
lexie3
lexie2
lexie1
lexie4
earth
lexie2
lexie1
land
lexie1
lexie2
soil
English monolingual
Figure 1: An example interlingual database
lexie1
chaise
lexie1
lexie2
fauteuil
French monolingual
lexie3
lexie2
lexie1
English monolingual
chair
axie11
axie12
axie1
interlingual
Figure 2: An example of reﬁned axies
This pivot macrostructure has been deﬁned
by (Sérasset, 1994) and experimented by (Blanc,
1999) in the PARAX mockup. The mi-
crostructure of the monolingual dictionaries
is the “DiCo” structure, which is a simpli-
ﬁcation of Mel’cuk’s (Mel’cuk et al., 1995)
DEC (Explanatory-Combinatorial Dictionary)
designed by Polguère & Mel’cuk (Polguère,
2000) to make it possible to construct large,
detailed and principled dictionaries in tractable
time.
The building method of the Papillon lexical
database is based on one hand on 1) reusing ex-
isting lexical resources, and on the other hand on
2) contributions of volunteers working through
Internet. In order to automate the ﬁrst step,
we have developed Jeminie (cf. section 2), a
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ﬂexible software system that helps create (semi-
) automatically interlingual lexical databases.
As there are several possible techniques for the
creation of axies that can be implemented in
Jeminie, it is necessary to evaluate and compare
these techniques to understand their strengths
and weaknesses and to identify possible im-
provements. This article proposes an approach
for the automatic qualitative evaluation of an
automatically created MLDB, for instance cre-
ated by Jeminie, that relies on an evaluation
software system that adapts to the measured
MLDB.
The next section of this article provides an
overview of the Jeminie system and the strategy
it implements to create interlingual lexical data-
bases. The third section presents in detail eval-
uation criteria for an MLDB. The fourth section
describes the evaluation system that we propose
and the metrics and criteria to evaluate the qual-
ity of MLDB. Last sections discuss the measure-
ment strategy and conclude.
2 Jeminie
Jeminie is a software system that helps build-
ing interlingual databases. Its ﬁrst function is
to automatically extract information from ex-
isting monolingual dictionaries, at least one for
each considered language, and to normalize it
into lexies. The second function of Jeminie
is to automatically link lexies that have the
same sense into axies. The prominent feature of
Jeminie is the ability to arbitrarily combine sev-
eral axie creation techniques (Teeraparbseree,
2003).
An axie creation technique is an algorithm
that creates axies to link a set of existing lex-
ies. An algorithm may use existing additional
lexical resources, such as: bilingual dictionaries,
parallel corpora, synonym dictionaries, and ant-
onym dictionaries. Algorithms that do not rely
on additional lexical resources consider only in-
formation available from the monolingual data-
bases, and include vectorial algorithms such as
calculating and comparing conceptual vectors
for each lexie (Lafourcade, 2002).
The use of one algorithm alone is not suf-
ﬁcient, in practice, to produce a good quality
MLDB. For instance, using only one algorithm
that uses bilingual dictionaries, one obtains a
lexical database on the level of words but not on
the level of senses of words. The Jeminie system
tackles this problem from a software engineering
point of view. In Jeminie, an axie creation al-
gorithm is implemented in a reusable software
module. Jeminie allows for arbitrary composi-
tion of modules, in order to take advantage of
each axie creation algorithm, and to create a
MLDB of the best possible quality. We call a
MLDB production process, a sequence of exe-
cutions of axie creation modules. A process is
speciﬁed using a speciﬁc language that provides
high-level abstractions. The Jeminie architec-
ture is divided into three layers. The core layer
is a library that is used to implement axie cre-
ation modules at the module layer. The pro-
cesses interpreter starts the execution of mod-
ules according to processes speciﬁed by linguists.
The interpreter is developed using the core layer.
Jeminie has been developed in Java following
object-oriented design techniques and patterns.
Each execution of an axie creation module
progressively contributes to create and ﬁlter the
intermediate set of axies. The ﬁnal MLDB is
obtained after the last module execution in a
process. The quality of a MLDB can be eval-
uated either 1) on the ﬁnal set of axies after
a whole process has been executed, or 2) on
an intermediate set of of axies after a module
has been executed in a process. The modularity
in MLDB creation provided by Jeminie there-
fore allows for a wide range of quality evalu-
ation strategies. The next sections describe the
evaluation criteria that we consider for MLDBs
created using Jeminie.
3 Taxonomy of evaluation criteria
Here, we propose metrics for the qualitative
evaluation of multilingual lexical databases, and
give an interpretation for these measures. We
propose a classiﬁcation of MLDB evaluation cri-
teria into four classes, according to their nature.
3.1 Golden-standard-based criteria
In the domain of machine translation systems,
an increasingly accepted way to measure the
quality of a system is to compare the out-
puts it produces with a set of reference trans-
lations, considered as an approximation of a
golden standard (Papineni et al., 2002; hovy et
al., 2002). By analogy, one can deﬁne a golden
standard multilingual lexical database to com-
pare to a database generated by a system such as
Jeminie, that both contain axies that link to lex-
ies in the same monolingual databases. Consid-
ering that two axies are the same if they contain
links to exactly the same lexies, the quality of a
machine generated multilingual lexical database
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would then be measured with two metrics adap-
ted from machine translation system evaluation
(Ahrenberg et al., 2000): recall and precision.
Recall (coverage) is the number of axies that
are deﬁned in both the generated database and
in the golden standard database, divided by the
number of axies in the golden standard.
Precision is the number of axies that are
deﬁned in both the generated database and in
the golden standard database, divided by the
number of axies in the generated database.
However, (Aimelet et al., 1999) highlighted
the limits of the golden standard approach, as
it is often diﬃcult to manually produce precise
reference resources. In the context of the Papil-
lon project, a golden standard multilingual lex-
ical database would deal with nine languages
(English, French, German, Japanese, Lao, Thai,
Malay, Vietnamese and Chinese), which makes
it extremely diﬃcult to produce. Furthermore,
since the produced multilingual lexical data-
base in Papillon will deﬁne at least 40000 ax-
ies, using heterogeneous resources, a comparison
with a typical golden standard of only 100 ax-
ies seems not relevant. Instead of producing a
golden standard for a whole multilingual lexical
database, we propose to consider partial golden
standard that concerns only a part of a MLDB.
For instance, a partial golden standard can be
produced using a bilingual dictionary that con-
cerns only two languages in the database. Sev-
eral partial golden standard MLDBs could be
produced using several bilingual dictionaries, in
order to cover all languages in the multilingual
lexical database.
3.2 Structural criteria
Structural evaluation criteria consider the state
of links between lexies and axies. We deﬁne sev-
eral general structural criteria:
• CLAave, the average number of axies linked
to each lexie. Here, we consider only lexies
that are linked to axies. CLAave should be
1. If it is > 1, several axies have the same
sense, i.e. the produced MLDB is ambigu-
ous. If it is < 1, the produced MLDB may
not be precise enough, as it does not cover
all the lexies. Actually, we should also con-
sider the standard deviation of that num-
ber, because a MLDB would be quite bad if
CLAave = 2 for half the lexies and CLAave
= 0 for the rest, although the global value
of CLAave is 1.
• for each language, ADLlang, the ratio of the
number of axies to the number of lexies in
that language. If it is too low, the axies
may represent fuzzy acceptions. If it is too
high, axies may overlap, i.e. several axies
may represent the same acception. Typ-
ically, it should be about 1.2 (cf. large
MLDB such as EDR - the Electronic Dic-
tionary Research project in Japan). This
metrics should be calculated for each lan-
guage independently, because the number
of lexies may signiﬁcantly vary between two
languages, making this metrics irrelevant if
calculated using the total number of lexies
and axies in a database.
• CALave, the average number of lexies of
each language linked to each axie. It should
be about 1.2. If it is > 1 for a language,
axies may represent a fuzzy acception or
there is synonymy, as illustrated in ﬁgure
3. If it is < 1 for a language, axies may not
cover that language precisely. Note that
CALave may help us locate places in the
“axie” set where an axie is reﬁned by one
or more axies. Each CALave may then be
far from CALave global, but their average
should still be near CALave global for the
considered set.
lexie1 (place)
lexie2 (fish)
lexie2 (fish)
lexie3 (measure)
axie1
lexie1 (place)
French monolingual
interlingual
lieu
bar
Figure 3: Example of two lexies that are syn-
onym in the same language and linked to the
same axie
Such metrics are complementary and can eas-
ily be measured, and are among the rare metrics
that concern a whole MLDB. They, however, do
not help evaluating the quality of links between
axies and lexies in terms of semantics.
3.3 Human-based criteria
This class of evaluation criteria is based on the
measurement of the number and nature of the
corrections made by a linguist on a part of a
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produced MLDB. For instance, one can measure
the ratio of the number of corrections made by
a linguist, to the total number of links between
the considered axies and lexies. The closer the
ratio is to zero, the higher is the quality of the
multilingual lexical database. A high correction
ratio implies a low MLDB quality.
However, this class of criteria assumes that
the produced MLDB are homogeneous. In the
context of Papillon, the database will be pro-
duced using several techniques and heterogen-
eous lexical resources, which limits the relevance
of such criteria.
This approach is similar to the golden-
standard approach described above, although
the golden-standard approach is automatic.
3.4 Non-resource-based semantic
criteria
In this class, criteria evaluate the quality of the
semantics of the links between axies and lex-
ies, and do not rely on additional lexical re-
sources. One of the metrics that we consider
is the distance between conceptual vectors of
lexies linked to the same axie. A conceptual
vector for a lexie is calculated by projecting the
concepts associated with this lexie into a vector
space, where each dimension corresponds to a
leaf concept of a thesaurus (Lafourcade, 2002).
The concepts associated with a lexie are identi-
ﬁed by analyzing the lexie deﬁnition. The lower
the distance between the conceptual vectors of
two lexies is, the closer are those lexies (word-
senses). As a metrics, we therefore consider the
average conceptual distance between each pair
of lexies linked to the same axie. The lower
that value is, the better the MLDB is, in terms
of the semantics of the links between axies and
lexies. However, a reliable computation of con-
ceptual vectors relies on the availability precise
and rich deﬁnitions in lexies, and on large lexical
resources to compute initial vectors, which are
diﬃcult to gather for all languages in practice.
3.5 Discussion
As a more general conceptual framework, we
deﬁne a classiﬁcation of evaluation criteria along
four dimensions, or characteristics:
• automation: a criterion is either automat-
ically evaluated, or relies on linguists.
• scope: a criterion evaluates either a part of
a MLDB, or a whole MLDB.
• semantics: a criterion considers either the
structure of a MLDB, or the semantics of
the links between axies and lexies.
• resource: a criterion relies on additional
lexical resources, or not.
Multilingual lexical databases such as Papillon
can be used in diﬀerent contexts, e.g. in ma-
chine translation systems or in multilingual in-
formation retrieval systems. The criteria used
for evaluating a multilingual lexical database
should be adapted to the context in which the
database is used. For instance, if a multilin-
gual lexical database is very precise and good at
French and Japanese acceptions, but not good
at other languages, it should be judged as a good
lexical database by users who evaluate a usage
of French and Japanese only, but it should be
judged as a bad multilingual lexical database
globally.
Since the Papillon database generated by
Jeminie will not be tied to speciﬁc usages, the
database production system must not impose
predeﬁned evaluation criteria. We propose in-
stead to allow for the use of any criterion at any
point in the four dimensions above and for arbit-
rary composition of evaluation criteria to adapt
to diﬀerent contexts. However, since we aim at
performing an automatic evaluation, we do not
consider human-based criteria, although human
evaluation is certainly valid. Our approach is
similar to the approach chosen in Jeminie for
the creation of axies. We tackle this problem of
criteria composition from a software engineering
point of view, by using object oriented program-
ming techniques to design and implement mod-
ular and reusable criterion software modules.
4 Adaptable evaluation system
By analogy with the Jeminie modules that im-
plement algorithms to create axies, we propose
a system that allows for the implementation in
Java of reusable software modules that imple-
ment algorithms to measure MLDB. In this sys-
tem, we consider that each criterion is imple-
mented as a module. Criterion modules are of
a diﬀerent kind, and are developed diﬀerently
from Jeminie axie creation modules. As a con-
vention, we deﬁne that each criterion module
returns a numeric value as the result of a meas-
urement, noted Qi. The higher that value, the
better the evaluated database.
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4.1 Axie-creation-related criteria
As the strategy we have chosen in Jeminie is to
combine complementary axie creation modules
to produce axies in a multilingual lexical data-
base, we consider that each axie creation mod-
ule encapsulates its own quality criterion that it
tends to optimize, explicitly or implicitly. Since
each module implements an algorithm to decide
whether to create an axie, we consider that such
an algorithm can also be used as a criterion to
decide whether an existing axie is correct. An
axie creation module can not be reused as is as a
criterion module, however its decision algorithm
can be easily reimplemented in a criterion mod-
ule. For each algorithm, we deﬁne the following
four metrics, adapted from (Bédécarrax, 1989):
A1 the number of internal adjustments, i.e. the
number of axies that would be created ac-
cording to the algorithm, and that have ac-
tually been created.
A2 the number of external adjustments, i.e. the
number of axies that would not be created
according to the algorithm, and that have
actually not been created.
E1 the number of internal errors, i.e. the num-
ber of axies that would not be created ac-
cording to the algorithm, and that have ac-
tually been created.
E2 the number of external errors, i.e. the num-
ber of axies that would be created according
to the algorithm, and that have actually not
been created.
For each algorithm, the quality criteria are to
maximize A1 + A2, to minimize E1 + E2, or to
maximize (A1 +A2)− (E1 + E2).
Resource-based algorithms
For instance, following are the deﬁnitions of A1,
A2, E1 and E2 for the axie creation algorithm
that uses a bilingual dictionary between lan-
guages X and Y:
A1 the number of pairs of lexies of languages
X and Y that are linked to the same axie
and which words are mutual translations
according to the bilingual dictionary.
A2 the number of pairs of lexies of languages X
and Y that are not linked to the same axie
and which words are not mutual transla-
tions according to the bilingual dictionary.
E1 the number of pairs of lexies of languages X
and Y that are linked to the same axie and
which words are not mutual translations ac-
cording to the bilingual dictionary.
E2 the number of pairs of lexies of languages
X and Y that are not linked to the same
axie and which words are mutual transla-
tions according to the bilingual dictionary.
However, resources used by resource-based cre-
ation algorithms have a number of entries that
is often signiﬁcantly lower than the number of
lexies and axies in a multilingual lexical data-
base. For instance, the number of translation
entries in a bilingual dictionary is typically lower
than the number of available monolingual accep-
tions in the source language, because that set of
lexies may be constructed by combining a set
of rich monolingual dictionaries. For instance,
our monolingual database for French contains
about 21000 headwords and 45000 lexies ex-
tracted from many deﬁnition dictionaries such
as Hachette, Larousse, etc. Our monolingual
database for English contains about 50000 head-
words and 90000 lexies extracted from English
WordNet 1.7.1. However, the bilingual French-
English dictionary that we use is based on the
FeM2 multilingual dictionary, and deﬁnes only
15000 French headwords.
lexical database number of headwords
French monolingual 21000
English monolingual 50000
FeM 15000
Table 1: Comparing the number of entries in
monolingual lexical databases with the number
of entries in the multilingual lexical database
According to the example above, measuring
the number of external adjustments A2 and in-
ternal errors E1 is therefore not relevant. For
example, a criterion can not decide if the words
of a French lexie and of an English lexie that are
linked together, are translations of each other,
since the bilingual dictionary used is not precise
enough. We therefore propose a simplified qual-
ity criterion for resource-based algorithms, that
is to maximize A1and to minimize E2.
2French-English-Malay dictionary http://www-
clips.imag.fr/geta/services/fem
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Vectorial algorithms
This measure can also be adapted to the com-
parison of the conceptual distance between lex-
ies:
A1 the number of pairs of lexies that are linked
to the same axie and which conceptual vec-
tor distance is below a given threshold.
A2 the number of pairs of lexies that are not
linked to the same axie and which concep-
tual vector distance is above the threshold.
E1 the number of pairs of lexies that are linked
to the same axie and which conceptual vec-
tor distance is above the threshold.
E2 the number of pairs of lexies that are not
linked to the same axie and which concep-
tual vector distance is below the threshold.
This algorithm is not limited by the size of
an additional lexical resource, and can decide
whether any pair of lexies should be linked or
not. It is therefore possible to evaluate A2 and
E1 in addition to A1 and E2.
Synthesis
We specify that the value returned by such axie-
creation-related criteria is calculated as Qi =
A1−E2 for resource-based criteria, and as Qi =
(A1+A2)−(E1+E2) for any other axie-creation-
related criteria, as those formulas reﬂect both
the number of adjustments and the number of
errors.
4.2 Structural criteria
As described above, structural criteria consider
the structure of each axie in a whole multilin-
gual lexical database. We propose to implement
such algorithms also as modules in our system.
For example, we deﬁne one criterion module to
calculate the following value:
Qi =
1
0.01 +
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
1−
nblexies∑
k = 1
nblinkedaxiesk
nblexies
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
where nblexies is the total number of lexies in
the database, and nblinkedaxiesk is the number
of axies linked to a lexie k. Qi is comprised
between 0 and 100.
4.3 Global criteria
A global quality value Q can be calculated as
the sum of each quality value measured by each
measurement module. The choice of the meas-
urement modules corresponds to a given usage
context of the evaluated database, and the posit-
ive weight of each metric module in this context
is speciﬁed as a factor in the sum:
Q =
nbmodules∑
i = 1
weighti ·Qi
The objective is to maximize Q. The weight
for each module can be chosen to emphasize the
importance of selected criteria in the context of
evaluation. For instance, when speciﬁcally eval-
uating the quality of axies between French and
English lexies, the weight for a bilingual EN-
FR dictionary-based criterion module could be
higher than the weights for the other criterion
modules. In addition, the values returned by
diﬀerent criterion modules are not normalized.
It is therefore necessary to adapt the weights to
compensate the diﬀerence of scale between Qi
values.
5 Evaluation method
One can evaluate the quality of a MLDB after
it has been created or enhanced through the ex-
ecution of an axie creation process by Jeminie.
Such a quality measure can be used by linguists
to decide whether to execute another axie cre-
ation process to enhance the quality of the data-
base, or to stop if the database has reached the
desired quality. The creation of an axie database
is therefore iterative, alternating executions of
axie creation processes, quality evaluations, and
decisions.
It should be noted that the execution of an
axie creation process may not always imply a
monotonous increase of the measured quality.
Since axie creation algorithms may not be mu-
tually coherent, the order of executions of mod-
ules, in a process or in several consecutively ex-
ecuted processes, has an impact on the meas-
ured global quality. More precisely, the addi-
tional resources used by axie creation modules,
and/or by quality criteria modules, may contain
errors and be mutually incoherent. The execu-
tion of a resource-based axie creation module
using a resource R1, can cause a drop of the
A1 value and an increase of the E2 value meas-
ured by a resource-based criterion module using
a resource R2 incoherent with R1. This may sig-
niﬁcantly decrease the evaluated global quality.
The database may however be actually of a bet-
ter quality if R2 has a poor quality and R1 has a
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good quality. This highlights the need for good
quality resources for both creating the database
and evaluating its quality.
Another problem is that the additional lex-
ical resources used, such as bilingual dictionar-
ies, generally provide information at the level of
words, not at the level of senses. It is thus ne-
cessary to complement these resource-based axie
creation modules, for instance by using vectorial
modules. Moreover, it is necessary to develop
new algorithms to increase the internal consist-
ence of an axie database, for example one that
merges all the axies that link to the same lexie.
6 Example processes
Figure 4 illustrates the two sets of axies created
by a process A and a process B to link to lexies
retrieved from a French and an English mono-
lingual dictionaries. Process A consists of the
execution of only module Mbidict, that uses a
bilingual dictionary FR-EN extracted from FeM
dictionary and partially illustrated in ﬁgure 5.
The set of axies produced by process A consists
of axie1 to axie7. Process B consists of the exe-
cution of the same module Mbidict as in process
A, then of a module Mvect that implements a
conceptual vector comparison algorithm for ﬁl-
tering some bad links. Process B produces only
axie1, axie4, axie5 and axie7. Note that processes
A and B were hand-simulated in this example.
lexie1
banque
lexie2 (person)
lexie1 (fruit)
avocat
lexie1
admirable
French monolingual
lexie2 (river)
lexie1 (office)
bank
lexie1
advocate
lexie1
avocado
lexie1
admirable
English monolingual
axie7
axie6
axie5
axie4
axie3
axie2
axie1
link created by process B
link created by process A
Figure 4: Axies created by processes A and B
The two same criterion modules are used to
evaluate both processes: 1) an axie-creation-
related criterion module using the same bilin-
gual dictionary as the one used in the axie
creation modules in processes, and calculating
Admirable (a.)
Avocat (n.m.)
Avocat (n.m.)
Admirable (a.)
Advocate (n.)
Avocado (n.)
Bank (n.)Banque (n.f.)
Bilingual Dictionary FR−EN
(FeM) (Le Robert & Collins)
Bilingual Dictionary EN−FR 
Bank (n.)
Bank (n.)
Admirable (a.)
Advocate (n.)
Avocado (n.)
Banque (n.f.)
Rive (n.f.)
Admirable (a.)
Avocat (n.m.)
Avocat (n.m.)
Figure 5: Bilingual dictionaries
a Qbidict value, and 2) the structural criterion
module described in section 4.2, and calculating
a Qstruct value. The global evaluated quality
value for the set of axies created by each pro-
cess is:
Q = α ·Qbidict + β ·Qstruct
The actually evaluated values of Qbidict and
Qstruct, and of Q for several combinations of α
and β, are shown in table 2.
process A process B
Qbidict 7 1
Qstruct 1.76 8.25
Q (α=1, β=1) 8.76 9.25
Q (α=1, β=2) 10.52 17.5
Q (α=2, β=1) 15.76 10.25
Table 2: The results of qualitative evaluations
Axie creation module Mbidict considers only
words, but not senses of words. It therefore cre-
ates several axies linked to each lexie, some of
which are not correct because they do not dis-
tinguish between the lexies of a given transla-
tion word. In process B, module Mvect is ex-
ecuted to suppress links and axies that are se-
mantically incorrect. The structural quality, as
given in Qstruct, is therefore better with process
B than with process A, and intuitively the global
quality has actually increased. However, execut-
ing module Mvect reduces the quality from the
point of view of a bilingual translation that con-
siders only words and not acceptions, as given
in Qbidict.
This illustrates that not all quality criteria
should be maximized to attain the best possible
quality. Weight factors for each criterion mod-
ule should be carefully chosen, according to the
scale of the values returned by each module, and
to the linguistic objectives. For instance, as il-
lustrated in table 2, setting a weight too high
for the bilingual translation criterion lets the
evaluated global quality decrease, while it has
actually increased.
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7 Conclusion
This article presents the problem of the auto-
matic creation and evaluation of interlingual
multilingual lexical databases (MLDB), in the
context of the Papillon project. It describes the
Jeminie software system, that we are develop-
ing, for the automatic creation of interlingual
acceptions (axies). It can adapt to diﬀerent con-
texts, e.g. to diﬀerent lexical resources and dif-
ferent languages, by providing a means to arbit-
rarily compose axie creation modules.
We have proposed a taxonomy of criteria for
the automatic evaluation of a MLDB. One cri-
teria alone is not suﬃcient to signiﬁcantly eval-
uate the quality of a whole database. We there-
fore propose a method for the arbitrary compos-
ition of evaluation criteria, following the same
principles as the Jeminie system.
The proposed method will be implemented in
a software framework, along with a library of
modules that implement a variety of evaluation
criteria, and that can be freely composed. This
framework will be integrated with Jeminie, in
order to allow for the automatic evaluation of a
MLDB during its creation.
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Abstract
In this paper, we show how to construct a
transfer dictionary automatically. Dictionary
construction, one of the most diﬃcult tasks
in developing a machine translation system, is
expensive. To avoid this problem, we investi-
gate how we build a dictionary using existing
linguistic resources. Our algorithm can be ap-
plied to any language pairs, but for the present
we focus on building a Korean-to-Japanese
dictionary using English as a pivot. We
attempt three ways of automatic construction
to corroborate the eﬀect of the directionality
of dictionaries. First, we introduce “one-time
look up”method using a Korean-to-English and
a Japanese-to-English dictionary. Second, we
show a method using “overlapping constraint”
with a Korean-to-English dictionary and an
English-to-Japanese dictionary. Third, we con-
sider another alternative method rarely used
for building a dictionary: an English-to-Korean
dictionary and English-to-Japanese dictionary.
We found that the ﬁrst method is the most
eﬀective and the best result can be obtained
from combining the three methods.
1 Introduction
There are many ways of dictionary building.
For machine translation, a bilingual transfer
dictionary is a most important resource. An in-
teresting approach is the Papillon Project that
focuses on building a multilingual lexical data
base to construct large, detailed and principled
dictionaries (Boitet et al., 2002). The main
source of multilingual dictionaries is monolin-
gual dictionaries. Each monolingual dictionary
is connected to interlingual links. To make
this possible, we need many contributors, ex-
∗ Some of this research was done while at ATR.
perts and the donated data. One of the stud-
ies related to the Papillon Project tried to link
the words using deﬁnitions between English and
French, but the method can be extended to
other language pairs (Lafourcade, 2002). Other
research that focuses on the automatic build-
ing of bilingual dictionaries include Tanaka and
Umemura (1994), Shirai and Yamamoto (2001),
Shirai et al. (2001), Bond et al. (2001), and
Paik et al. (2001).
Our main concern is automatically building
a bilingual dictionary, especially with diﬀerent
combinations of dictionaries. None of the re-
search on building dictionaries seriously consid-
ers the characteristics of dictionaries. A dic-
tionary has a peculiar characteristic according
to its directionality. For example, we use a
Japanese-to-English (henceforth, J⇒E) dictio-
nary mainly used by Japanese often when they
write or speak in English. Naturally, in this sit-
uation, a Japanese person knows the meaning
of the Japanese word that s/he wants to trans-
late into English. Therefore, an explanation for
the word is not necessary, except for the words
whose concept is hard to translate with a single
word. Part-of-speech (henceforth POS) infor-
mation is also secondary for a Japanese person
when looking up the meaning of the correspond-
ing equivalent to the Japanese word.
On the other hand, an English-to-Japanese
(henceforth E⇒J) dictionary is basically used
from a Japanese point of view to discover the
meaning of an English word, how it is used and
so on. Therefore, explanatory descriptions, ex-
ample sentences, and such grammatical infor-
mation as POS are all important. As shown in
(2), a long explanation is used to describe the
meaning of tango, its POS and such grammat-
ical information as singular or plural. Also, an
E⇒J dictionary includes the word in plenty of
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examples, comparing to a J⇒E dictionary. The
following examples clearly show the diﬀerence.
(1) J⇒E:
 ✂✁☎✄
: ✆ dance ✝ the tango ✆✟✞✞ ✞ s ✝
(2) E⇒J: tan ✠ go /(n. pl ✞ ✞ ✞ s)
 ✡✁✡✄
:a. ☛✡☞✂✌✂✍✏✎✒✑✔✓✖✕✘✗✚✙✡✛✡✜✒✗✘✢✤✣ ..etc.
(trans. tango “a dance of Central African abo-
riginals,...etc.”)b. ✥✖✗✘✦ (trans. “its music”)Vi
 ✂✁✂✄✂✧✩★✫✪
(“to dance the tango”).
In this paper, we evaluate the eﬀects that occur
when we use diﬀerent combinations of dictio-
naries and merge them in diﬀerent ways.
2 Conventional Methods and
Problems
The basic method of generating a bilingual
dictionary through an intermediate language
was proposed by Tanaka and Umemura
(1994). They automatically constructed a
Japanese-French dictionary with English as an
intermediate language and manually checked
the extracted results. In this sense, their
method is not completely automatic. They
looked up English translations for Japanese
words, and then French translations of these
English translations. Then, for each French
word, they looked up all of its English trans-
lations. After that, they counted the number
of shared English translations (one-time
inverse consultation). This was extended to
“two-time inverse consultation”. They looked
up all the Japanese translations of all the
English translations of a given French word
and counted how many times the Japanese
word appears. They reported that “comparing
the generated dictionary with published dic-
tionaries showed that data obtained are useful
for revising and supplementing the vocabulary
of existing dictionaries.” Their method shows
the basic method of building a dictionary using
English as an intermediate language. We ap-
plied and extended their method in automatic
dictionary building especially considering the
directionality of dictionaries.
Tanaka and Umemura (1994) used four dic-
tionaries in two directions (J⇒E, E⇒J, F⇒E
and E⇒F). They ﬁrst harmonized the dictio-
naries by combining the J⇒E and E⇒J into
a single J⇔E and the F⇒E and E⇒F into a
harmonized F⇔E dictionary. We followed their
basic method without harmonizing the dictio-
naries to emphasize the inﬂuence of directional-
ity.
In general, foreign word entries in a bilingual
dictionary attempt to cover the entire vocabu-
lary of the foreign language. However, foreign
words that do not correspond to one’s mother
tongue are not recorded in a bilingual dictio-
nary from one’s mother tongue to the foreign
language (Hartmann, 1983). A long explana-
tory phrase is replaced with a word that often
does not perfectly correspond to the original.
On the other hand, most of the index words
from a foreign language to a mother tongue in-
clude many expository deﬁnitions or explana-
tions that focus on usage. Such syntactic infor-
mation as POS and number as well as exam-
ple sentences are rich compared with a dictio-
nary from mother tongue to a foreign language.
These characteristics should be considered when
building a dictionary automatically.
Bond et al. (2001) showed how semantic
classes can be used along with an intermediate
language to create a Japanese-to-Malay dictio-
nary. They used semantic classes to rank trans-
lation equivalents so that word pairs with com-
patible semantic classes are chosen automati-
cally as well as using English to link pairs. How-
ever, we cannot use this method for languages
with poor language resources, in this case se-
mantic ontology. Paik et al. (2001) improved
the method to generate a Korean-to-Japanese
(henceforth K⇒J) dictionary using multi-pivot
criterion. They showed that it is useful to build
dictionaries using appropriate multi-pivots. In
this case, English is the intermediate language
and shared Chinese characters between Korean
and Japanese are used as pivots.
However, none of the above methods con-
sidered the directionality of the dictionaries in
their experiments. We ran three experiments to
emphasize the eﬀects of directionality.1 There
are many approaches to building a dictionary.
But our focus will be on the generality of build-
ing any pair of dictionaries automatically using
English as a pivot. In addition, we want to con-
ﬁrm various directionalities between a mother
tongue and a foreign language.
1The first two experiments were reported in Shirai
and Yamamoto (2001) and Shirai et al. (2001). We
present new evaluations in this paper.
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3 Proposed Method
We introduce three ways of constructing a K⇒J
dictionary. First, we construct a K⇒J dic-
tionary using a K⇒E dictionary and a J⇒E.
Second, we show another way of constructing
a K⇒J dictionary using an K⇒E dictionary
and an E⇒J dictionary. Third, we use a novel
way of dictionary building using an E⇒K and
E⇒J to build a K⇒J dictionary. However, our
method is not limited to building a K⇒J dic-
tionary but can be extended to any other lan-
guage pairs so long as X-to-English or English-
to-X dictionaries exist. These three methods
will cope with making dictionaries using any
combination.
We assume that the following conditions hold
when building a bilingual dictionary: (1) Both
the source language and the target language
cannot be understood (to build a dictionary
of unknown language pairs); (2) Various lex-
ical information of the intermediate language
(English) is accessible. (3) Limited information
about the source and target language may be
accessible.
3.1 Lexical Resources
Our method can be extended to any other
language pairs if there are X-to-English and
English-to-X dictionaries. It means that there
are four possible combinations such as i)
X-to-English and Y-to-English, ii) X-to-English
and English-to-Y, iii) English-to-X and Y-to-
English and iv) English-to-X and English-to-Y
to build a X-to-Y dictionary. We tested i), ii)
and iv) in this paper and we used the following
dictionaries in our experiment:
Type # Entries Dictionary
J⇒E 28,310 New Anchor 2
E⇒J 52,369 Super Anchor3
K⇒E 50,826 Yahoo K⇒E 4
E⇒K 84,758 Yahoo E⇒K 4
3.2 Linking K⇒E and J⇒E
Our method is based upon a one-time in-
verse consultation of Tanaka and Umemura
(1994)( See Section 2.) to judge the word cor-
respondences of Korean and Japanese.
Lexical Resources used here is a K⇒E dic-
tionary (50,826 entries) and a J⇒E dictionary
2(Yamagishi et al., 1997) 3 (Yamagishi and Gunji,
1991) 4 http://kr.engdic.yahoo.com
(28,310 entries). There is a big diﬀerence in the
number of entries between the two dictionaries.
This will aﬀect the total number of extracted
words.
For Evaluation, we use a similarity score S1
for a Japanese word j and a Korean word k is
given in Equation (1), where E(w) is the set of
English translations of w. This is equivalent to
the Dice coeﬃcient. The extracted word pairs
and the score are evaluated by a human to keep
the accuracy at approximately 90%.
S1(j, k) =
2× |E(j) ∩ E(k)|
|E(j)| + |E(k)|
(1)
The most successful case is when all the En-
glish words in the middle are shared by K⇒E
and J⇒E. Figure 1 shows how the link is real-
ized and the similarity scores are shown in Table
1. The similarity score shows how many English
words are shared by the two dictionaries: the
higher the score, the higher possibility of suc-
cessful linking. However, as Table 1 shows, we
have to sort out the inappropriately matched
pairs by comparing the S1 score of equation (1)
against a threshold τ . The threshold allows us
to exclude unfavorable results. For example,
for words having one shared English translation
equivalent, we have to discard the group (3) in
Table 1.
When the words translated from English
match completely, the accuracy is high. And if
the number of shared English translated words
(|E(J) ∩ E(K)|) is high, then we get a high
possibility of accurate matching of Korean and
Japanese. However, accuracy deteriorates when
the number of the shared English translated
words (shown by the threshold) decreases as
in (2) and (3) of Table 1. We solved this
problem by varying the threshold according
to the number of shared English equivalents.
The value of the threshold τ was determined
experimentally to achieve an accuracy rate of
90%.
Result: Linking through English gives a to-
tal of 175,618 Korean-Japanese combinations.
To make these combinations, 28,479 entries out
of 50,826 from the K⇒E dictionary and 17,687
entries out of 28,310 from the J⇒E dictionary
are used. As a result, we can extract 25,703 es-
timated good matches with an accuracy of 90%.
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Korean English Japanese
check
 ✂✁☎✄
✆ cheque ✝✟✞✟✠
examine ✡☞☛✟✌✎✍
✏
✑✓✒
✔ prevent ✕✗✖✟✌✎✍
prevent from
Figure 1: Linking through English translation equivalents (K⇒E, J⇒E)
Shared Eng. τ Korean⇒ English Japanese ⇒ English
(1) 2 1.000 ( ✘✚✙✜✛✢ check;cheque) ( ✣✥✤✥✦ check;cheque)
2 1.000 ( ✧★✗✩✪ check;cheque) ( ✣✥✤✫✦ check;cheque)
(2) 1 .667 ( ✘✚✙✜✛✢ check;cheque) ( ✬✮✭ check)
(3) 1 .500 ( ✘✚✙✜✛✢ check;cheque) ( ✯✱✰✫✲✴✳ check;examine)
1 .400 ( ✘✚✙✜✛✢ check;cheque) ( ✵✷✶✫✲✴✳ prevent from;prevent;check)
1 .333 ( ✧★✗✩✪ check;cheque) ( ✸☞✹✺✳ leave;deposit;check;entrust)
Table 1: Example of linking through English translations
Shared Eng5 Extracted τ Good matches
7 1 0 1
6 1 0 1
5 16 0 16
4 165 0 165
3 1,325 0.4 1,206
2 12,037 0.5 7,401
1 161,863 0.667 16,790
Total 175,408 25,580
Table 2: Matching words by K⇒E +J⇒E
3.3 Linking K⇒E and E⇒J
Method: We investigated how to improve
the extraction rate of equivalent pairs using
an overlapping constraint method here.
To extract Korean-Japanese word pairs, we
searched consecutively through a K⇒E dictio-
nary and then an E⇒J dictionary. We take
English sets corresponding to Korean words
from a Korean-English dictionary and Japanese
translation sets for each English words from an
E⇒J dictionary. The overlap similarity score
S2 for a Japanese word j and a Korean word
k is given in Equation (2), where E(w) is the
set of English translations of w and J(E) is the
bag of Japanese translations of all translations
of E.
S2(j, k) = |j|, j ∈ J(E(k)), (2)
After that, we test the narrowing down of trans-
lation pairs by extracting the overlapped words
in the Japanese translation sets. See Figure 2.
Lexical Resources: We used a K⇒E dictio-
nary (50,826 entries), the same as the one used
in section 3.2 and a E⇒J dictionary (52,369 en-
tries). Compared to the resources used in our
ﬁrst method, the number of entries are well bal-
anced.
Evaluation: After extracting the over-
lapped words in the Japanese translation sets,
the words were evaluated by humans. The
main evaluation was to check the correlation
between the overlaps and the matches of
Korean and Japanese word pairs. Table 3
shows the overlapped number of shared English
words and the number of index words of the
K⇒E dictionary.
Overlaps Num of entries in K⇒E
4 or more 1,286
3 3,097
2 13,309
1-to-1 match 1,315
Subtotal 19,007
Other match 8,832
No Match 22,987
Total 50,826
Table 3: The number of entries in K⇒E dictio-
nary according to overlapped English words
Result: Entries with a 1-to-1 match have
|E(K)| = |E(J)| = 1. These are generally good
matches (90%). If more than two overlaps oc-
cur, then the accuracy matching rate is as high
as 84.0%. It means that the number of useful
entries is the sum of the 1-to-1 matches and 2 or
more overlaps: 19,007 (37.4% of the K⇒E en-
tries) with 87% accuracy. However, using K⇒E
and E⇒J there is a problem of polysemy in En-
glish words. For example, clean has two diﬀer-
ent POSs, adjective and verb in a K⇒E dictio-
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Korean English Japanese Overlaps
 ✂✁
1
clean ✄✆☎✞✝✠✟ 1
✄✆☎✞✝☛✡✗✌✎✍ 1
neatly ✄✆☎✞✝☛✡ 2
☞✍✌✏✎
✑ ✒✔✓✖✕
✠✘✗✞✙
✁
1
tidily ✄✛✚✠✜✣✢ 2
✤☛✥
✢ 2
cleanly - 0
Figure 2: Overlapping Translation equivalents (K⇒E, E⇒J)
nary. Unfortunately, this information cannot be
used eﬀectively due to the lack of POS in K⇒E
when linking them to a E⇒K dictionary. On
the other hand, clean using E⇒J can be trans-
lated into either ✄✦☎✣✝✧✟ , an adjective or ✄★☎
✝☛✡✺✌ ✍ , a verb. This makes the range of over-
lap score widely distributed as shown in Figure
2. This is the reason using K⇒E and E⇒J is
not as good as using K⇒E and J⇒E. We will
discuss this more in section 4.
3.4 Linking E⇒K and E⇒J
As we have discussed in earlier sections, the
characteristics of dictionaries diﬀer according to
their directionality. In this section, we intro-
duce a novel method of matching translation
equivalents of Korean and Japanese. From the
Korean speaker’s point of view, the E⇒K dic-
tionary covers all English words, includes ex-
planatory equivalents, and example sentences
showing usage. The same thing is true for the
E⇒J dictionary from a Japanese speaker’s point
of view. In this respect, we expect that the
result of extraction is not as eﬀective as the
other combinations such as K⇒E +J⇒E and
K⇒E +E⇒J. On the other hand, we think that
there must be other ways to exploit explanatory
equivalents and example sentences.
Method: First, we linked all the Korean
and Japanese words if there is any shared En-
glish words. Then, we sorted them according to
POSs to avoid the polysemous problem of POS.
The left hand side of Figure 3 shows how we
link Korean and Japanese pairs.
Lexical Resources: We used a E⇒K dic-
tionary (84,758 entries) and a E⇒J dictionary
(52,369 entries). Both of the dictionaries have
many more entries than the ones used in the
previous two methods.
Evaluation: We use similarity score S3 in
Equation (3) as a threshold which is used to
extract good matches.
S3(k, j) =
|K(E(k) ∩ E(j))| + |J(E(k) ∩ E(j))|
|E(k) ∩ E(j)|
(3)
K(W ): bag of Korean translations of set W
J(W ): bag of Japanese translations of set W
E(w): set of English translations of word w
|K(E)| means the number of Korean trans-
lation equivalents, and|J(E)| means the num-
ber of Japanese translation equivalents. The
sum of the numbers is divided by the number
of intermediate English words. It is used to re-
duce the polysemous problem of English words.
It is because it is hard to decide which trans-
lation is appropriate, if an English word has
too many translation equivalents in Korean and
Japanese. The value of threshold (S3) is shown
in Table 4. We vary the threshold according
to N = |E(j) ∩ E(k)| to maximize the number
of successful matches experimentally. N repre-
sents the number of intermediate English words.
For N=1, we only count one-to-one matches,
which means one Korean and one Japanese are
matched through only one English. The follow-
ing are examples of being counted when N is
1-to-1: e.g. ✩✫✪✍✬ ✕✮✭✰✯✱✳✲ ✕ -autosuggestion(n.)- ✴✦✵✛✶
✷
, ✸ ✯✹✻✺✼ ( ✽✾ ✿ ) ❀ -billiard(a.)- ❁☛❂✣✄★❃ , etc. We may
lose many matching pairs by this threshold, but
the accuracy rate for 1-to-1 is very high (96.5%).
To save other matches when N=1, we need to
examine further. In our experiment, ❄ ✕❅✓❇❆ ✽❈ ⇔ ❉
❊●❋
✝ is rejected because lovely has two Korean
translations and two Japanese translations; the
match ❄ ✕❅✓❇❆ ✽❈ ⇔ ❉
❊✘❋
✝ is not 1-to-1. We post-
pone this part to further research.
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N Extracted Matched Good S3 Extracted Matched Good
24-6 438 422 96.3% any 438 422 96.3%
5 313 301 96.2% ≤ 35 302 293 97.0%
4 790 698 88.3% ≤ 25 661 601 90.9%
3 2,432 1,960 80.7% ≤ 10 634 586 92.4%
2 12,862 (6,784) (52.8%) ≤ 10 3,613 (3,150) (87.2%)
∗1[-to-1] 4,712 (4,547) (96.5%) 2 4,712 (4,547) (96.5%)
21,547 (14,712) (68.3%) 10,360 (9,599) (92.7%)
Table 4: Summary of matching words by E⇒K and E⇒J
N: Number of total English translation equivalents
∗: We only count word pairs under the condition of 1-to-1 match.
Korean English Japanese Examples N S3 Matches
❄
✕❅✓❇❆
✽
❈
❉
❊●❋
✝
lovely (a.)  
❋
✝ ❄
✕✖✓❇❆
✽
❈ ⇔ ❉
❊●❋
✝ 1 (2+2)/1=4.0 N
✓
✪✂✁
✄ ☎✝✆
✪ ✽
❈ ﬁne (a.)  ✟✞✘✟ ❄ ✕✖✓❇❆ ✽❈ ⇔  
❋
✝ 1 (2+2)/1=4.0 N
beautiful(a.) ✌✡✠
❊●❋
✝
✓
✪✂✁
✄ ☎✝✆
✪ ✽
❈ ⇔  
❋
✝ 4 (9+11)/4=5.0 Y
☛
☞
✽
❈ ✌✟✍
✟
✓
✪✂✁
✄ ☎✝✆
✪ ✽
❈ ⇔  ✟✞✘✟ 2 (5+7)/2=6.0 Y
✎
✏
✿✒✑✔✓
✹✖✕✘✗
✙ fair (a.)
✎
✏
✿✒✑✔✓
✹✖✕✘✗
✙ ⇔ ✚✛☎✜✛ 1 (3+4)/1=7.0 N
✢
✣ ✤
✽
✄ ✥
✚✛☎✡✛
Figure 3: An example of matching E⇒K and E⇒J
Result: Table 4 shows the extracted 21,564
pairs of Korean and Japanese words. On av-
erage, 14,712 pairs match with a 68.3% suc-
cess rate. The numbers in parentheses are esti-
mated.
As expected, by setting this threshold we get
fewer extracted words such as 10,360 words as
shown in Table 4. However, the accuracy of the
matched word pairs averages 92.7%.
Comparison: To compare the three meth-
ods, we randomly chose 100 Korean words from
a K⇒J dictionary6 which could be matched
through all three methods. The number of
extracted matches was 28 using K⇒E and
J⇒E, 34 using K⇒E and E⇒J, and 13 using
E⇒K and E⇒J. For K⇒E and E⇒J method,
21 out of 34 K⇒J pairs were found only in
K⇒E and E⇒J method but not in K⇒E and
J⇒E method. Among the 21 new K⇒J word
pairs, only one pair is an error (not a good
match). One new pair was found in E⇒K and
E⇒J method. Therefore, combining all three
methods gave 49 (28+20+1) diﬀerent K⇒J
pairs, a better result than any single method.
These results are shown in Table 5. Clearly
6We used Korean-Japanese dictionary
(Shogakukan: 1993) for the sampling that includes
110,000 entries, many of which are used infrequently.
the dictionaries used greatly aﬀect the number
of matches. The number of matches could be
improved by considering English derived forms
(e.g. matching confirmation with confirm).
K⇒E +J⇒E K⇒E +E⇒J E⇒K +E⇒J
Total 28 34 13
Good 28 33 10
Error 0 1 3
Table 5: Comparison of the Proposed Methods
4 Discussion
We have shown the results of diﬀerent match-
ing metrics for diﬀerent dictionary directions.
Directionality is an important matter for
building dictionaries automatically. In a K⇒E
(or J⇒E) dictionary an index word contains
non-conjugated forms whereas an index word
in E⇒K (or E⇒J) dictionary contains POS
and conjugated forms. Therefore we expect the
combination of K⇒E and J⇒E to be better
than K⇒E and E⇒J since we can avoid the
mismatch of POS.
On the other hand, a dictionary E⇒K or
E⇒J contains less uniform information such
as long expository terms, grammatical explana-
tions and example sentences. Especially, POS
is far more detailed than the dictionaries of the
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other direction. These all contribute to fewer
good matching words.
As for the better result using K⇒E and J⇒E,
we cannot overlook language similarity: Korean
and Japanese are very similar with respect to
their vocabularies and grammars. This must
have result in sharing relatively more appropri-
ate English translations and further matching
more appropriate Korean and Japanese trans-
lation equivalents.
In the combination of K⇒E and E⇒J, the
common English translations are reduced due to
the characteristics of K⇒E and E⇒J. A K⇒E
dictionary from the Korean speaker’s point of
view tends to have relatively simple English
equivalents and normally POS is not shown. On
the other hand, an E⇒J dictionary shows such
complicated equivalents as explanation of the
entry a, a piece of translation equivalent b and
grammatical information as shown in (2) in Sec-
tion 1. Therefore, it is natural that the match-
ing rate is far less than the combination of K⇒E
and J⇒E. Considering the size of dictionaries
used in K⇒E and J⇒E (estimated maximum
matches: 28,310 K⇒J pairs) and the one used in
K⇒E and E⇒J (estimated maximum matches:
50,826 K⇒J pairs), we extrapolate from Table 5
that the method using K⇒E and J⇒E is better
than the method using K⇒E and E⇒J.
We concluded that: K⇒E + J⇒E outper-
forms K⇒E + E⇒J which outperforms E⇒K
+ E⇒J. The following brieﬂy summarizes the
three methods.
• K⇒E + J⇒E:
– Equal characteristics of the dictionaries
– The meaning of the registered words tends to
be translated to a typical, core meaning in
English
– Synergy effect: Korean and Japanese are very
similar, leading to more matching.
• K⇒E + E⇒J:
– The combination of different characteristics
of dictionaries makes automatic matching less
successful.
– A core meaning is extended to a peripheral
meaning at the stage of looking up E⇒J. (See
Figure 2.)
• E⇒K + E⇒J:
– There are far fewer matches.
– We can take advantage of example sentences,
expository terms, and explanations to extract
functional words.
– We can improve accuracy by including En-
glish POS data.
Even though we expected that the combina-
tion of dictionaries between E⇒K and E⇒J will
not provide a good result, it is worthwhile to
know limits. After analyzing all of the result,
we found that there is the eﬀect of dictionary
directionality. Also, we conﬁrm that if we can
use all the methods and combine them, we will
get the best result since the output of the three
dictionary combinations do not completely over-
lap.
Future Work
Our goal is not restricted to making a Korean-
Japanese dictionary, but can be extended to any
language pair. We assume that we do not know
the source and target languages so well that it
is not easy to match just the content words. In-
stead, we need to match automatically any kind
of entries, even such functional words as parti-
cles, suﬃxes and preﬁxes. We think that it is
best to extract these functional words by tak-
ing advantage of the characteristics of the E⇒K
and E⇒J dictionaries. For example, one of the
merits of using E⇒K and E⇒J is that we can
get conjugated forms such as the Korean adjec-
tive  
✁✄✂
☎ ✆✞✝
✁✠✟
✡ which matches the English adjec-
tive beautiful; it is normally not registered in
a K⇒E dictionary because  
✁✄✂
☎ ✆✞✝
✁✠✟
✡ is an ad-
jective conjugated form of the root  
✁✄✂
☎ ✆☞☛✍✌
✎
✝
✁
.
Only the root forms are registered in an X-to-
English dictionary. Also for verbs, we can get
non ﬁnite forms using E⇒K and E⇒J dictionar-
ies. As index word, the non-conjugated forms
are registered in a J⇒E dictionary such as ✄ ✄ ✄
☎ ☎ ☎ ✝ ✝ ✝✑✏✏✏ meaning beautiful or clean. However, by
using E⇒J, we can get conjugated forms such
as ✄ ✄ ✄✆☎☎ ☎✞✝✝✝☛✡✡ ✡ , ✄ ✄ ✄✔☎☎ ☎ ✝ ✝ ✝ ✟ ✟ ✟ and so forth. Registering
all conjugated forms in a dictionary simpliﬁes
the development of a machine translation sys-
tem and further second language acquisition.
The direction from English-to-X contains a
lot of example sentences. So far, the idea of us-
ing example sentences and idiomatic phrases for
dictionary construction has not been adopted.
To check the possibility of extracting functional
words, we extracted example sentences and id-
iomatic phrases from E⇒J and E⇒K dictionar-
ies based upon the number of shared English
words and look into the feasibility of using them
to extract functional words.
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We extracted a total of 1,033 paraphrasing
sentence pairs between Korean and Japanese
with ﬁve or more shared English words. Among
them, 465 sentences (45%) matched all the En-
glish exactly (=), and 373 sentences (36.1%) al-
most (≈) matched. We give examples below:
= (10) ”as for me, give me liberty or give me
death.”  ✂✢
❋✂✁☎✄
✴✝✆✟✞✡✠
❊
☎●✟☞☛✦☎ ✠✡✌●✜
✏✎✍✑✏✂✞✓✒
❋
✏ .
”as for me, give me liberty or give me
death.” ✔ ✪✖✕✘✗✚✙✛✗✢✜✑ ✥ ✩✫✪✤✣✥ ✬ ✪ ✓ ✪✦✔ ✕★✧✦✩✪
✢
✫ ✬
✽
✄ ☎
✽
✄ ✭
✸
✯
✮✰✯
✪ .
≈ (8) ”he is taller than any other boy in the
class.” ✱
✄✳✲✎✴✶✵
❃☞✏ ☎ ✙✸✷✶✹✻✺✼✞✡✽ ✝ .
”Tom is taller than any other boy in his
class.” ✾✣ ☎ ✽✄ ✥❀✿❂❁✪ ✕✘✗ ✲❄❃✝❅✼ ✺✼✓❆❇ ✆ ✪❉❈❇❋❊ ✕ ✬ ✪
✄
✆
✆
✪ .
(extracted from E⇒K and E⇒J)
The numbers in parentheses in the above ex-
amples represent how many English words are
shared between E⇒K and E⇒J. Using these
paraphrasing sentences we will examine the ef-
fective way of extracting functional words.
Finally we would like to apply our method to
open source dictionaries, in particular EDICT
(J⇒E, Breen (1995)) and engdic (E⇒K, Paik
and Bond (2003)). This would make the results
available to everyone, so that they can be used
in comparative evaluation or further research.
5 Conclusion
We have shown three major combination of dic-
tionaries to build dictionaries. These methods
can be applied to any pairs of language; we used
a K⇒E dictionary, a J⇒E, an E⇒K dictionary
and an E⇒J to build a K⇒J dictionary using
English as a pivot.
We applied three diﬀerent methods accord-
ing to diﬀerent combination of dictionaries.
First, a one-time look up method (Tanaka and
Umemura, 1994) is tried using K⇒E and J⇒E.
Second, an overlapping constraint method in
one direction is applied using K⇒E and E⇒J.
Finally, a novel combination for building a
dictionary is attempted using E⇒K and E⇒J.
We found that the best result is obtained
by the ﬁrst method. However, by combining
all methods we can extract far more entries
since the results from the three method do not
overlap. Our result shows that 60% of word
pairs in the second method are not found in the
ﬁrst or the third method. For the third method
(using E⇒K and E⇒J), we could not extract
as many matched pairs, but it is potentially
useful for extracting conjugated forms and
functional words.
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Abstract
In the framework of projects ChinFaDial and
ERIM we have developed in recent years
several platforms allowing to handle various
aspects of bilingual spoken dialogues on the
web —mainly, spontaneous speech corpus
collection through distant human interpreting.
Current development of the core ERIM-Interp
and ERIM-Collect platforms now includes
multimodal user interaction, integration of
some machine aids (such as speech turn logs
through speech recognition, or tentatively
speech machine translation, both based on
server-grounded market products), and next,
online aids to speakers and/or interpreters.
First collected data should be made available
on the web in fall 2004 (DistribDial) along
with, as soon as available, a robust version of
the collecting platform, in order to promote
collaborative building, and sharing, of "raw"
unannotated multilingual speech corpora.
A variant of the ERIM environment is to
extend to distant e-training in interpreting,
possibly creating situations which should in
turn, in our view, foster larger-scale data
collection and sharing in open access mode.
Keywords
Bilingual speech corpora, collaborative corpus
collection, spontaneous dialogues, Web-based
interpreting, multilingual communication,
open-access resources, resource mutualization.
Introduction
Ongoing burst in the development of both portable
telecommunications tools open to Internet
transactions, and videoconferencing means, is
creating rapid expansion of teleservicing and
telebusiness applications with spontaneous
dialogue, information inquiry, distant negotiation,
etc. Multilingualism, now in spoken transaction as
it has been in written one, appears as a key issue in
distant communication, with sensitive questions,
both in supporting the diversity of the native or
origin language of conversing users (particularly
within the opening European economic area), and
in bringing some kind of balance between main
"linguae francae" (common languages). Thus new
stakes arise in enhancing distant web-based on-line
interpreting services.
Meanwhile, Speech Machine Translation (SMT)
steadily takes steps towards style spontaneity and
multilingualism. In this context though, we face a
notorious lack of large open-access corpora of
bilingual spoken dialogues.
This led us to study, to model and propose a set of
generic platforms, aiming at enhancing distant
multilingual multimodal oral communication with
full recording and collecting facilities, also
addressing expectations from the MT systems
engineering community.
The paper first looks over project motivation, then
introduces the interpreting and collecting platforms
presently available in the ERIM family, with
current variants. It then reports on their first use in
collecting domain-oriented spontaneously spoken
French-Chinese dialogues. Finally we present
ongoing or planned development, advocating for
collaborative building and voluntary sharing of
resulting multilingual resources.
1. Motivations, early prototyping
1.1 Developing multilingual linguistic
resources
It is widely recognized that realistic and large
corpora are key resources for building Speech
Recognition (SR) and Speech MT systems. If the
Web has recently been put to use as the largest
possible corpus, modeling casual spontaneous
spoken language requires transcribed speech
corpora of hundreds of hours.
Speech translation systems thus need large parallel
translation corpora of transcribed and aligned
spontaneous utterances in dialogue context, ideally
with complete sets of parse trees. However, few
such corpora have been developed (by NEC, ATR
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and a few others), and these are not publicly
available. Why not? Because these corpora are
very expensive to transcribe once collected, and to
annotate. After so much time has been spent in
compiling a corpus, giving it away seems
unreasonable.
Besides, a future research objective is to use
collected corpora for studying and modeling real
life spontaneous spoken language and dialogues,
and possibly to investigate if and how specific
linguistic traits can be expected depending on
specific dialogue situations, translation process
settings, or various multimodal interaction means.
For instance, two speakers in a bilingual dialogue
may hear one another's original speech or not, they
may use video or fixed images, etc. Their linguistic
behavior is expected to vary accordingly: the
number of clarification sub-dialogues may vary;
third person use or indirect speech may be used
more in the presence of a speech translation system
than with a human interpreter; the use of deictic
and anaphoric elements may turn out to depend on
the use of visible markable objects on whiteboards,
maps, images.
With these considerations in mind, we thus
endeavoured to propose open-acces corpus
resources —and therefore open-access collecting
resources—, in order to ease collaborative building
of "raw" unannotated multilingual translated
speech corpora, likely taking advantage of new
web-based interpreting situations or scenarios.
1.2 Enhancing multilingual communication
on the Web
Some companies have already developed
proprietary network-oriented interpreter's cubicles,
which are the counterparts of existing fixed
installations for interpreting in multilingual
meetings (for example at the UN or EU). However,
the associated code is not available for research.
Furthermore, our typical scenario is somewhat
different from that of classical interpreting, where
interpreters are available for the entire duration of
the conversations. We rather allow two situations:
• "conference call": speakers establish a schedule,
and book a time slot with an interpreter,
•  "on demand interpretation": interlocutors try to
converse using whatever knowledge they may
have of their interlocutor's language, or of a
third common language. When the language
barrier impedes communication, they ask an
available interpreter to jump in to help.
Apart from these practical motivations, we also
wish to conduct experimental studies on the effect
of combining multimodal resources on bilingual or
multilingual conversations. Thus, full recording
facilities were required anyhow.
1.3 Pre-ERIM platforms
Other studies of human "consecutive"
interpretation have employed multimodal Wizard
of Oz platforms (e.g. the EMMI plateform, that we
experienced at ATR-ITL for bilingual pilot-
experiments [Fafiotte & Boitet, 1994] [Loken-Kim
& al., 1994]), or monolingual multi-Wizard
architectures have been modelled in a multimodal
setting (NEIMO [Coutaz & al., 1996]). Thus our
first objective was to produce a simulator of
automatic speech translation systems in the same
spirit, to gain experience and collect data.
We first built prototypes of a Speech MT Wizard
of Oz simulator, Sim* [Fafiotte & Zhai, 1999] (to
be read as "Sim-Star", since being a parallel
platform to the C-STAR II CLIPS environment).
They were designed to run on the Internet, and
were originally used on the intranet of CLIPS-
GETA. Network-based communications were
handled by a client-server communication module
developed in Tcl/Tk. Participants could see and
hear each other and share an electronic whiteboard,
using MBone resources.
The idea of using Wizard of Oz techniques in this
context proved quite impractical, and thus was
abandoned. Even if an acoustic filter was used to
deform the interpreter’s voice, participants
perceived that a human was speaking. In the end,
we realized that, even for true automatic high
quality interpretation, there actually might well be
a real human "warm body" in the loop anyway.
Thus a realistic design for online interpretation
could integrate both human and machine
interpretation for "partially automatic" Speech MT.
The successive ERIM platforms have been
implemented on this basis, in parallel at CLIPS
with integrating the French language into
multilingual Speech Machine Translation within
C-STAR and NESPOLE! international projects.
ERIM stands in French for Network-based
Environment for Multimodal Interpreting.
2. Distant human interpreting, as a collecting
scheme for multilingual spoken dialogues
2.1 Context
At CLIPS-GETA, one of the ultimate research
goals in Speech MT is to build systems for
automatic or partially automatic Speech
Interpretation (i.e. "synergic" user-aided translation
of speech). Much progress has been made in this
area over the past twelve years. NEC produced the
first speech translation demo in September 1992,
within the tourist domain, but the most widely
known coordinated research efforts to date include
the C-STAR projects (now a 7-language
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international Consortium for Speech Translation
Advanced Research) [http://www.c-star.org], the
European NESPOLE! project [http://nespole.itc.it],
the German Verbmobil [http://verbmobil.dfki.de]
project, the US DARPA Communicator program
with the Galaxy Communicator Software
Infrastructure [http://fofoca.mitre.org/doc.html]
[http://www.darpa.mil/ito/research/com/index.html]
[http://www.sls.lcs.mit.edu/sls/whatwedo/architecture.html].
All have demonstrated platforms enhancing
spontaneous speech processing in multilingual
person-person or person-system communication,
always in restricted domains. CLIPS is firmly
involved in this action, while being in charge for
integrating the French language in the C-STAR
and NESPOLE! environments.
At the same time, we strongly believe that human
interpreters will remain vital, both as irreplaceable
suppliers of relevant nuances and as models for
automatic or partially automatic systems.
Human interpreting, too, will inevitably be carried
out through the Web and its raising applications.
Thus we foresee a continuing need for research on
Web-based interpreting, and for data collection of
realistic general-purpose or domain-oriented Web-
based interpreting sessions.
2.2 Functionals of the ERIM human
Interpreting platform
The ERIM-Interp network-based environment
consists of a central communication server, two
speaker stations, one interpreter station (cf. Fig. 1),
with a multimodality server (exchange of short
typed messages, whiteboard with shared pictures
or files, and shared pointing and marking). To
avoid complex problems due to turn overlap, we
have adopted a push-to-talk discipline up to now.
The current implementation of ERIM-Interp, in
Tcl/Tk, is platform independent (and runs on
Windows, MacOS, eventually Linux), and uses an
adapted version of the CommSwitch written by
CMU for the CSTAR-II project.
It is also flexible: the CommServer can be hosted
on a dedicated station or on any user workstation,
two speakers may share the same station (in a
"visit" situation), the scenario can be extended to
include more than two interlocutors, more than one
interpreter (in "one-way" interpreting situations),
and hence possibly more than two languages.
3. Bilingual spontaneous speech collection
3.1 As the next step taken then, the ERIM
Collecting platform
We have then developed the ERIM-Collect variant,
intended to collect corpora (cf. Fig. 1), moreover to
enhance collaborative generation and use of
bilingual speech corpora; namely to:
• collect only "raw" data (web-based spontaneous
dialogues in any language pairs), as multimodal
as possible —with no built-in annotation
scheme intended yet,
• motivate volunteers to produce the data,
• induce volunteering by offering free service (on
one of the ERIM variants described here), in
exchange for free data (users should agree to
"donate their speech to science"),
•  distribute the data as freeware (via GPL
licensing) on the Web, in a "re-playable" form:
for each dialogue, descriptors indicate essential
(anonymous) facts about the participants, along
with the list of turns, indications of files,
speakers, and time stamps for each turn,
•  make it possible for other researchers to enrich
the corpora by adding annotations in parallel
files, again sharable through the web; they
might use an extended version of the "Replay"
facility (cf. Fig. 3), with consensus on a shared
file structure and XML descriptors format,
•  develop the collection platform so that it can
itself be offered as freeware on the Web.
Accordingly, ERIM-Collect (currently 350 Kbytes
of code in Tcl/Tk) was defined as an extension of
ERIM-Interp:
• ERIM-Collect is language-independent,
•  data is recorded locally during the dialogue;
speech files are in PCM 22kHz-16bit-mono
format,
•  session and speech turns descriptor files are
now in XML format,
•  after the conversation, local descriptors and
files are transferred then structured in corpus
bases on a Collection Server,
• everything possible should be recorded: speech,
short texts, whiteboard events, video, objects
which the speakers refer to (e.g. file names and
urls). In the current version 3 of ERIM-Collect,
voice and short texts are collected; whiteboard
actions and video are currently added.
Speaker 1
COR PUS
 translation
 translation
into French
French
turn
Communication
Server
+
Interpreter
Speaker 2
Chinese
turn
translation
into Chinese
COR PUS
CORPUS
 translation
 WhiteboardWhiteboard
2a
4a
3
1a
5a
5b
1b
2b
4b
6
Figure 1: ERIM-Interp / ERIM-Collect
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We describe here (cf. Fig. 1) a basic exchange
within a French-Chinese collection session. First
(1), the French interlocutor takes a turn of one or
more utterances. This turn (speech, descriptors) is
recorded locally (1a), and transmitted (1b) to the
Interpreter and the CommServer which broadcasts
it across the virtual room established for the
conversation. The interpreter listens to the turn and
(2) translates it into Chinese. The translated turn is
recorded locally (2a) and broadcast (2b). The
Chinese participant listens to the translation (3)
and then answers (4). Again, his answer is stored
locally and broadcast (4a and 4b). The interpreter
then translates it into French (5) and the translation
is stored locally (5a) and broadcast (5b).
In order to create various experimental settings, we
may unlock the reception of some messages for
some participants. For instance in (1b) the French
voice could be made audible for the Chinese
participant.
Figure 2 shows the screen which is presented to a
conversational partner, as presently prototyped for
the ERIM-Collect platform.
Figure 2: Speaker's screen
As for playback of a
previously recorded
bilingual dialogue, a
full reconstruction is
available. Simplified
visual tracking is
provided as shown in
Figure 3. One can
extract monolingual
vers ions of  the
dialogues.
A first version of the
DistribDial / Replay
component (and web
site) for such replays
h a s  j u s t  b e e n
completed.
Figure 3: Playback of client, interpreter, and agent utterances
Successive versions of ERIM-Collect have been
used for collecting first domain-oriented
spontaneous speech corpora (hotel reservation) in
Grenoble and Beijing (cf. 4.2).
3.2 Providing online aid to interpreters
and/or speakers
In our "on demand interpretation” scenario,
interpreters may be asked to jump from one
conversation to another, and thus from one topic to
another. This conversation switching is likely to be
quite difficult, and stressful. Thus machine aids
could be welcome: communication aids and
language aids. We also envisage providing
machine aids for the conversational partners, to
help them do without interpreters so far as
possible, if necessary.
The currently implemented "communication aids"
include facilities to
•  see and hear others (participants and
interpreters),
•  share data, possibly modifiable, markable, and
"pointable" through the whiteboard,
• access an agenda for scheduling rendezvous.
Possible "language aids", to both the human
interpreter and the speakers, are of three kinds:
•  access to dictionaries via typed or voiced
requests, and via automatic word spotting
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followed by filtering, dictionary look-up, and
presentation in a dedicated window,
•  speech recognition, to alleviate difficulties of
oral understanding when not using the
interpreter, and to produce a log of the
conversation (which can additionally help an
interpreter jump in), after possible reduction,
• fully or partially automatic speech translation.
At this time most communication aids have been
implemented. The scheduling agenda is global for
an ERIM site, but each user handles it through a
personalized view (cf. Fig. 4).
Figure 4: Window of user agenda
Language aids are the next step. An interface to
existing free dictionary resources on the Papillon
site [http://www.papillon-dictionary.org] should be
added soon. A speech recognizer has been
connected to the platform in another ERIM variant
(the automatic interpretation pilot setup ERIM-
paST). This Speech-To-Text facility could help as
well to issue some draft transcripts during the
dialogue.
3.3 Adding partially automatic Speech MT
An ERIM-paST (partially automated Speech
Translation) platform is in progress at CLIPS in
Grenoble, originally in cooperation with Spoken
Translation Inc. (Berkeley). It aims at eventually
providing some languge aids to speakers who
"converse by themselves", and at allowing data
recording of partially automatic interpreted
dialogues (as a testing ground for Speech MT
systems development, testing or tuning, at CLIPS).
Experimentation with interactive disambiguation
methods derived from the LIDIA project [Boitet &
Blanchon, 1994] is also expected.
The detailed description of this ERIM variant is
beyond the scope of this paper. Briefly stated, the
goal is here a generic modular integration, through
plug-in, of Speech MT modules (speech
recognizers, text-to-text translators, speech
synthesizers), either research components (for their
fine testing and tuning) or off-the-shelf products.
Objective is to carry out comparative assessment
of their results, or possibly contrastive evaluation
with the human production of an interpreter "warm
body".
A first version of ERIM-paST is currently being
prototyped, while integrating server-based (Philips,
Linguatec, Scansoft) market components.
4 .  First corpus collection, towards a
collaborative building/sharing scheme
4.1 Platform assessment: distant collection
Distant collection is also being tested, but in our
first experiments Voice/IP still proved problematic
when two turns overlapped. New efficient basic
software and connection improvements are under
evaluation. Record-then-send or record-while-
sending (streaming) modes are available.
We may retain facilities for transmitting sound
through phone lines. These might be used in
operational contexts by telephone operators, such
as Prosodie in France: since this company is also
an Internet service provider, it can merge both
tracks into a single communication.
Distant connection data is summarized in Figure 5.
Experiments
(Grades
from 0 to 5)
text
voice:
record
then
send
voice:
record &
send
(streaming)
voice: same
with
overlapping
Streaming — — + +
Connexion:
Internet
100
Mbit = = =
Reception
quality 5 5 3 1
Speed of
exchange 5 2 4 5
Reliability 5 5 4 1
Special
problems /
phenomena
None
User
wary
(too
slow)
Some
micro-cuts,
but good
overall
quality
Unusable,
bandwidth
too large
Figure 5:  Oral communication over the web
4.2 The ChinFaDial project, French-Chinese
speech corpora
The system has been used in the ChinFaDial
project for collecting bilingual French-Chinese
interpreted spontaneous spoken dialogues, in the
hotel reservation domain. This 3-year project was
funded by LIAMA, a joint French-Chinese
laboratory under both French INRIA and Chinese
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CAS and MOST supervision. Our partner is the
Chinese Information Processing group at NLPR
(National Laboratory for Pattern Recognition), a
research team within the Institute of Automation,
Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS-IA).
In ChinFaDial we have used intranets in Grenoble
or in Beijing, with 3 participants using headsets,
located in one or in 2 different buildings. It was
possible for 2 speakers to share the same
workstation, but we have mainly used the regular
3-station setting for the French-Chinese data
collection. Some 10 hours of spontaneous
translated spoken dialogues on "hotel information
and reservation" have been recorded thus far. They
produce about 43kBits per second.
Figure 5 shows a dialogue fragment transcription.
We do not plan currently to transcribe or annotate
corpora, but others will be very welcome to do so.
Participants to this first data collection have been
at this time:
Chinese French Total
Fr-Ch
Interpreters
2 2 4
Interlocutors 3 3 6
There are 65 recorded dialogues with these
characteristics:
Minimum Average Maximum
Duration (sec) 457 635 874
Number of turns 28 52 78
Turn length (sec) 4 12 57
Figure 5: Dialogue between a French hotel manager and a Chinese client (manual transcript)
4.3 Ongoing developments, to promote
collaborative corpus building
A website with a small ‘DistribDial’ server has
been prototyped to freely distribute the sound files
and their descriptors, and a Replay module. Our
goal is to extend it to allow other groups to
contribute to the site whatever annotations they
may have created, and to share them under the
same conditions (GPL). They should only agree to
share a common file base structure and a flexible
XML desciptor format for each annotation file.
Corpus collection in French-Chinese will extend.
Further data collection using ERIM-Collect just
started (spontaneous dialogues in French and
Vietnamese, Tamil, Hindi), under support of AUF
(University Agency for French-Speaking
Communities), within the VTH-Fra.Dial project.
We are also considering distributing an ERIM-
Collect "hardened" version on DistribDial, after
strengthening robustness and usability, so that
others can use it to do their own spoken dialogue
collection.
4.4 Planned e-Training extensions: use of the
platform to involve volunteer interpreters
Data collection being time-consuming all the same,
our goal is not to do too much of it for its own
sake, but to get it as byproduct of some
"mutualized" use of the platform, in the open
access mode.
Professional interpreters are unlikely to help on a
non-profit basis, since interpreting is their
livelihood. Improving junior interpreters or even
advanced student interpreters, however, may find
Web-based cooperation to be a good way of
learning or perfecting their trade in real life
situations.
We aim to induce volunteer interpreters or students
of interpretation to translate bilingual dialogues
online, by exchanging this on-line help for free use
of our Web-based lab for e-training in
interpretation.
We plan to develop an ERIM-Training variant
platform, an e-training extension, with full
recording of all speech interaction and any
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multimodal event. Actually we already simulated
the functional architecture of it, using the current
ERIM-Collect in a multi-interpreter setting.
Different scenarios and settings can be envisaged.
For example, in a distant training or practice
situation, for a student interpreter: the student
might be alone, gaining experience, or might be
with an instructor, who could supervise or take
over.
At the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing, as another
example, good student interpreters could be asked
to aid bilingual communication in exchange for
academic credit, and free tickets. Assume, for
instance, that a French speaker and a Chinese
speaker want to converse. They could then go to a
PC, activate ERIM-Interp with ERIM-Assist for
French-Chinese, click on the icon of an available
interpreter, and begin a mediated conversation,
which would be recorded if participants agree
while using the service free of charge.
4.5 Building and sharing multilingual speech
resources
We advocate and expect ERIM-Collect, once
proposed in an open-access mode on the Web, to
be willingly and freely operated by other
researchers, under an agreed collaborative
framework to be set up, with minimal method and
technical consent on collecting procedures and
corpus characteristic profiles, in order to bring
building and sharing of raw multilingual speech
corpora to a more rapid expansion.
Collaborative annotation work could take place as
well, again with simple agreed procedures on
content and descriptor files formats, and on a
public use scheme.
Such tools, and their open use, could as well
underlie valuable action towards supportive
protection of "smaller languages", among others
minor European languages, while for instance
fostering distant learning of interpreting, and while
easing the use of low-cost or even free interpreting
facilities over the net.
5. Unification of ERIM platform variants
Work is now beginning on the integration of the
different platforms presented here into one single
multifunctional ERIMM system [Fafiotte & Boitet,
2003], for enhancing free multilingual multimodal
network-based communication with distant
interpreting and corpus collection.
Numerous technical issues arise in this effort. For
instance, it is not immediately clear how the
CommServer will accommodate server-based
interactive lexical disambiguation during
translation; or how to secure efficient streaming
data transmission in a multicast scheme. Even so,
the platform independence and plug-and-play
generic architecture of ERIM set components make
this integration effort quite realistic, in spite of the
number and diversity of functions to be integrated.
Conclusion
We have presented several platforms developed in
the long-range ERIM project. Each platform can
aid in the study of spontaneous cross-lingual
communication on the Web. The core platform is
ERIM-Interp for Web-based human interpretation.
ERIM-Collect is a deliberate development of the
latter, dedicated to multilingual "raw" speech
corpus building, and intended to alleviate the
current scarcity of data —particularly open data—,
and which can also support the construction of
speech translation systems.
ERIM-Assist will add various machine aids for
interpreters and conversational partners, while
ERIM-paST (only briefly mentioned here) includes
components for partially automatic speech
translation.
We then reported on a first collection of
spontaneous bilingual interpreted spoken dialogues
for French-Chinese. This data, along with the
collecting framework itself, will be distributed in
the near future on the Web as shareware or GPL-
ware, under a DistribDial component.
We are looking for funding to create ERIM-
Training —a further extension of ERIM-Interp—
which could serve as a valuable "Web-based
language lab for interpreting" for distant e-training,
while also providing new facilities for language
learning.
We plan to continue research in the ERIM
framework by collecting and distributing more data
concerning more languages (Vietnamese, Tamil,
Hindi to French). Data collection should be
enhanced by a unified version of ERIM, offering
all the functionalities of the platform variants.
More specifically, we hope that junior interpreters
or advanced students in interpreting will volunteer
to interpret and to practice with ERIM-Training,
while users would agree to give their dialogues to
science in exchange of using ERIM-Interp for free.
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Abstract
We present a method that uses alternation data
to add new entries to an existing bilingual valency
lexicon. If the existing lexicon has only one half of
the alternation, then our method constructs the
other half. The new entries have detailed infor-
mation about argument structure and selectional
restrictions. In this paper we focus on one class
of alternations, but our method is applicable to
any alternation. We were able to increase the
coverage of the causative alternation to 98%, and
the new entries gave an overall improvement in
translation quality of 32%.
1 Introduction
Recently, deep linguistic processing, which aims
to provide a useful semantic representation, has
become the focus of more research, as parsing
technologies improve in both speed and robust-
ness (Uszkoreit, 2002). In particular, machine
translation systems still mainly rely on large
hand-crafted lexicons. The knowledge acquisition
bottleneck, however, remains: precise grammars
need information-rich lexicons, such as valency
dictionaries, which are costly to build and extend.
In this paper, we present a method of adding new
entries to an existing bilingual valency dictionary,
using information about verbal alternations.
The classic approach to acquiring lexical infor-
mation is to build resources by hand. This pro-
duces useful resources but is expensive. This is
still the approach taken by large projects such
as FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998) or OntoSem.
Therefore, there is a need to extend these hand-
made resources quickly and economically. An-
other approach is to attempt to learn informa-
tion from corpora. There has been much research
based on this, but due to the inevitable errors,
there are few examples of lexicons being con-
structed fully automatically. Korhonen (2002)
reports that the ceiling on the performance of
mono-lingual subcategorization acquisition from
corpora is generally around 80%, a level that
still requires manual intervention. Yet another
approach is to combine knowledge sources: for
example to build a lexicon and then try to ex-
tend it using corpus data or to enrich mono-
lingual data using multilingual lexicons (Fujita
and Bond, 2002).
The aim of this research is not to create a
lexicon from scratch, but rather to add further
entries to an existing lexicon. We propose a
method of acquiring detailed information about
predicates, including argument structure, seman-
tic restrictions on the arguments and transla-
tion equivalents. It combines two heterogeneous
knowledge sources: an existing bilingual valency
lexicon (the seed lexicon), and information about
verbal alternations.
Most verbs have more than one possible argu-
ment structure (subcat). These can be regular-
ized into pairs of alternations, where two argu-
ment structures link similar semantic roles into
diﬀerent subcats. Levin (1993) has identiﬁed over
80 alternation types for English, and these have
been extended to cover 4,432 verbs in 492 classes
(Dorr, 1997). In this paper, we will consider al-
ternations between transitive (Vt) and intransi-
tive (Vi) uses of verbs, where the subject of the
intransitive verb (S) is the same as the object of
the transitive verb (O) (e.g. the acid dissolved
the metal ⇔ the metal dissolved (in the acid))
(Levin, 1993, 26–33)). We call the subject of the
transitive verb A (ergative) and this alternation
the S=O alternation.
Figure 1 shows a simpliﬁed example of an alter-
nating pair in a bilingual valency dictionary (the
valency lexicon from the Japanese-to-English ma-
chine translation system ALT-J/E (Ikehara et
al., 1991)). This includes the subcategorization
frame and selectional restrictions. As shown in
Figure 1, Japanese, unlike English, typically mor-
phologically marks the transitivity alternation.
We chose the S=O alternation because it is one
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J-E Entry: 302116
S   N1:〈stuff〉
✁
nom
X ✂ N3:〈stuff〉 ✄ dat
☎
Vi ✆✞✝✠✟ tokeru “dissolve”
S   N1 subject
✂ Vi dissolve
X
☎
PP in N3
J-E Entry: 508661
A   N1:〈people, artifact〉
✁
nom
O ✂ N2 〈stuff〉 ✡ acc
X ✂ N3:〈inanimate〉 ✄ dat
☎
Vi ✆☞☛ toku “dissolve”
A   N1 subject
✂ Vt dissolve
O ✂ N2 direct object
X
☎
PP in N3
Figure 1: Vi ✆✞✝✠✟ tokeru “dissolve” ↔ Vt ✆✌☛ toku “dissolve”
of the most common types of alternations, mak-
ing up 34% of those discovered by Bond et al.
(2002) and has been extensively studied. The
method we present, however, can be used with
any alternation for which lists of alternating verbs
exist.
2 Resources
We use two main resources in this paper: (1) a
seed lexicon of high quality hand-made valency
entries; and (2) lists of verbs that undergo one or
more S=O alternations.
The alternation list includes 449 native
Japanese verbs that take the S=O alterna-
tion, based on data from Jacobsen (1981), Bul-
lock (1999) and the Japanese/English dictionary
EDICT (Breen, 1995). Each entry consists of a
pair of Japanese verbs with one or more English
glosses. Expanding out the English results in 839
Japanese-English pairs in all. Some examples are
given in Table 1.
Intransitive Transitive
Ja En Ja En
✍✏✎✒✑
tokeru dissolve
✍✔✓
toku dissolve
✕✖✓
naku cry
✕✒✗✙✘
nakasu make cry
✚✒✛✏✑
agaru rise
✚✒✜✏✑
ageru lift
Table 1: Verbs Undergoing the S=O Alternation
As a seed lexicon, we use the valency dictio-
nary (Ikehara et al., 1997) from the Japanese-to-
English machine translation system ALT-J/E. It
consists of linked pairs of Japanese and English
verbs. There are 5,062 Japanese verbs and 11,214
entries (ignoring all idiomatic and adjectival en-
tries). Verb entries in both languages have infor-
mation about the argument structure (subcat) of
the verb. In addition to the core arguments, ad-
junct cases are added to many patterns to help
in disambiguation.1 The Japanese side has selec-
1This is common in large NLP lexicons, such as COM-
tional restrictions (SR) on the arguments. The
arguments are linked between the two languages
using case-roles (N1, N2, . . . ).
The seed lexicon covered 381 out of the 449
linked Japanese pairs (85%). In the next section,
in order to examine the nature of the alternation
we compare the case roles and translation of the
linked valency pairs.
3 The Nature of the S=O Alternation
3.1 Comparing Selectional Restrictions
of A, O and S
In alternations, a given semantic role typically
appears in two diﬀerent syntactic positions: for
example, the dissolved role is the subject of in-
transitive dissolve and the object of the transi-
tive. Baldwin et al. (1999) hypothesized that
selectional restrictions (SRs) stay constant in the
diﬀerent syntactic positions. Dorr (1997), who
generates both alternations from a single underly-
ing representation, implicitly makes this assump-
tion. In addition, Kilgarriﬀ (1993) speciﬁcally
makes the A 〈+sentient, +volition〉, while the
O is 〈+changes-state, +causally affected〉.
However, we know of no quantitative studies
of the similarities of alternating verbs. Exploit-
ing the machine translation lexicon for linguistic
research, we compare the SRs of S with both A
and O for verbs that take the S=O alternation.
The SRs take the form of a list of seman-
tic classes, strings or *. Strings only match
speciﬁc words, while * matches anything, even
non-nouns. The semantic classes are from the
GoiTaikei ontology of 2,710 categories (Ikehara
et al., 1997). It is an unbalanced hierarchy with
a maximum depth of 12. The top node (level 1)
is noun. The lower the level, the more specialized
LEX (Grishman et al., 1998). For example, the COMLEX
3.0 entry for gather notes that it coocurs with PPs headed
by around, inside, with, in and into.
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the meaning, and thus the more restrictive the
SR.
We calculate the similarity between two SRs as
the minimum distance (MD), measured as links
in the ontology. If the SRs share at least one se-
mantic class then the MD is zero. In this case,
we further classiﬁed the SRs which are identi-
cal into “0 (Same)”. For example, in Figure 1,
the MD between S and O is “0 (Same)” because
they have the same SR: 〈stuff〉. The MD be-
tween A and S is two because the shortest path
from 〈artifact〉 to 〈stuff〉 traverses two links
(artifact ⊂ inanimate ⊂ stuff).2
Figure 2 shows the MD between O and S, and
A and S. The selectional restrictions are very sim-
ilar for O and S. 30.1% have identical SRs, dis-
tance is zero for 27.5% and distance one is 28.3%.
However, for A and S, the most common case
is distance one (26.7%) and then distance two
(21.5%). Although O and S are diﬀerent syntac-
tic roles, their SRs are very similar, reﬂecting the
identity of the underlying semantic roles.
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Figure 2: The Minimum Distance of Selectional
Restrictions
Next, we examine whether A, O, and S
are 〈+sentient, +volition〉 or not. In the
GoiTaikei hierarchy, semantic classes subsumed
by agent are 〈+sentient, +volition〉. A was
very agentitive, with 60.1% of the SRs being sub-
sumed by agent. The most frequent SR for A is
〈agent〉 itself (41.4%). S and O are less agenti-
tive, with 13.9% and 14.1% of their respective se-
lectional restrictions being agentitive. This data
supports the hypothesis in Kilgarriﬀ (1993).
2There is some variation due to lexicographer’s incon-
sistencies. For example X’s SR is 〈stuff〉 in the intransi-
tive and 〈inanimate〉 in the transitive entry. It should be
〈stuff〉 in both entries.
In summary, the SRs of S and O are not iden-
tical, but very similar. In comparison, A is more
agentitive, and not closely linked to either.
3.2 Comparison of Japanese and English
From the point of view of constructing bilingual
lexical entries, if the English main verb can trans-
late both Japanese entries, then it is possible to
automatically construct a usable English transla-
tion equivalent along with the Japanese alterna-
tion. In order to see how often this is the case, we
compare Japanese and English alternations and
investigate the English translations in the alter-
nation list.
We divide the entries into ﬁve types in Ta-
ble 2. The ﬁrst three are those where the main
English verb is the same. The most common
type (30.0%) is made up of English unaccusative
verbs which also undergo the S=O alternation
[S=O]. The next most common (19.8%) is en-
tries where the Japanese intransitive verb can be
translated by making the transitive verb’s En-
glish translation passive [passive]. In the third
type (6.5%) the English is made transitive syn-
thetically [synthetic]: a control verb (normally
make) takes an intransitive verb or adjective as
complement. The last two are those where ei-
ther diﬀerent translations are used (42.8%), or
the same English verb is used but the valency
change is not one of those described above.
The ﬁrst three rows of Table 2 show the verbs
whose alternate can be created automatically,
56.3% of the total. This ﬁgure is only an ap-
proximation, for two reasons. The ﬁrst is that
the translation may not be the best one, most
verbs can have multiple translations, and we are
only creating one. The second is that this up-
per limit is almost certainly too low. For many
of the alternations, although our table contained
diﬀerent verbs, translations using identical verbs
are also acceptable. In fact, most transitive verbs
can be made passive, and most intransitive verbs
embedded in a causative construction, so this al-
ternative is always possible (and is also possible
for Japanese). However, if the Japanese uses a
lexical alternation, it is more faithful to link it to
an English lexical alternation when possible.
4 Method of Creating Valency Entries
In this section we describe how we create new al-
ternating entries. Given a verb, with dependents
Ni, and an alternation that maps some or all of
the Ni, we can create the alternate by analogy
with existing alternating verbs. The basic ﬂow of
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Japanese English Translation English Structure Type No. (%)
Vi Vt Vi Vt Vi Vt
 ✂✁
✟
 ☎✄
✟ S weaken A weaken O S Vi A Vt O S=O 138 30.0
✆✞✝
✟
✆✠✟☛✡
S be omitted A omit O S be Vt-ed A Vt O passive 91 19.8
☞
☛
☞✍✌✎✡
S cry A make O cry S Vi/be Adj A Vc O Vi/Adj synthetic 30 6.5
✏
☛✒✑✞✟
✏
☛
✡
S pass away A lose O S Vi A Vt O Diﬀ Head 197 42.8
✓✒✔✕✝
✟
✓✒✔✂✟✖✡
S play A play with O S Vi A Vt prep O Diﬀ Struct 4 0.9
Vc is control verb such as make,get,let,become. Many entries also include information about non-core arguments/adjuncts.
Table 2: Classiﬁcation of English Translations of the S = O Alternation List (Reference Data)
creating valency entries is as follows.
• For each dependent Ni
if Ni participates in the alternation
if Ni has an alternate in the target then
map to it
else delete Ni
else transfer [non-alternating dependent]
• If the alternation requires a dependent not
in the source
Add the default argument
We use the most frequent argument in existing
valency entries as a default. Speciﬁc examples of
creating S = O alternations are given in the next
section.
Although we only discuss the selectional re-
strictions and subcat information here, we also
map the verb classes (given as verbal semantic at-
tributes (Nakaiwa and Ikehara, 1997)). The map-
ping for the dependents in the alternation can
be taken from existing lexical resources (Dorr,
1997), learned from corpora (McCarthy, 2000) or
learned from existing lexicons (Bond et al., 2002).
4.1 Target
In this experiment, we look at one family of al-
ternations, the S = O alternation. The candidate
words are thus intransitive verbs with no transi-
tive alternate, or transitive entries with no in-
transitive alternate. Alternations should be be-
tween senses, but the alternation list is only of
words. Many of the candidate words (those that
have a entry for only one alternate) have sev-
eral entries. Only some of these are suitable as
seeds. We don’t use entries which are intransi-
tive lemmas but have an accusative argument,
which are intransitive (or transitive) lemmas but
have an transitive translation (or intransitive),
or which have both topic and nominative, such
as (1), where the nominative argument is incor-
porated in the English translation.
(1) N1:〈animals〉
N1
N1
✗
ha
top
N3:〈" ✘✘ ✘ "〉
N3:“chikara”
N3:power
✛
ga
nom
✙✏✎ ✑
nukeru
lose
N1 lose N1’s energy
There are 115 entries (37 lemmas) which have
only intransitive entries and 81 entries (25 lem-
mas) which have only transitive entries which are
in our reference list of alternating verbs. We cre-
ate intransitive entries using the existing transi-
tive entries, and transitive entries using the ex-
isting intransitive entries.
4.2 Creating the Japanese subcat and
SRs
In creating the intransitive entries from the tran-
sitive entries, we map the O’s SRs onto the S’s
SRs, and change the case marker from accusative
to nominative. We delete the A argument, and
transfer any other dependents as they are.
In creating the transitive entries, we map the
intransitive S’s SRs onto the new O’s SRs, and
give it an accusative case-marker. If the in-
transitive entry has a demoted subject argument
(where the Japanese case-marker is ni and the
English preposition is by), we promote it to sub-
ject and use its SR for A. Otherwise we add a
causative argument as ergative subject (A) with
a default SR of 〈agent〉3 and a nominative case-
marker. We show an example in Figure 3.
4.3 Creating the English Equivalents
The English translation can be divided into
three types: S=O, passive and synthetic.
Therefore it is necessary to judge which type
is appropriate for each entry, and then cre-
ate the English. This judgement is shown
in Figure 4. To judge whether an English
3〈agent〉 is the most frequent SR for transitive verbs
undergoing this alternation as shown in § 3.1.
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Entry ID : 202204
S   N1:〈agent animal〉
✁
nom
X ✂ N3:〈*〉 ✄ dat
☎
Vi  ✌☛ odoroku “be surprised”
S   N1 subject
✂ Cop be
✁
Participle surprised
X
☎
PP at/by N3
New Entry ID : 760038
A   N1 〈*〉
✁
nom
O ✂ N2 〈agent animal〉 ✡ acc
☎
Vt  
✌✎✡
odorokasu “surprise”
A   N1 subject
✂ Vt surprise
O
☎
N2 direct object
Figure 3: Seed: Vi  ☞☛ odoroku “be surprised” ⇒ New entry: Vt  
✌☎✡
odorokasu “surprise”
verb could undergo the S = O alternation
we used the LCS Database (EVCA+) (Dorr,
1997, http://www.umiacs.umd.edu/~bonnie/
LCS_Database_Documentation.html).
5 Evaluation
A total of 196 new entries were created for 62
verbs (25 Vi + 37 Vt) using the method outlined
in § 4. We evaluated the quality by using the new
entries in a machine translation system.
5.1 Translation-Based Evaluation
We evaluated the quality of the created entries in
a translation-based regression test. We got two
example sentences using each verb from Japanese
newspapers and web pages: this gave a total of
124 test sentences. We translated the test sen-
tences using ALT-J/E, both with (with) and
without (w/out) the new entries.
Translations that were identical were marked
no change (the system translates with a sim-
ple word dictionary if it has no valency en-
try). Translations that changed were evaluated
by people ﬂuent in both languages (two thirds
by Japanese native speakers and one third by an
English native speaker, not the authors). The
translations were randomly presented to the eval-
uators labeled by A and B. Therefore evaluators
did not know whether a translation is with or
w/out. The translations were placed into three
categories: (i) A is better than B, (ii) A and B are
equivalent in quality, and (iii) A is worse than B.
For example in (2), the evaluation was (iii). In
this case A is w/out and B is with, so the new
entry has improved the translation.
(2) ✂☎✄
Shioda
Shioda
✆✞✝✠✟
Kiyoko
Kiyoko
✡☞☛
san
Ms.
✌☎✍
wa,
nom
✎✑✏
moufu
blanket
✄
ni
in
☛✏✟
✁✓✒
kurumari
wrapped
✑
✁ ✟✕✔
nagara.
while.
(A) Ms. Kiyoko Shioda is wrapped
up to a blanket.
(B) Ms. Kiyoko Shioda is wrapped
in a blanket.
Table 3 shows the evaluation results, split into
those for transitive and intransitive verbs. The
most common result was that the new trans-
lation was better (46.0%). The quality was
equivalent for 13.7% and worse for 14.5%. The
overall improvement was 31.5% (46.0 − 14.5).
Extending the dictionary to include the missing
alternations gave a measurable improvement in
translation quality.
Vi Created Vt Created Total
No. % No. % No. %
better 19 38.0 38 51.4 57 46.0
equivalent 5 10.0 12 16.2 17 13.7
no change 18 36.0 14 18.9 32 25.8
worse 8 16.0 10 13.5 18 14.5
Change +22.0 +37.9 +31.5
Total 50 100.0 74 100.0 124 100.0
Table 3: Results of Translation-based Evaluation
5.2 Lexicographer’s Evaluation
A manual analysis of a subset of the created en-
tries was carried out by expert lexicographers fa-
miliar with the seed lexicon (not the authors).
They found three major source of errors. The
ﬁrst was that alternation is a sense based phe-
nomenon. As we built alternations for all pat-
terns in the seed dictionary, this resulted in
the creation of some spurious patterns. An
example of an impossible entry is ✖
✟✘✗ ✝
✟
torawareru “be caught”, translated as be picked
up with the inappropriate semantic restriction
〈concrete,material-phenomenon〉 on the sub-
ject. However, another good entry was cre-
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Creating Intransitive entries:
if the original subcat has a control verb
(Vc ∈ {make,have,get,cause})
• A Vc O Vi/Adj
⇒ S Vi/be Adj [synthetic]
(A make O cry ⇒ S cry )
else (original head is Vt)
• if Vt undergoes the S = O alternation
– A Vt O ⇒ S Vi [S=O]
(A turn O ⇒ S turn)
• else
– A Vt O ⇒ S be Vt-ed [passive]
(A injure O in X
⇒ S be injured in X )
We made a special rule for the English Vt have. In this
case the intransitive alternation will be There is: for ex-
ample,  ✂✁☎✄✝✆✟✞ A have O on X ⇒  ✠✁☛✡✟✞ There be S
on X .
Creating Transitive Entries ☞ ☞ ☞
If the original subcat is:
• S Vi
– if Vi undergoes the S = O alternation
⇒ A Vt O [S=O]
(S spoil ⇒ A spoil O )
– else ⇒ A Vc† O Vi [synthetic]
(S rot ⇒ A make O rot)
• S be Adj ⇒ A Vc† O Adj [synthetic]
(S be prosperous ⇒ A make O prosperous)
• S be Vt-ed ⇒ A Vt O (by A) [passive]
(S be defeated (by A) ⇒ A defeat O )
† We use make as the control verb, Vc
Figure 4: Method of Creating English Side
ated, with the translation be caught and SRs
〈people,animal,artifact〉, and this was judged
to be good.
The second source of errors was in the selec-
tional restrictions. In around 10% of the entries,
the lexicographers wanted to change the SRs.
The most common change was to make the SR
for A more speciﬁc than the default of agent.
The third source of errors was in the English
translation, where the lexicographers sometimes
preferred a diﬀerent verb as a translation, rather
than a regular alternation.
6 Discussion and Future Work
The above results show that alternations can be
used to create rich and useful bilingual entries.
In this section we discuss some of the reasons for
errors, and suggest ways to improve and expand
our method.
6.1 Rejecting Innappropriate Candidates
To make the construction fully automatic, a test
for whether the Japanese side of the entry is ap-
propriate or not is required.
One possibility is to add a corpus based ﬁlter:
if no examples can be found that match the selec-
tional restrictions for an entry, then it should be
rejected. This could be done for each language
individually. The problem with this approach is
that many of the entries we created were for in-
frequent verbs. The average frequency in 16 years
of Japanese newspaper text was only 173, and 22
verbs never appeared, although all were familiar
to native speakers. We can, of course, use the
web to alleviate the data sparseness problem.
6.2 Improving the English Translations
In this section we compare the distribution of
the diﬀerent types of translations for the refer-
ence data (§ 3.1) and the entries created by our
method (§ 3.2). The breakdown is shown in Ta-
ble 4. The ﬁrst three rows show entries with the
same English main verb.
One major discrepancy is in the frequency of
the control verb construction. In Vi, no origi-
nal transitive entry used control verbs. In gen-
eral, when lexicographers create an entry, they
prefer a simple entry to a synthetic one. Look-
ing at the linguists’ reference data, about 6.5%
of the examples used control verbs. In the con-
structed data, 66.1% (77 entries) use the control
verb make, more than any other category. For ex-
ample, when the original intransitive entry is N1
be exhausted , exhausted is deﬁned as adjective in
the existing dictionary. So we create a new en-
try N1 make N2 exhaustedadj. However, there
is a transitive verb exhaust , and it was preferred
by the lexicographers: N1 exhaust N2 . The al-
gorithm needs to optionally convert adjectives to
verbs in cases where there is overlap between the
adjective and past participle.
Finally, we consider those Japanese alterna-
tions where the transitive and intransitive alter-
natives need translations with diﬀerent English
main verbs. A good example of this is Vi
✏
☛ ✑
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English Structure Reference Data (Table2) Vi Created Vt Created
Type Vi Vt No. (%) No. (%) No. (%)
S=O S Vi A Vt O 138 30.0 9 11.1 24 21.7
passive S be Vt-ed A Vt O 91 19.8 71 87.7 14 12.2
synthetic S Vi/be Adj A Vc O Vi/Adj 30 6.5 0 0 76 66.1
Diﬀerent Head 191 41.5 0 0.0 0 0.0
Diﬀerent Structure 10 2.2 1 1.2 0 0.0
Total 460 100 81 100 115 100
Table 4: A Comparison of Reference Data with Created Alternations
✟ nakunaru “S pass away” and Vt
✏
☛
✡
nakusu
“A lose O”.4 These are impossible to generate
using our method. Even with reliable English
syntactic data, it would be hard to rule out pass
away as a possible transitive verb or lose as an
intransitive. They can only be ruled out by us-
ing data linking the subcat with the meaning,
and this would need to be linked to the Japanese
verbs’ meanings. This may become possible with
larger linked multi-lingual dictionaries, such as
those under construction in the Papillon project,5
but is not now within our reach.
In summary, we could improve the construction
of the English translations by using richer English
information, especially about past-participles or
verb senses.
6.3 Usage as a Lexical/Translation Rule
Although we have investigated the use of al-
ternations in lexicon construction, the algo-
rithms could also be used directly, either as lexi-
cal/translation rules or to generate transitive and
intransitive entries from a common underlying
representation. For example, Shirai et al. (1999)
uses the existing entries and lexical rules deploy-
ing them to translate causatives and passives (in-
cluding adversative passives) from Japanese to
English. Trujillo (1995) showed a method to ap-
ply lexical rules for word translation. That is,
they expand the vocabulary using prepared lex-
ical rules for each language, and create links for
translation between the lexical rules of a pair of
languages. Dorr (1997) and Baldwin et al. (1999)
generate both alternates from a single underlying
representation.
Our proposed method could partially be im-
plemented as a lexical or a translation rule. But
not all the word senses alternate (§ 4.2), and not
all the target language entries are regularly trans-
lated by the same head (§ 3). Further many of the
4My friend passed away ↔ I lost my friend .
5http://www.papillon-dictionary.org/
rules mix lexical and syntactic information, mak-
ing them quite complicated. Because of that, it
is easier to expand out the rules beforehand and
enter them into the system.
6.4 Further Work
In this paper, we targeted native Japanese verbs
only. ALT-J/E already has a very high coverage
of native Japanese verbs. However, even in this
case, we could increase the cover of this alterna-
tion from 85% to 98% (442 out of 449 alternation
pairs now in the dictionary). Most valency dic-
tionaries or new language pairs have less cover,
and so will get more results. It is also possible
to use this method so as to only create half the
entries by hand, and then to automatically make
the alternating halves (although not all the cre-
ated entries will be perfect).
In addition to the native Japanese verbs, there
are many Sino-Japanese verbal nouns that un-
dergo S=O alternation (For example, (3) ↔ (4)).
(3)  
mise
shop
✛
ga
nom
✁✄✂
seihin
products
☎
o
acc
✆✞✝✠✟☛✡
kanbai-shita
sold out
The shop sold out of the products.
(4)
✁✄✂
seihin
products
✛
ga
nom
✆✞✝✠✟☛✡
kanbai-shita
sold out
The products are sold out.
ALT-J/E’s Japanese dictionary has about
2,400 verbal nouns which have usage as both
transitive and intransitive. Of these only 536 are
in the valency dictionary. Our next plan is to
add them all to the valency dictionary, using al-
ternations to make the process more eﬃcient and
consistent.
Another extension is to apply the method to
other alternations, using either linguists’ data or
automatically acquired alternations (Oishi and
Matsumoto, 1997; Furumaki and Tanaka, 2003;
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McCarthy, 2000). In particular, S = O alterna-
tions make up only 34% of those discovered by
Bond et al. (2002), we intend to investigate the
alternations that make up the remainder.
7 Conclusion
We presented a method that uses alternation data
to add new entries to an existing translation lex-
icon. The new entries have detailed information
about argument structure and selectional restric-
tions. We were able to increase the coverage of
the S=O alternation to 98%, and the new entries
gave an overall improvement in translation qual-
ity of 32%.
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Abstract
This paper describes Japanese-English-Chinese
aligned parallel treebank corpora of newspaper
articles. They have been constructed by trans-
lating each sentence in the Penn Treebank and
the Kyoto University text corpus into a cor-
responding natural sentence in a target lan-
guage. Each sentence is translated so as to
reflect its contextual information and is anno-
tated with morphological and syntactic struc-
tures and phrasal alignment. This paper also
describes the possible applications of the par-
allel corpus and proposes a new framework to
aid in translation. In this framework, paral-
lel translations whose source language sentence
is similar to a given sentence can be semi-
automatically generated. In this paper we show
that the framework can be achieved by using
our aligned parallel treebank corpus.
1 Introduction
Recently, accurate machine translation systems
can be constructed by using parallel corpora
(Och and Ney, 2000; Germann et al., 2001).
However, almost all existing machine transla-
tion systems do not consider the problem of
translating a given sentence into a natural sen-
tence reflecting its contextual information in the
target language. One of the main reasons for
this is that we had many problems that had to
be solved by one-sentence to one-sentence ma-
chine translation before we could solve the con-
textual problem. Another reason is that it was
diﬃcult to simply investigate the influence of
the context on the translation because sentence
correspondences of the existing bilingual doc-
uments are rarely one-to-one, and are usually
one-to-many or many-to-many.
On the other hand, high-quality treebanks
such as the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993)
and the Kyoto University text corpus (Kuro-
hashi and Nagao, 1997) have contributed to
improving the accuracies of fundamental tech-
niques for natural language processing such as
morphological analysis and syntactic structure
analysis. However, almost all of these high-
quality treebanks are based on monolingual cor-
pora and do not have bilingual or multilin-
gual information. There are few high-quality
bilingual or multilingual treebank corpora be-
cause parallel corpora have mainly been actively
used for machine translation between related
languages such as English and French, there-
fore their syntactic structures are not required
so much for aligning words or phrases. How-
ever, syntactic structures are necessary for ma-
chine translation between languages whose syn-
tactic structures are diﬀerent from each other,
such as in Japanese-English, Japanese-Chinese,
and Chinese-English machine translations, be-
cause it is more diﬃcult to automatically align
words or phrases between two unrelated lan-
guages than between two related languages. Ac-
tually, it has been reported that syntactic struc-
tures contribute to improving the accuracy of
word alignment between Japanese and English
(Yamada and Knight, 2001). Therefore, if we
had a high-quality parallel treebank corpus, the
accuracies of machine translation between lan-
guages whose syntactic structures are diﬀer-
ent from each other would improve. Further-
more, if the parallel treebank corpus had word
or phrase alignment, the accuracy of automatic
word or phrase alignment would increase by
using the parallel treebank corpus as training
data. However, so far, there is no aligned par-
allel treebank corpus whose domain is not re-
stricted. For example, the Japanese Electronics
Industry Development Association’s (JEIDA’s)
bilingual corpus (Isahara and Haruno, 2000)
has sentence, phrase, and proper noun align-
ment. However, it does not have morphologi-
cal and syntactic information, the alignment is
partial, and the target is restricted to a white
paper. The Advance Telecommunications Re-
search dialogue database (ATR, 1992) is a par-
allel treebank corpus between Japanese and En-
glish. However, it does not have word or phrase
alignment, and the target domain is restricted
to travel conversation.
Therefore, we have been constructing aligned
parallel treebank corpora of newspaper articles
between languages whose syntactic structures
are diﬀerent from each other since 2001; they
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meet the following conditions.
1. It is easy to investigate the influence of the con-
text on the translation, which means the sen-
tences that come before and after a particular
sentence, and that help us to understand the
meaning of a particular word such as a pro-
noun.
2. The annotated information in the existing
monolingual high-quality treebanks can be uti-
lized.
3. They are open to the public.
To construct parallel corpora that satisfy these
conditions, each sentence in the Penn Tree-
bank (Release 2) and the Kyoto University text
corpus (Version 3.0) has been translated into
a corresponding natural sentence reflecting its
contextual information in a target language by
skilled translators, revised by native speakers,
and each parallel translation has been anno-
tated with morphological and syntactic struc-
tures, and phrasal alignment. Henceforth, we
call the parallel corpus that is constructed by
pursuing the above policy an aligned parallel
treebank corpus reflecting contextual informa-
tion. In this paper, we describe an aligned par-
allel treebank corpus of newspaper articles be-
tween Japanese, English, and Chinese, and its
applications.
2 Construction of Aligned Parallel
Treebank Corpus Reflecting
Contextual Information
2.1 Human Translation of Existing
Monolingual Treebank
The Penn Treebank is a tagged corpus of Wall
Street Journal material, and it is divided into 24
sections. The Kyoto University text corpus is a
tagged corpus of theMainichi newspaper, which
is divided into 16 sections according to the cat-
egories of articles such as the sports section and
the economy section. To maintain the consis-
tency of expressions in translation, a few partic-
ular translators were assigned to translate arti-
cles in a particular section, and the same trans-
lator was assigned to the same section. The
instructions to translators for Japanese-English
translation is basically as follows.
1. One-sentence to one-sentence translation as a
rule
Translate a source sentence into a target sen-
tence. In case the translated sentence becomes
unnatural by pursuing this policy, leave a com-
ment.
2. Natural translation reflecting contextual infor-
mation
Except in the case that the translated sentence
becomes unnatural by pursuing policy 1, trans-
late a source sentence into a target sentence
naturally.
By deletion, replacement, or supplementation,
let the translated sentence be natural in the
context.
In an entire article, the translated sentences
must maintain the same meaning and informa-
tion as those of the original sentences.
3. Translations of proper nouns
Find out the translations of proper nouns by
looking up the nouns in a dictionary or by using
a web search. In case a translation cannot be
found, use a temporary name and report it.
We started the construction of Japanese-
Chinese parallel corpus in 2002. The Japanese
sentences of the Kyoto University text corpus
were also translated into Chinese by human
translators. Then each translated Chinese sen-
tence was revised by a second Chinese native.
The instruction to the translators is the same
as that given in the Japanese-English human
translations.
The breakdown of the parallel corpora is
shown in Table 1. We are planning to trans-
late the remaining 18,714 sentences of the Kyoto
University text corpus and the remaining 30,890
sentences of the Penn Treebank. As for the nat-
uralness of the translated sentences, there are
207 (1%) unnatural English sentences of the
Kyoto University text corpus, and 462 (2.5%)
unnatural Japanese sentences of the Penn Tree-
bank generated by pursuing policy 1.
2.2 Morphological and Syntactic
Annotation
In the following sections, we describe the anno-
tated information of the parallel treebank cor-
pus based on the Kyoto University text corpus.
2.2.1 Morphological and Syntactic
Information of Japanese-English
corpus
Translated English sentences were analyzed by
using the Charniak Parser (Charniak, 1999).
Then, the parsed sentences were manually re-
vised. The definitions of part-of-speech (POS)
categories and syntactic labels follow those of
the Treebank I style (Marcus et al., 1993).
We have finished revising the 10,328 parsed
sentences that appeared from January 1st to
11th. An example of morphological and syn-
tactic structures is shown in Figure 1. In this
figure, “S-ID” means the sentence ID in the
Kyoto University text corpus. EOJ means the
boundary between a Japanese parsed sentence
and an English parsed sentence. The definition
of Japanese morphological and syntactic infor-
mation follows that of the Kyoto University text
corpus (Version 3.0). The syntactic structure is
represented by dependencies between Japanese
phrasal units called bunsetsus. The phrasal
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Table 1: Breakdown of the parallel corpora
Original corpus Languages # of parallel sentences
Kyoto University text corpus Japanese-English 19,669 (from Jan. 1st to 17th in 1995)
Japanese-Chinese 38,383 (all)
Penn Treebank Japanese-English 18,318 (from section 0 to 9)
Total Japanese-English 37,987 (Approximately 900,000 English words)
Japanese-Chinese 38,383 (Approximately 900,000 Chinese words)
# S-ID:950104141-008
* 0 2D
???? ???? * ?? * * *
* 1 2D
?? ?????? * ?? ?? * *
? ?? * ??? ???????? * *
?? ??? * ??? ???????? * *
? ? * ?? ???? * *
* 2 6D
?? ???? * ?? ???? * *
? ? ? ??? * ??? ????????
? ? * ?? ?? * *
* 3 4D
?? ???? * ?? ???? * *
? ? * ?? ??? * *
* 4 5D
??? ???? ??? ?? * ???? ???
* 5 6D
?? ???? * ?? ???? * *
? ? * ?? ??? * *
* 6 -1D
??? ???? ?? ?? * ?????? ??????
? ? ?? ??? ?????? ???? ???
?? ?? ?? ??? ????????? ???????? ???
? ? * ?? ?? * *
EOJ
(S1 (S (NP (PRP They))
(VP (VP (VBD were)
(NP (DT all))
(ADJP (NP (QP (RB about)
(CD nineteen))
(NNS years))
(JJ old)))
(CC and)
(VP (VBD had)
(S (NP (DT no)
(NN strength))
(VP (VBN left)
(SBAR (S (VP (ADVP (RB even))
(TO to)
(VP (VB answer)
(NP (NNS questions))))))))))
(. .)))
EOE
Figure 1: Example of morphological and syn-
tactic information.
units or bunsetsus are minimal linguistic units
obtained by segmenting a sentence naturally in
terms of semantics and phonetics, and each of
them consists of one or more morphemes.
2.2.2 Chinese Morphological
Information of Japanese-Chinese
corpus
Chinese sentences are composed of strings of
Hanzi and there are no spaces between words.
The morphological annotation, therefore, in-
cludes providing tags of word boundaries and
POSs of words. We analyzed the Chinese sen-
tences by using the morphological analyzer de-
veloped by Peking University (Zhou and Duan,
1994). There are 39 categories in this POS set.
Then the automatically tagged sentences were
revised by the third native Chinese. In this
pass the Chinese translations were revised again
while the results of word segmentation and POS
tagging were revised. Therefore the Chinese
translations are obtained with a high quality.
We have finished revising the 12,000 tagged sen-
tences. The revision of the remaining sentences
is ongoing. An example of tagged Chinese sen-
tences is shown in Figure 2. The letters shown
Figure 2: Example of morphological informa-
tion of Chinese corpus.
after ’/’ indicate POSs. The Chinese sentence is
the translation of the Japanese sentence in Fig-
ure 1. The Chinese sentences are GB encoded.
The 38,383 translated Chinese sentences have
1,410,892 Hanzi and 926,838 words.
2.3 Phrasal Alignment
This section describes the annotated informa-
tion of 19,669 sentences of the Kyoto University
text corpus.
The minimum alignment unit should be as
small as possible, because bigger units can be
constructed from units of the minimum size.
However, we decided to define a bunsetsu as the
minimum alignment unit. One of the main rea-
sons for this is that the smaller the unit is, the
higher the human annotation cost is. Another
reason is that if we define a word or a morpheme
as a minimum alignment unit, expressions such
as post-positional particles in Japanese and arti-
cles in English often do not have alignments. To
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eﬀectively absorb those expressions and to align
as many parts as possible, we found that a big-
ger unit than a word or a morpheme is suitable
as the minimum alignment unit. We call the
minimum alignment based on bunsetsu align-
ment units the bunsetsu unit translation pair.
Bigger pairs than the bunsetsu unit translation
pairs can be automatically extracted based on
the bunsetsu unit translation pairs. We call all
of the pairs, including bunsetsu unit transla-
tion pairs, translation pairs. The bunsetsu unit
translation pairs for idiomatic expressions often
become unnatural. In this case, two or more
bunsetsu units are combined and handled as a
minimum alignment unit. The breakdown of
the bunsetsu unit translation pairs is shown in
Table 2.
Table 2: Breakdown of the bunsetsu unit trans-
lation pairs.
(1) total # of translation pairs 172,255
(2) # of different translation pairs 146,397
(3) # of Japanese expressions 110,284
(4) # of English expressions 111,111
(5) average # of English expressions 1.33
corresponding to a Japanese expression ((2)/(3))
(6) average # of Japanese expressions 1.32
corresponding to a English expression ((2)/(4))
(7) # of ambiguous Japanese expressions 15,699
(8) # of ambiguous English expressions 12,442
(9) # of bunsetsu unit translation pairs 17,719
consisting of two or more bunsetsus
An example of phrasal alignment is shown in
Figure 3. A Japanese sentence is shown from
the line after the S-ID to the EOJ. Each line
indicates a bunsetsu. Each rectangular line in-
dicates a dependency between bunsetsus. The
leftmost number in each line indicates the bun-
setsu ID. The corresponding English sentence is
shown in the next line after that of the EOJ
(End of Japanese) until the EOE (End of En-
glish). The English expressions corresponding
to each bunsetsu are tagged with the corre-
sponding bunsetsu ID such as <P id=”bunsetsu
ID”></P>. When there are two or more fig-
ures in the tag id such as id=”1,2”, it means two
or more bunsetsus are combined and handled as
a minimum alignment unit.
For example, we can extract the following
translation pairs from Figure 3.
• (J) ??? (yunyuu-ga) / ????? (kaikin-sa-reta);
(E)that had been under the ban
• (J) ??????? (beikoku-san-ringo-no); (E)of apples
imported from the U.S.
• (J) ???? (dai-ichi-bin-ga); (E)The first cargo
• (J)???????(uridasa-reta); (E)was brought to the
market.
• (J) ??????? (beikoku-san-ringo-no) / ????
(dai-ichi-bin-ga); (E)The first cargo / of apples im-
ported from the U.S.
# S-ID:950110003-001
1 ????????????????
2 ????????????????
3 ????????????????
4 ????????????????
5 ????????????????
6 ????????????????
7 ????????????????
8 ????????????????
9 ????????????????
10 ???????????????
11 ????????????????
EOJ
<P id="4">The first cargo</P> <P id="3">of apples
imported from the U.S.</P> <P id="1,2">that had been
under the ban</P> <P id="7">completed</P> <P id="6">
quarantine</P> <P id="7">and</P> <P id="11">was brought
to the market</P> <P id="10">for the first time</P>
<P id="5">on the 9th</P> <P id="9">at major supermarket
chain stores</P> <P id="8">in the Tokyo metropolitan
area</P> <P id="11">.</P>
EOE
Figure 3: Example of phrasal alignment.
• (J) ??????? (beikoku-san-ringo-no) / ????
(dai-ichi-bin-ga) /???????(uridasa-reta); (E)The
first cargo / of apples imported from the U.S. / was
brought to the market.
Here, Japanese and English expressions are
divided by the symbol “;”, and “/” means a
bunsetsu boundary.
An overview of the criteria of the alignment
is as follows. Align as many parts as possible,
except if a certain part is redundant. More de-
tailed criteria will be attached with our corpus
when it is open to the public.
1. Alignment of English grammatical elements
that are not expressed in Japanese
English articles, possessive pronouns, infinitive
to, and auxiliary verbs are joined with nouns
and verbs.
2. Alignment between a noun and its substitute
expression
A noun can be aligned with its substitute ex-
pression such as a pronoun.
3. Alignment of Japanese ellipses
An English expression is joined with its related
elements. For example, the English subject is
joined with its related verb.
4. Alignment of supplementary or explanatory ex-
pression in English
Supplementary or explanatory expressions in
English are joined with their related words.
? Ex.?
# S-ID:950104142-003
1 ???????????
2 ???????????
3 ???????????
4 ???????????
5 ???????????
6 ???????????
EOJ
<P id="1">The Chinese character used for "ka"</P>
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has such meanings as "beautiful" and "splendid."
EOE
?"?? (ka)??? (niwa)" corresponds to
"The Chinese character used for "ka""
5. Alignment of date and time
When a Japanese noun representing date and
time is adverbial, the English preposition is
joined with the date and time.
6. Alignment of coordinate structures
When English expressions represented by “X
(A + B)” correspond to Japanese expressions
represented by “XA + XB”, the alignment of
X overlaps.
? Ex.?
# S-ID:950106149-005
1 ?????????????
2 ?????????????
3 ?????????????
4 ?????????????
5 ?????????????
6 ?????????????
7 ?????????????
8 ?????????????
EOJ
In the Kinki Region, disposal of wastes started
<P id="2"><P id="4"> at offshore sites of</P>
Amagasaki</P> and <P id="4">Izumiotsu</P> from
1989 and 1991 respectively.
EOE
?"??? (Amagasaki-oki) ? (de)" corresponds to
"at offshore sites of Amagasaki"
?"???? (Izumiotsu-oki) ? (de)" corresponds to
"at offshore sites of ? Izumiotsu"
3 Applications of Aligned Parallel
Treebank Corpus
3.1 Use for Evaluation of Conventional
Methods
The corpus as described in Section 2 can be
used for the evaluation of English-Japanese and
Japanese-English machine translation. We can
directly compare various methods of machine
translation by using this corpus. It can be sum-
marized as follows in terms of the characteristics
of the corpus.
One-sentence to one-sentence translation
can be simply used for the evaluation of
various methods of machine translation.
Morphological and syntactic information
can be used for the evaluation of methods
that actively use morphological and syntactic
information, such as methods for example-
based machine translation (Nagao, 1981;
Watanabe et al., 2003), or transfer-based
machine translation (Imamura, 2002).
Phrasal alignment is used for the evaluation of
automatically acquired translation knowledge
(Yamamoto and Matsumoto, 2003).
An actual comparison and evaluation is our
future work.
3.2 Analysis of Translation
One-sentence to one-sentence translation
reflects contextual information. Therefore, it
is suitable to investigate the influence of the
context on the translation. For example, we
can investigate the diﬀerence in the use of
demonstratives and pronouns between English
and Japanese. We can also investigate the
diﬀerence in the use of anaphora.
Morphological and syntactic information
and phrasal alignment can be used to investi-
gate the appropriate unit and size of transla-
tion rules and the relationship between syntac-
tic structures and phrasal alignment.
3.3 Use in Conventional Systems
One-sentence to one-sentence translation
can be used for training a statistical translation
model such as GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2000),
which could be a strong baseline system for
machine translation.
Morphological and syntactic information
and phrasal alignment can be used to acquire
translation knowledge for example-based ma-
chine translation and transfer-based machine
translation.
In order to show what kind of units are help-
ful for example-based machine translation, we
investigated whether the Japanese sentences of
newspaper articles appearing on January 17,
1995, which we call test-set sentences, could be
translated into English sentences by using trans-
lation pairs appearing from January 1st to 16th
as a database. First, we found that only one out
of 1,234 test-set sentences agreed with one out
of 18,435 sentences in the database. Therefore,
a simple sentence search will not work well. On
the other hand, 6,659 bunsetsus out of 12,632
bunsetsus in the test-set sentences agreed with
those in the database. If words in bunsetsus are
expanded into their synonyms, the combination
of the expanded bunsetsus sets in the database
may cover the test-set sentences. Next, there-
fore, we investigated whether the Japanese test-
set sentences could be translated into English
sentences by simply combining translation pairs
appearing in the database. Given a Japanese
sentence, words were extracted from it and
translation pairs that include those words or
their synonyms, which were manually evalu-
ated, were extracted from the database. Then,
the English sentence was manually generated by
just combining English expressions in the ex-
tracted translation pairs. One hundred two rel-
atively short sentences (the average number of
bunsetsus is about 9.8) were selected as inputs.
The number of equivalent translations, which
mean that the translated sentence is grammat-
ical and has the same meaning as the source
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sentence, was 9. The number of similar transla-
tions, which mean that the translated sentence
is ungrammatical, or diﬀerent or wrong mean-
ings of words, tenses, and prepositions are used
in the translated sentence, was 83. The num-
ber of other translations, which mean that some
words are missing, or the meaning of the trans-
lated sentence is completely diﬀerent from that
of the original sentence, was 10. For example,
the original parallel translation is as follows:
Japanese:????????????????????????
????????????????????????
English: New Party Sakigake proposed that towards the or-
dinary session, both parties found a council to dis-
cuss policy and Diet management.
Given the Japanese sentence, the translated
sentence was:
Translation:Sakigake Party suggested to set up an organiza-
tion between the two parties towards the regular
session of the Diet to discuss under the theme of
policies and the management of the Diet.
This result shows that only 9% of input sen-
tences can be translated into sentences equiv-
alent to the original ones. However, we found
that approximately 90% of input sentences can
be translated into English sentences that are
equivalent or similar to the original ones.
3.4 Similar Parallel Translation
Generation
The original aim of constructing an aligned par-
allel treebank corpus as described in Section 2 is
to achieve a new framework for translation aid
as described below.
It would be very convenient if multilingual
sentences could be generated by just writing
sentences in our mother language. Today, it
can be formally achieved by using commercial
machine translation systems. However, the au-
tomatically translated sentences are often in-
comprehensible. Therefore, we have to revise
the original and translated sentences by find-
ing and referring to parallel translation whose
source language sentence is similar to the orig-
inal one. In many cases, however, we cannot
find such similar parallel translations to the in-
put sentence. Therefore, it is diﬃcult for users
who do not have enough knowledge of the target
languages to generate comprehensible sentences
in several languages by just searching similar
parallel translations in this way. Therefore, we
propose to generate similar parallel translations
whose source language sentence is similar to
the input sentence. We call this framework for
translation aid similar parallel translation gen-
eration.
We investigated whether the framework can
be achieved by using our aligned parallel tree-
bank corpus. As the first step of this study,
we investigated whether an appropriate parallel
translation can be generated by simply combin-
ing translation pairs extracted from our aligned
parallel treebank corpus in the following steps.
1. Extract each content word with its adjacent
function word in each bunsetsu in a given sen-
tence
2. The extracted content words and their adjacent
function words are expanded into their syn-
onyms and class words whose major and minor
POS categories are the same
3. Find translation pairs including the expanded
content words with their expanded adjacent
function words in the given sentence
4. For each bunsetsu, select a translation pair that
has similar dependency relationship to those in
the given sentence
5. Generate a parallel translation by combining
the selected translation pairs
The input sentences were randomly selected
from 102 sentences described in Section 3.3.
The above steps, except the third step, were
basically conducted manually. The Examples
of the input sentences and generated parallel
translations are shown in Figure 4.
The basic unit of translation pairs in our
aligned parallel treebank corpus is a bunsetsu,
and the basic unit in the selection of transla-
tion pairs is also a bunsetsu. One of the ad-
vantages of using a bunsetsu as a basic unit is
that a Japanese expression represented as one
of various expressions in English, or omitted in
English, such as Japanese post-positional par-
ticles, is paired with a content word. There-
fore, the translation of such an expression is ap-
propriately selected together with the transla-
tion of a content word when a certain trans-
lation pair is selected. If the translation of
such an expression was selected independently
of the translation of a content word, the com-
bination of each translation would be ungram-
matical or unnatural. Another advantage of the
basic unit, bunsetsu, is that we can easily refer
to dependency information between bunsetsus
when we select an appropriate translation pair
because the original treebank has the depen-
dency information between bunsetsus. These
advantages are utilized in the above generation
steps. For example, in the first step, a content
word “?? (kokkai, Diet session)” in the sec-
ond example in Figure 4 was extracted from the
bunsetsu “???? (tsuujo-kokkai, the ordinary
Diet session) ? (ni, case marker)”, and it was
expanded into its class word “? (kai, meeting)”
in the second step. Then, a translation pair
“(J)??????????? (kokuren-kodomo-
no-kenri-iinkai)? (ni, case marker); (E)the UN
Committee on the Rights of the Child /(J)
?? (taishi); (E)towards” was extracted as a
translation pair in the third step. Since the
dependency between “???????????
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(kokuren-kodomo-no-kenri-iinkai, the UN Com-
mittee on the Rights of the Child)” and “??
(taishi, towards)” is similar to that between “
???? (tsuujo-kokkai, the ordinary Diet ses-
sion)? (ni, case marker)” and “?? (muke, to-
wards)” in the input sentence, this translation
pair was selected in the fourth step. Finally,
the bunsetsu “??????????? (kokuren-
kodomo-no-kenri-iinkai, the UN Committee on
the Rights of the Child) ? (ni, case marker)”
and its translation “the UN Committee on the
Rights of the Child” was used for generation of
a parallel translation in the fifth step.
When we use the generated parallel transla-
tion for the exact translation of the input sen-
tence, we should replace “?????????
?? (kokuren-kodomo-no-kenri-iinkai)” and its
translation “the UN Committee on the Rights
of the Child” with “???? (tsuujo-kokkai, the
ordinary Diet session)” and its translation “the
ordinary Diet session” by consulting a bilingual
dictionary. In this example, “?? (sono)” and
“them” should also be replaced with “?? (ry-
oto)” and “both parties”. It is easy to identify
words in the generated translation that should
be replaced with words in the input sentence
because each bunsetsu in translation pairs is al-
ready aligned. In such cases, templates such as
“[?? (kaigi)]? (ni)?? (muke)” and “towards
[council]” can be automatically generated by
generalizing content words expanded in the sec-
ond step and their translation in the generated
translation. The average number of English ex-
pressions corresponding to a Japanese expres-
sion is 1.3 as shown in Table 2. Even when there
are two or more possible English expressions, an
appropriate English expression can be chosen
by selecting a Japanese expression by referring
to dependencies in extracted translation pairs.
Therefore, in many cases, English sentences can
be generated just by reordering the selected ex-
pressions. The English word order was esti-
mated manually in this experiment. However,
we can automatically estimate English word or-
der by using a language model or an English
surface sentence generator such as FERGUS
(Bangalore and Rambow, 2000). Unnatural or
ungrammatical parallel translations are some-
times generated in the above steps. However,
comprehensible translations can be generated
as shown in Figure 4. The biggest advantage
of this framework is that comprehensible target
sentences can be generated basically by refer-
ring only to source sentences. Although it is
costly to search and select appropriate transla-
tion pairs, we believe that human labor can be
reduced by developing a human interface. For
example, when we use a Japanese text gener-
ation system from keywords (Uchimoto et al.,
2002), users should only select appropriate key-
words.
We are investigating whether or not we can
generate similar parallel translations to all of
the Japanese sentences appearing on January
17, 1995. So far, we found that we can gen-
erate similar parallel translations to 691 out of
840 sentences (the average number of bunsetsus
is about 10.3) including the 102 sentences de-
scribed in Section 3.3. We found that we could
not generate similar parallel translations to 149
out of 840 sentences.
In the proposed framework of similar paral-
lel translation generation, the language appear-
ing in a corpus corresponds to a controlled lan-
guage, and users are allowed to use only the
controlled language to write sentences in the
source language. We believe that high-quality
bilingual or multilingual documents can be gen-
erated by letting us adapt ourselves to the con-
trolled environment in this way.
4 Conclusion
This paper described aligned parallel treebank
corpora of newspaper articles between lan-
guages whose syntactic structures are diﬀerent
from each other; they meet the following condi-
tions.
1. It is easy to investigate the influence of the con-
text on the translation.
2. The annotated information in the existing
monolingual high-quality treebanks can be uti-
lized.
3. It is open to the public.
To construct parallel corpora that satisfy
these conditions, each sentence in the existing
monolingual high-quality treebanks has been
translated into a corresponding natural sentence
reflecting its contextual information in a target
language by skilled translators, and each par-
allel translation has been annotated with mor-
phological and syntactic structures and phrasal
alignment.
This paper also described the possible ap-
plications of the parallel corpus and proposed
a similar parallel translation generation frame-
work. In this framework, a parallel translation
whose source language sentence is similar to a
given sentence can be semi-automatically gen-
erated. In this paper we demonstrated that
the framework could be achieved by using our
aligned parallel treebank corpus.
In the near future, the aligned parallel tree-
bank corpora will be open to the public, and
expanded. We are planning to use the corpora
actively for machine translation, as a transla-
tion aid, and for second language learning. We
are also planning to develop automatic or semi-
automatic alignment system and an eﬃcient in-
terface for machine translation aid.
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Input sentence
(Japanese only)
???????????????????????????????????????????(Prime Minister
Murayama and Finance Minister Takemura met in the presidential oﬃce and they exchanged their
opinions, mainly on the issue of the new faction being formed by the New Democratic Union.)
Generated paral-
lel translation
(J) ????????????????????????????????????????????
(E) Finance Minister Takemura held the meeting at the oﬃcial residence to exchange views about the
formation of the new party of the New Democratic Union.
Input sentence
(Japanese only)
????????????????????????????????????????????????(New
Party Sakigake proposed that towards the ordinary session, both parties found a council to discuss policy
and Diet management.)
Generated paral-
lel translation
(J) ????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????
(E) Sakigake proposed to set up an organization between them towards the UN Committee on the Rights
of the Child to discuss under the theme of policies and the management of the Diet.
Input sentence
(Japanese only)
?????????????????????????????????????????????(The meeting
was also intended to slow the movement towards the new party by the New Democratic Union, which is
trying to deepen the relationship with the New Frontier Party.)
Generated paral-
lel translation
(J) ?????????????????????????????????????????????
(E) The meeting had meanings to restrict the movement that the new party of New Democratic Union
is progressing to strengthen the coalition with The New Frontier Party.
Input sentence
(Japanese only)
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????(Lower House Diet Member Tatsuo Kawabata of the New Frontier Party decided on the
16th that he would hand in notification of his secession to the party on the 17th, in order to form a new
faction with Sadao Yamahana’s group.)
Generated paral-
lel translation
(J) ????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????
(E) On 16th Tatsuo Kawabata, a member of the House of Representatives of the New Frontier Party
decided to submit The notice to leave the party to the Shinsei Party on the 17th in order to establish a
new faction with Yuukichi Amano and others.
Input sentence
(Japanese only)
???????????????????????????(As for the faction name in the Upper House,
they will decide after they consider how to form a relationship with Democratic Reform Union.)
Generated paral-
lel translation
(J) ?????????????????????
(E) The name of the faction will be decided after discussing the relationship with the JTUC.
Figure 4: Example of generated similar parallel translations.
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Abstract
The motivation of the Papillon project is to
encourage the development of freely accessible
Multilingual Lexical Resources by way of on-
line collaborative work on the Internet. For this,
we developed a generic community website orig-
inally dedicated to the diﬀusion and the devel-
opment of a particular acception based multilin-
gual lexical database.
The generic aspect of our platform allows
its use for the development of other lexical
databases. Adapting it to a new lexical database
is a matter of description of its structures and
interfaces by way of XML ﬁles. In this paper, we
show how we already adapted it to other very
diﬀerent lexical databases. We also show what
future developments should be done in order to
gather several lexical databases developers in a
common network.
1 Introduction
In order to cope with information available in
many languages, modern information systems
need large, high quality and multilingual lexi-
cal resources. Building such a resource is very
expensive. To reduce these costs, we chose to
use the “collaborative” development paradigm
already used with LINUX and other open source
developments.
In order to develop such a speciﬁc multilin-
gual lexical database, we built a Web platform
to gather an Internet community around lex-
ical services (accessing many online dictionar-
ies, contributing to a rich lexical database, vali-
dating contributions from others, sharing doc-
uments, . . . ). Initially built for the Papillon
project, this platform is generic and allows for
the collaborative development of other lexical
resources (monolingual, bilingual or multilin-
gual) provided that such resources are described
to the platform.
After presenting the Papillon project and
platform, we will show how we may give access
to many existing dictionaries, using an uniﬁed
interface. Then, we will present the edition ser-
vice, and detail how it may be customised to
handle other very diﬀerent dictionaries.
2 The Papillon project
2.1 Motivations
Initially launched in 2000 by a French-Japanese
consortium, the Papillon project1 (Sérasset and
Mangeot-Lerebours, 2001) rapidly extended its
original goal — the development of a rich French
Japanese lexical database — to its actual goal —
the development of an Acception based Multilin-
gual Lexical Database (currently tackling Chi-
nese, English , French, German, Japanese, Lao,
Malay, Thai and Vietnamese).
This evolution was motivated in order to:
• reuse many existing lexical resources even
the ones that do not directly involve both
initial languages,
• be reusable by many people on the Internet,
hence raising the interest of others in its
development,
• allow for external people (translator, native
speakers, teachers. . . ) to contribute to its
development,
For this project, we chose to adopt as much
as possible the development paradigm of LINUX
and GNU software2, as we believe that the lack
of high level, rich and freely accessible multi-
lingual lexical data is one of the most crucial
obstacle for the development of a truly multilin-
gual information society3.
1http://www.papillon-dictionary.org/
2i.e. allowing and encouraging external users to ac-
cess and contribute to the database.
3i.e. an Information Society with no linguistic dom-
ination and where everybody will be able to access any
content in its own mother tongue.
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2.2 Papillon acception based
multilingual database
The Papillon multilingual database has been de-
signed independently of its usage(s). It consists
in several monolingual volumes linked by way of
a single interlingual volume called the interlin-
gual acception dictionary.
Français
Anglais Malais
Japonais
Axies
Riz (plante monocotylédone)
Riz (grain)
Rice (food grain)
Rice (seeds)
??
?
?
padi (unharvested 
         grain)
nasi (cooked)
beras (uncooked)
Figure 1: Macrostructure of the Papillon
MLDB, showing the handling of contractive
problems.
Each monolingual volume consists in a set of
word senses (lexies), each lexie being described
using a structure derived from the Explanatory
and Combinatory Dictionary (Mel’čuk et al.,
1995; Mel’čuk et al., 1984 1989 1995 1996).
The interlingual acception dictionary consists
in a set of interlingual acceptions (axies) as de-
ﬁned in (Sérasset, 1994). An interlingual accep-
tion serves as a placeholder bearing links to lex-
ies and links between axies4. This simple mech-
anism allows for the coding of translations. As
an example, ﬁgure 1 shows how we can repre-
sent a quadrilingual database with contrastive
problems (on the well known “rice” example).
2.3 Development methodology
The development of the Papillon multilingual
dictionary gathers voluntary contributors and
trusted language specialist involved in diﬀerent
tasks (as shown in ﬁgure 2).
• First, an automatic process creates a
draft acception based multilingual lexical
database from existing monolingual and
bilingual lexical resources as shown in
(Teeraparseree, 2003; Mangeot-Lerebours
et al., 2003). This step is called the boot-
strapping process.
4Note that these links are not interpreted semanti-
cally, but only reflect the fact that translation is possible
Papillon server
L1<->L3
L2<->L3
L1
L2
L3
reused data
bootstrapping
Papillon database
L1 L2
L3
Axies
Document
Document
DocumentModifications/
additions/
Suppressions
Integration
Contributions
Validations
Figure 2: Methodology for the development of
the Papillon database.
• Then, contributions may be performed by
volunteers or trusted language specialists.
A contribution is either the modiﬁcation
of an entry, its creation or its deletion.
Each contribution is stored and immedi-
ately available to others.
• Volunteers or language specialist may vali-
date these contributions by ranking them.
• Finally, trusted language specalists will in-
tegrate the contribution and apply them to
the master MLDB. Rejected contributions
won’t be available anymore.
2.4 The Papillon Platform
The Papillon platform is a community web site
speciﬁcally developed for this project. This plat-
form is entirely written in Java using the “En-
hydra5” web development Framework. All XML
data is stored in a standard relational database
(Postgres). This community web site proposes
several services:
• a uniﬁed interface to simultaneously ac-
cess the Papillon MLDB and several other
monolingual and bilingual dictionaries;
• a speciﬁc edition interface to contribute to
the Papillon MLDB,
• an open document repository where regis-
tered users may share writings related to
the project; among these documents, one
may ﬁnd all the papers presented in the
5see http://www.enhydra.org/
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diﬀerent Papillon workshops organized each
year by the project partners;
• a mailing list archive,
Sections 3 and 4 present the ﬁrst and second
services.
3 Unified access to existing
dictionaries
3.1 Presentation
Figure 3: The uniﬁed access interface and re-
sults from three diﬀerent dictionaries
To encourage volunteers, we think that it is
important to give a real service to attract as
many Internet users as possible. As a result, we
began our development with a service to allow
users to access to many dictionaries in a uni-
ﬁed way. This service currently gives access to
twelve (12) bilingual and monolingual dictionar-
ies, totalizing a little less than 1 million entries,
as detailled in table 1.
3.2 Strong points
The uniﬁed access interface allows the user
to access simultaneously to several dictionaries
with diﬀerent structures. All available dictio-
nary will be queried according to its own struc-
ture. Moreover, all results will be displayed in a
form that ﬁts its own structure.
Any monolingual, bilingual or multilingual
dictionary may be added in this collection, pro-
vided that it is available in XML format.
With the Papillon platform, giving access to
a new, unknown, dictionary is a matter of writ-
ing 2 XML ﬁles: a dictionary description and an
Dictionary Languages Nb of Entries
Armamenta fra eng 1116
Cedictb zho eng 215424
Dingc deu eng 124413
Engdictd eng kor 214127
FeMe fra eng msa 19247
Homericaf fra 441
JMDictg jp en fr de 96264
KanjiDicth jpn eng 6355
Papillon multi 1323
ThaiDicti tha 10295
VietDictj fra vie 41029
WaDokuJiTenk jpn deu 214274
aJapanese French dictionary of armament from the
French Embassy in Japan
bChinese English from Mandel Shi (Xiamen univ.)
c(Richter, 1999)
d(Paik and Bond, 2003)
e(Gut et al., 1996)
fUniversity Stendhal, Grenoble III
g(Breen, 2004a)
h(Breen, 2004b)
iThai Dictionary of Kasetsart University
j(Duc, 1998)
k(Apel, 2004)
Table 1: Dictionaries available through the uni-
ﬁed access interface
XSL stylesheet. For currently available dictio-
naries, this took an average of about one hour
per dictionary.
3.3 Implementation
It is possible to give access to any XML dictio-
nary, regardless of its structure. For this, you
have to identify a minimum set of information
in the dictionary’s XML structure.
The Papillon platform deﬁnes a standard
structure of an abstract dictionary contain-
ing the most frequent subset of information
found in most dictionaries. This abstract struc-
ture is called the Common Dictionary Markup
(Mangeot-Lerebours and Sérasset, 2002). To
describe a new dictionary, one has to write an
XML ﬁle that associate CDM element to point-
ers in the original dictionary structure.
As an example, the French English Malay
FeM dictionary (Gut et al., 1996) has a speciﬁc
structure, illustrated by ﬁgure 4.
Figure 5 gives the XML code associating el-
ements of the FeM dictionary with elements of
the CDM.
Along with this description, one has to de-
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<HFEM xmlns:xml="http://www.w3.org/.../namespace">
<HW-FRE>montre</HW-FRE>
<HOM/>
<PRNC>mon-tr(e)</PRNC>
<AUX/>
<BODY>
<SENSE-STAR>
<SENSE>
<CAT-STAR>n.f.</CAT-STAR>
<SENSE1-STAR>
<SENSE1>
<TRANS-STAR>
<TRANS>
<ENG-STAR>watch</ENG-STAR>
<MAL-STAR>jam</MAL-STAR>
</TRANS>
</TRANS-STAR>
<EXPL-STAR/>
</SENSE1>
</SENSE1-STAR>
</SENSE>
</SENSE-STAR>
</BODY>
</HFEM>
Figure 4: A simpliﬁed example entry from the
French English Malay FeM dictionary.
<cdm-elements>
<cdm-volume element="volume"/>
<cdm-entry element="HFEM"/>
<cdm-headword element="HW-FRE"/>
<cdm-pronunciation element="PRNC"/>
<cdm-pos element="CAT-STAR"/>
<cdm-definition element="FRE"/>
<cdm-translation d:lang="eng"
element="ENG-STAR"/>
<cdm-translation d:lang="msa"
element="MAL-STAR"/>
<cdm-example d:lang="fra" element="FRE"/>
<cdm-example d:lang="eng" element="ENG"/>
<cdm-example d:lang="msa" element="MAL"/>
<cdm-key1 element="HOM"/>
</cdm-elements>
Figure 5: Associations between elements of the
FeM dictionary and elements of the CDM.
ﬁne an XSL style sheet that will be applied on
requested dictionary elements to produce the
HTML code that deﬁnes the ﬁnal form of the
result. If such a style sheet is not provided,
the Papillon platform will itself transform the
dictionary structure into a CDM structure (us-
ing the aforementioned description) and apply a
generic style sheet on this structure.
4 Editing dictionaries entries
4.1 Presentation
As the main purpose of the Papillon platform is
to gather a community around the development
of a dictionary, we also developed a service for
the edition of dictionary entries.
Figure 6: The edition interface is a standard
HTML interface
Any user, who is registered and logged in to
the Papillon web site, may contribute to the Pa-
pillon dictionary6 by creating or editing7 an en-
try. Moreover, when a user asks for an unknown
word, he is encouraged to contribute it to the
dictionary.
Contribution is made through a standard
HTML interface (see ﬁgure 6). This interface
is rather crude and raises several problems. For
instance, there is no way to copy/paste part of
an existing entry into the edition window. More-
over, editing has to be done on-line8. However,
as the interface uses only standard HTML ele-
ments with minimal javascript functionality, it
may be used with any Internet browser on any
platform (provided that the browser/platform
correctly handles unicode forms).
4.2 Strong points
From the beginning, we wanted this interface
to be fully customizable by Papillon members
6And, for now, only to this particular dictionary.
7Removal of an entry is not yet implemented.
8In fact, entries may be edited off-line and uploaded
on the server, but there is currently no specialized inter-
face for off-line edition, meaning that users will have to
use standard text/XML editor for this.
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without relying on the availability of a computer
science specialist. our reasons are:
• the fact that we wanted the structure of the
Papillon dictionary to be adaptable along
with the evolution of the project, without
implying a full revisit of the web site imple-
mentation;
• the fact that each language may slightly
adapt the Papillon structure to ﬁt its own
needs (speciﬁc set of part of speech, lan-
guage levels, etc.), hence adding a new dic-
tionary implies adding a new custom inter-
face;
Hence, we chose to develop a system capable
of generating a usable interface from a) a de-
scription of the dictionary structure (an XML
Schema) and b) a description of the mapping
between element of the XML structure and stan-
dard HTML inputs.
For this, we used the ARTStudio tool de-
scribed by (Calvary et al., 2001). Using a tool
that allows for the development of plastic user
interfaces allows us to generate not only one, but
several interfaces on diﬀerent devices. Hence,
as we are now able to generate an HTML in-
terface usable with any standard web browser
supporting Unicode, we may, in the future, gen-
erate interfaces for Java applications (that can
be used oﬄine) or interfaces for portable devices
like pocket PCs or Palm computers.
4.3 Implementation
4.3.1 Definition of the dictionary
structure
To provide an edition interface, the Papillon
platform needs to know the exact dictionary
structure. The structure has to be deﬁned as
a standard XML schema. We chose to use XML
schema because it allows for a ﬁner description
compared to DTDs (for instance, we may de-
ﬁne the set of valid values of the textual content
of an XML element). Moreover XML schemata
provides a simple inheritance mechanism that
is useful for the deﬁnition of a dictionary. For
instance, we deﬁned a general structure for the
Papillon dictionary (ﬁgure 7) and used the in-
heritance mechanism to reﬁne this general struc-
ture for each language (as in ﬁgure 8).
4.3.2 Description of the interface
Describing the interface is currently the most
delicate required operation. The ﬁrst step is to
deﬁne the set of elements that will appear in the
<element name="lexie">
<complexType>
<sequence>
<element ref="d:headword" minOccurs="1"
macOccurs="1" />
<element ref="d:writing" ... />
<element ref="d:reading" ... />
<element ref="d:pronunciation" ... />
<element ref="d:pos" ... />
<element ref="d:language-levels" ... />
<element ref="d:semantic-formula" ... />
<element ref="d:government-pattern" .../>
<element ref="d:lexical-functions" ... />
<element ref="d:examples" ... />
<element ref="d:full-idioms" ... />
<element ref="d:more-info" ... />
</sequence>
<attribute ref="d:id" use="required" />
</complexType>
</element>
...
<element name="pos" type="d:posType" />
<simpleType name="posType">
<restriction base="string" />
</simpleType>
...
Figure 7: General structure shared by all vol-
umes of the Papillon dictionary; showing the
part of speech element pos deﬁned as a textual
element.
<simpleType name="posType">
<restriction base="d:posType">
<enumeration value="n.m." />
<enumeration value="n.m. inv." />
<enumeration value="n.m. pl." />
<enumeration value="n.m., f." />
<enumeration value="n.f." />
<enumeration value="n.f. pl." />
...
</restriction>
</simpleType>
Figure 8: Redeﬁnition of the type of the part
of speech pos element in the Papillon French
deﬁnition.
interface and their relation with the dictionary
structure. Each such element is given a unique
ID. This step deﬁnes an abstract interface where
all elements are known, but not their layout, nor
their kind.
This step allows for the deﬁnition of several
diﬀerent tasks for the edition of a single dictio-
nary.
The second step is to deﬁne the concrete re-
alization and the position of all these elements.
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For instance, in this step, we specify the POS
element to be rendered as a menu. Several kind
of widgets are deﬁned by ARTStudio. Among
them, we ﬁnd simple HTML inputs like text
boxes, menus, check-boxs, radio buttons, la-
bels. . . , but we also ﬁnd several high level el-
ements like generic lists of complex elements.
As an simple example, we will see how the pos
(part of speech) element is rendered in the Pa-
pillon interface. First, there will be an interface
element (called S.364) related to the pos element
(ﬁgure 9). Second, this element will be realized
in our interface as a comboBox (ﬁgure 10).
<Instance type="element" id="S.364">
<InstanceKind value="static"/>
<InstanceBuildKind value="regular"/>
<Name value="pos"/>
<ClassNameSpace value=""/>
<ClassName value="posType"/>
<TaskOwnerID value="S.360"/>
<TaskRangeID list="S.360"/>
</Instance>
Figure 9: Deﬁnition of the abstract interface el-
ement associated to the pos element. This el-
ement will display/edit value of type posType
deﬁned in the aforementioned schema.
<Interactor type="element"
class="GraphicInteractor" id="i2008">
<Type value="presentation"/>
<TaskID value="S.363"/>
<InteractorID value="ComboBox"/>
<InstanceID value="S.364"/>
<Width value="10"/>
<Height value="20"/>
</Interactor>
Figure 10: Deﬁnition of the eﬀective widget for
the pos element.
Using this technique is rather tricky as there
is currently no simple interface to generate these
rather complex descriptions. However, using
these separate description allows the deﬁnition
of several edition tasks (depending on the user
proﬁle) and also allows, for a single task, to gen-
erate several concrete interfaces, depending on
the device that will be used for edition (size of
the screen, methods of interactions, etc.).
4.3.3 Interface generation
Using the describe structure of the dictionary,
we are able to generate an empty dictionary en-
try containing all mandatory elements. Then,
we walk this structure and instantiate all as-
sociated widgets (in our case HTML input ele-
ments), as deﬁned in the interface description.
This way, we are able to generate the corre-
sponding HTML form.
When the user validates a modiﬁcation, val-
ues of the HTML input elements are associated
to the corresponding parts of the edited dictio-
nary structure (this is also the case if the user
asks for the addition/suppression of an element
in the structure). Then, we are able to regener-
ate the interface for the modiﬁed structure. We
iterate this step until the user saves the modiﬁed
structure.
5 Conclusions
The Papillon platform is still under develop-
ment. However, it already proves useful for the
diffusion of a little less than 1 million entries
from 12 very diﬀerent dictionaries. This is pos-
sible as, from the very beginning, we designed
the platform to be as a generic as possible.
This genericity also allows for its use for the
on-line development of the Papillon database.
It is also used for the development of the Esto-
nian French GDEF dictionary, managed by An-
toine Chalvin from INALCO, Paris. Moreover,
we developed an interface for the japanese Ger-
man WadokujiTen (Apel, 2004). This proves
that our platform may be useful in a general
context.
Our future activities will follow 3 axis:
• improving the deﬁnition of edition inter-
faces; currently, we have no tool to simplify
this deﬁnition and its complexity makes it
diﬃcult for a linguist to use it without help
from computer science specialists;
• generating diﬀerent interfaces from the
same descriptions; currently, we only gener-
ate on-line HTML interfaces, but the tools
we use allows for the development of inter-
faces in other contexts; hence with the same
approach, we will develop java applets or
java applications to be used either on-line
or oﬀ-line;
• developing network cooperation modules
between several instances of the Papillon
platform; this will allow the deployment of
the platform on several sites; we will ad-
dress two aspects of such a deployment;
ﬁrst, duplication of identical instances pro-
viding access and edition services on the
same dictionaries; second the deployment
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of several instances providing access and
edition services on diﬀerent dictionaries
(where dictionaries edited on a site may be
accessed on another site).
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Abstract 
This paper addresses a new method of 
constructing Korean-Chinese verb 
patterns from existing patterns. A verb 
pattern is a subcategorization frame of 
a predicate extended by translation 
information. Korean-Chinese verb 
patterns are invaluable linguistic 
resources that  ✂✁☎✄✝✆✟✞✡✠ only used for 
Korean-Chinese transfer but also for 
Korean parsing. Usually a verb pattern 
has been either hand-coded by expert 
lexicographers or extracted auto-
matically from bilingual corpus. In the 
first case, the dependence on the 
linguistic intuition of lexicographers 
may lead to the incompleteness and the 
inconsistency of a dictionary. In the 
second case, extracted patterns can be 
domain-dependent. In this paper, we 
present a method to construct Korean-
Chinese verb patterns semi-
automatically from existing Korean-
Chinese verb patterns that are manually 
written by lexicographers. 
1 Introduction 
PBMT (Pattern-based Machine Translation) 
approach has been adopted by many MT 
researchers, mainly due to the portability, 
customizability and the scalability of the 
approach. cf. Hong et al. (2003a), Takeda (1996), 
Watanabe & Takeda (1998). However, major 
drawback of the approach is that it is often very 
costly and time-consuming to construct a large 
amount of data enough to assure the 
performance of the PBMT system. From this 
reason many studies from PBMT research 
circles have been focused on the data acquisition 
issue. Most of the data acquisition studies were 
about automatic acquisition of lexical resources 
from bilingual corpus.    
 Since 2001, ETRI has developed a Korean-
Chinese MT system, TELLUS K-C, under the 
auspices of the MIC (Ministry of Information 
and Communication) of Korean government. 
We have adopted verb pattern based approach 
for Korean-Chinese MT. The verb patterns play 
the most crucial role not only in the transfer but 
also in the source language analysis. In the 
beginning phase of the development, most of the 
verb patterns were constructed manually by 
experienced Korean-Chinese lexicographers 
with some help of editing tools and electronic 
dictionaries. In the setup stage of a system, the 
electronic dictionary is very useful for building a 
verb pattern DB. It provides with a 
comprehensive list of entries along with some 
basic examples to be added to the DB. In most 
cases, however, the examples in the dictionary 
with which the lexicographers write a verb 
pattern are basic usages of the verb in question, 
and other various usages of the verb are often 
neglected. Bilingual corpus can be useful 
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resources to extract verb patterns. However, as 
for language pairs like Korean-Chinese for 
which there are not so much bilingual corpus 
available in electronic form, the approach does 
not seem to be suitable. Another serious 
problem with the bilingual corpus-based 
approach is that the patterns extracted from the 
corpus can be domain-dependent.  
The verb pattern generation based on 
translation equivalency is another good 
alternative to data acquisition from bilingual 
corpus. The idea was originally introduced by 
Fujita & Bond (2002) for Japanese to English 
MT.  
In this paper, we present a method to 
construct Korean-Chinese verb patterns from 
existing Korean-Chinese verb patterns that are 
manually written by lexicographers. The clue for 
the semi-automatic generation is provided by the 
idea that verbs of similar meanings often share 
the argument structure as already shown in 
Levin (1993). The synonymy among Korean 
verbs can be indirectly inferred from the fact 
that they have the same Chinese translation.  
We have already applied the approach to 
TELLUS K-C and increased the number of verb 
patterns from about 110,000 to 350,000. Though 
350,000 patterns still contain many erroneous 
patterns, the evaluations in section 5 will show 
that the accuracy of the semi-automatically 
generated patterns is noteworthy and the pattern 
matching ratio improves significantly with 
350,000 pattern DB. 
2 Related Works 
When constructing verb pattern dictionary, too 
much dependence on the linguistic intuition of 
lexicographers can lead to the inconsistency and 
the incompleteness of the pattern dictionary. 
Similar problems are encountered when working 
with a paper dictionary due to the insufficient 
examples. Hong et al (2002) introduced the 
concept of causative/passive linking to Korean 
word dictionary. The active form ‘mekta (to 
eat)’ is linked to its causative/passive forms 
‘mekita (to let eat)’, and ‘mekhita (to be eaten)’, 
respectively. The linking information of this sort 
helps lexicographers not to forget to construct 
verb patterns for causative/passive verbs when 
they write a verb pattern for active verbs. The 
semi-automatic generation of verb patterns using 
translation equivalency was tried in Hong et al 
(2002). However, as only the voice information 
was used as a filter, the over-generation problem 
is serious.  
Fujita & Bond (2002) and Bond & Fujita 
(2003) introduced the new method of 
constructing a new valency entry from existing 
entries for Japanese-English MT. Their method 
creates valency patterns for words in the word 
dictionary whose English translations can be 
found in the valency dictionary. The created 
valency patterns are paraphrased using 
monolingual corpus. The human translators 
check the grammaticality of the paraphrases.   
Yang et al. (2002) used passive/causative 
alternation relation for semi-automatic verb 
pattern generation. Similar works have been 
done for Japanese by Baldwin & Tanaka (2000) 
and Baldwin & Bond (2002) .  
3 Verb Pattern in TELLUS K-C  
The term ‘verb pattern’ is understood as a kind 
of subcategorization frame of a predicate. 
However, a verb pattern in our approach is 
slightly different from a subcategorization frame 
in the traditional linguistics. The main difference 
between the verb pattern and the subcategoriza-
tion frame is that a verb pattern is always linked 
to the target language word (the predicate of the 
target language). Therefore, a verb pattern is 
employed not only in the analysis but also in the 
transfer phase so that the accurate analysis can 
directly lead to the natural and correct genera-
tion. In the theoretical linguistics, a subcatego-
rization frame always contains arguments of a 
predicate. An adjunct of a predicate or a 
modifier of an argument is usually not included 
in it. However, in some cases, these words must 
be taken into account for the proper translation. 
In translations adjuncts of a verb or modifiers of 
an argument can seriously affect the selection of 
target words. (1) exemplifies verb patterns of 
“cata (to sleep)”: 
 
(1) 
cata1 : A=WEATHER!ka ca!ta1 > A ?:v 
[param(A)ka cata: The wind has died down] 
                                                          
1
 The slot for nominal arguments is separated by a symbol 
“!” from case markers like “ka”, “lul”, “eykey”, and etc. 
The verb is also separated by the symbol into the root and 
the ending. 
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cata2 : A=HUMAN!ka ca!ta > A ??:v 
[ai(A)ka cata: A baby is sleeping] 
cata 3 : A=WATCH! ka ca!ta > A ?:v 
[sikye(A)ka cata: A watch has run down] 
cata 4 : A=PHENOMENA!ka ca!ta > A ??:v 
[phokpwungwu(A)ka cata: The storm has 
abated] 
 
On the left hand of “>” Korean subcate-
gorization frame is represented. The argument 
position is filled with a variable (A, B, or C) 
equated with a semantic feature (WEATHER, 
HUMAN, WATCH, PHENOMENA). Currently 
we employ about 410 semantic features for 
nominal semantic classifications. The Korean 
parts of verb patterns are employed for syntactic 
parsing. 
On the right hand of “>” Chinese translation 
is given with a marker “:v”. To every pattern is 
attached an example sentence for better 
comprehensibility of the pattern. This part 
serves for the transfer and the generation of 
Chinese sentence.  
4 Pattern Construction based on 
Chinese Translation 
In this chapter, we elaborate on the method of 
semi-automatic construction of Korean-Chinese 
verb patterns. Our method is similar to that of 
Fujita & Bond (2002) and inspired by it as well, 
i.e. it makes most use of the existing resources. 
The existing resources are in this case verb 
patterns that have already been built manually. 
As every Korean verb pattern is provided with 
the corresponding Chinese translation, Korean 
verb patterns can be re-sorted to Chinese 
translations. The basic assumption of this 
approach is that the verbs with similar meanings 
tend to have similar case frames, as is pointed 
out in Levin (1993). As an indication to the 
similarity of meaning among Korean verbs, 
Chinese translation can be employed. If two 
verbs share Chinese translation, they are likely 
to have similar meanings. The patterns that have 
translation equivalents are seed patterns for 
automatic pattern generation.  
Our semi-automatic verb pattern generation 
method consists of the following four steps: 
 
Step1: Re-sort the existing Korean-Chinese verb 
patterns according to Chinese verbs 
 
Example: 
  
Chinese Verb 1: ? (to give) 
 
tulita A=HUMAN!ka B=CAR!lul tuli!ta 
cwuta A=HUMAN!ka 
B=HUMAN!eykey 
C=VEGETABLE!lul cwu!ta 
swuyehata A=HUMAN!ka B=MONEY!lul 
swuyeha!ta 
 
 
Chinese Verb 2: ☛✌☞  (to stop) 
 
kumantwuta A=HUMAN!ka 
B=CONSTRUCTION!lul 
kumantwu!ta 
kwantwuta A=ORGANIZATION!ka 
B=VIOLATION!lul 
kumantwu!ta 
 
When the re-sorting is done, we have sets of 
synonymous Korean verbs which share Chinese 
translations, such as {tulita, cwuta, swuyehata} 
and {kumantwuta, kwantwuta }.  
 
Step2: Pair verbs with the same Chinese 
translation 
 
Example: 
 
Chinese Verb 1: ? (to give) 
 
Pair1: 
tulita A=HUMAN!ka B=CAR!lul tuli!ta 
cwuta A=HUMAN!ka 
B=HUMAN!eykey 
C=VEGETABLE!lul cwu!ta 
 
Pair2: 
tulita A=HUMAN!ka B=CAR!lul tuli!ta 
swuyehata A=HUMAN!ka B=MONEY!lul 
swuyeha!ta 
 
 
Pair3: 
cwuta A=HUMAN!ka 
B=HUMAN!eykey 
C=VEGETABLE!lul cwu!ta 
swuyehata A=HUMAN!ka B=MONEY!lul 
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swuyeha!ta 
 
 
Step3: Exchange the verbs, if the following 
three conditions are met: 
 
- The two Korean verbs of the pair have 
the same voice information 
- Neither of the two verbs is idiomatic 
expressions 
- The Chinese translation is not ????
???????? 
 
Example: 
 
tulita A=HUMAN!ka B=HUMAN!eykey 
C=VEGETABLE!lul tuli!ta 
tulita A=HUMAN!ka B=MONEY!lul 
tuli!ta 
cwuta A=HUMAN!ka B=CAR!lul cwu!ta 
cwuta A=HUMAN!ka B=MONEY!lul 
cwu!ta 
swuyehata A=HUMAN!ka B=CAR!lul 
swuyeha!ta 
swuyehata A=HUMAN!ka B=HUMAN!eykey 
C=VEGETABLE!lul swuyeha!ta 
 
 
Step4: If the newly-generated pattern already 
exists in the verb pattern dictionary, it is 
discarded. 
 
The three conditions to be met in the third 
step are the filters to prevent the over-generation 
of patterns. The following examples shows why 
the first condition, i.e., “the voice of the verbs in 
question must agree”, must be met. 
 
✍✏✎✒✑✔✓ ✍✖✕✘✗✚✙✘✛✖✗✘✜✘✕✒✑
ttuta : A=PLANT!ka B=PLACE!ey ttu!ta ✢✤✣
✥✧✦✩★✫✪ ✬✌✭ ✮
namwutip(A)i mwulwi(B)ey 
ttuta: A leaf is floating on the water ✯
ttiwuta : A=HUMAN!ka B=PLACE!ey 
C=PLANT!lul ttiwu!ta > A ✰  C 
✥
:v 
✪
 B 
✭
 
[ai(A)ka mwulwi(B)ey namwutip(C)ul ttiwuta: 
A baby floated a leaf on the water]
✍✏✱✒✑
??
✍✖✕✘✗✳✲✘✴✘✵✒✑
sayongtoyta : A=HUMAN!eyuyhay 
B=MEDICINE!ka sayongtoy!ta ✶
✬✌✷
✣
??
✦✩★ [hankwuksalamtul(A)eyuyhay yak(B)i 
hambwulo sayongtoyta: The drug is misused by 
Koreans]
sayonghata : A=HUMAN!ka B=MEDICINE!lul 
sayongha!ta ✶✌✣ ??
✦✸★✹✬ [hankwuksalamtul 
(A)un yak(B)ul hambwulo sayonghanta: 
Koreans are misusing the drug]
 
As we re-sort the existing patterns according 
to the Chinese verbs which are marked with “:v”, 
the verbs of different voice may be gathered 
together. However, as the above examples show, 
the voice (active vs. causative in (2), passive vs. 
active in (3)) affects the argument structure of 
verbs. We conclude that generating patterns 
without considering the voice information can 
lead to the over-generation of patterns. The 
voice information of verbs can be obtained from 
the linking information between the verb pattern 
dictionary and the word dictionary. We will not 
look into the details of the linking relation 
between the verb pattern dictionary and the 
word dictionary of TELLUS K-C system in this 
paper. cf. Hong et al. (2002) 
The second condition relates to the lexical 
patterns of Korean. Lexical patterns are used for 
collocational expressions. As the nature of 
collocation implies, a predicate that shows a 
strict co-occurrence relation with a certain 
nominal argument cannot be arbitrarily com-
bined with any other nouns. 
The third condition deals with the support 
verb construction of Chinese. The four verbs, ?
?????????????belong to the major verbs 
in Chinese that form support verb construction 
with predicative nouns. In support verb 
construction, the argument structure of the 
sentence is not determined by a verb but by a 
predicative noun. Because of this, the same 
Chinese translation cannot be the indication of 
similar meaning of Korean verbs, as followed: 
 
✍✏✺✒✑
????
✍✖✕✘✗✳✻✘✜✘✼✘✵✒✑
?
ttallangkelita (to ring): A=BELL!ka 
ttallangkeli!ta ✶✌✣ ?
✦✩★
???
[pangwul(A)i ttallangkelita: A bell is ringing]
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ssawuta1 (to fight) : A=HUMAN!ka 
B=PROPERTY!wa ssawu!ta ✶✫✣ ??
✬
?
✦✽★
?? [kunye(A)ka mwulka(B)wa ssawunta: 
She is struggling with high price] 
wuntonghata (to exercise) : A=HUMAN!ka 
B=PLACE!eyse wuntongha!ta ✶✌✣
✪ ✬
✾
✦✩★
?? [ku(A)ka chewyukkwan(B)eyse 
wuntonghanta: He is exercising in the 
gymnasium]  
 
Although the Korean verbs “ttallangkelita (to 
ring)”, “ssawuta (to fight)”, “wuntonghata (to 
exercise)” share the Chinese verb “ ✿ ”, the 
argument structure of each Chinese translation is 
determined by the predicative nouns that are 
syntactically objects of the verbs. ?
5 Evaluation 
The 114,581 verb patterns we have constructed 
for 3 years were used as seed patterns for semi 
automatic generation of patterns. After the steps 
1 and 2 of the generation process were finished, 
the sets of possible synonymous verbs were 
constructed. To filter out the wrong synonym 
sets, the whole sets were examined by two 
lexicographers. It took a week for two 
lexicographers to complete this process. The 
wrong synonym sets were produced mainly due 
to the homonymy of Chinese verbs. 
From the original 114,581 patterns, we 
generated 235,975 patterns. We performed two 
evaluations with the generated patterns. In the 
first evaluation, we were interested in finding 
out how many correct patterns were generated. 
The second evaluation dealt with the improve-
ment of the pattern matching ratio due to the 
increased number of patterns. 
 
Evaluation 1 
 
In the first evaluation we randomly selected 
3,086 patterns that were generated from 30 
Chinese verbs. The expert Korean-Chinese 
lexicographers examined the generated patterns. 
Among the 3,086 patterns, 2,180 were correct. 
The accuracy of the semi-automatic generation 
was 70.65%. Although the evaluation set was 
relatively small in size, the accuracy rate seemed 
to be quite promising, considering there still 
remain other filtering factors that can be taken 
into account additionally.   
 
Chinese Verbs 30 
Unique generated patterns 3,086 
Correct patterns 2,180 
Erroneous patterns 906 
Accuracy 70.65% 
Table 1: Accuracy Evaluation 
 
The majority of the erroneous patterns can be 
classified into the following two error types: 
 
 The verbs share similar meanings and 
selectional restrictions on the arguments. 
However, they differ in selecting the 
case markers for argument positions (the 
most prominent error). 
 
Ex) ~eykey masseta/ ~wa taykyelhata 
(to face somebody) 
 
 The verbs share similar meanings, but 
the selectional restrictions are different. 
 
Ex) PAPER!lul kyopwuhata (to deliver) 
/ MONEY!lul nappwuhata (to pay) 
 
 
Evaluation 2 
 
In the second evaluation, our interest was to 
find out how much improvement of pattern 
matching ratio can be achieved with the 
increased number of patterns in comparison to 
the original pattern DB. For the evaluation, 300 
sentences were randomly extracted from various 
Korean newspapers. The test sentences were 
about politics, economics, science and sports. In 
the 300 sentences there were 663 predicates. 
With the original verb pattern DB, i.e. with 
114,581 patterns, the perfect pattern matching 
ratio was 59.21%, whereas the perfect matching 
ratio rose to 64.40% with the generated pattern 
DB. 
 
 
 
114,581 
Verb 
patterns 
350,556 Verb 
patterns 
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Num. Of 
Sentences 300 
Num. of. 
Predicates 
663  
Perfect 
Matching 
392  427  
No Matching 73 66 
Perfect 
Matching 
Ratio 
59.21 % 64.40 % 
Table 2: Pattern Matching Ratio Evaluation 
 
6 Conclusion 
Korean-Chinese verb patterns are invaluable 
linguistic resources that cannot only be used for 
Korean-Chinese transfer but also for Korean 
analysis. In the set-up stage of the development, 
a paper dictionary can be used for exhaustive 
listing of entry words and the basic usages of the 
words. However, as the verb patterns made from 
the examples of a dictionary are often in-
sufficient, a PBMT system suffers from the 
coverage problem of the verb pattern dictionary. 
Considering there are not so many Korean-
Chinese bilingual corpus available in electronic 
form till now, we believe the translation-based 
approach, i.e. Chinese-based pattern generation 
approach provides us with a good alternative. 
The focus of our future research will be 
given on the pre-filtering options to prevent 
over-generation more effectively. Another issue 
will be about post-filtering technique using 
monolingual corpus with minimized human 
intervention. 
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Abstract 
This paper reports on completed work carried 
out in the framework of the INTERA project, 
and specifically, on the production of 
multilingual resources (LRs) for eContent 
purposes. The paper presents the methodology 
adopted for the development of the corpus 
(acquisition and processing of the textual 
data), discusses the divergence of the initial 
assumptions from the actual situation met 
during this procedure, and concludes with a 
summarization of the problems attested which 
undermine the viability of multilingual parallel 
corpora construction.  
1 Introduction 
INTERA (Integrated European language data 
Repository Area, Contract 22076Y2C2DMAL2) is 
an EU-funded project within the eContent 
framework, aiming at  
§ building an integrated European Language 
Resources (LRs) area by connecting existing 
data centers at regional, national and 
international level, and 
§ at proposing "ways and techniques for LRs 
packaging to make it a profitable and attractive 
task to eContent professionals"; as an 
application of this task, the production of 
multilingual resources, namely parallel corpora 
and multilingual terminologies extracted from 
these, is undertaken (INTERA Technical 
Annex). 
This paper focuses on the second aim of the 
project, presenting the work carried out in the area 
of parallel corpus production, identifying the steps 
followed in this process, in order to point out the 
problematic areas involved in the task and suggest 
ways of encompassing them. 
2 Methodology and specifications  
The process usually followed in the LRs 
production involves the following tasks: (a) 
identification of user needs and requirements, (b) 
specifications for the selection, construction and 
packaging of the LRs, (c) identification of potential 
sources, (d) construction of the LRs per se, (e) 
promotion and distribution of the LRs. 
Given that INTERA is an eContent project, the 
target user group defined by the Technical Annex 
of the project was eContent professionals and 
users; furthermore, it was decided that the LRs to 
be produced (which would be of interest to this 
group) would be parallel corpora and multilingual 
terminological lists. Finally, the most important 
objective of the LRs production was the definition 
of a business model which would be attractive to 
the abovementioned target group. 
The following sections discuss the actual steps 
taken for the implementation of these 
requirements.  
The target group of eContent players addressed 
by the project has been further defined as 
consisting of professionals involved with the:  
• production of digital content (authors or 
publishers)  
• Globalization, Internationalization, Localiz-
ation and Translation (GILT) processes, and  
• development of Human Language 
Technology (HLT) software, ranging from 
multilingual information retrieval and 
extraction tools, to content management and 
Computer-Assisted Translation or Machine 
Translation solutions. 
The next step concerned the identification of 
user needs and requirements on the basis of the 
professionals’ working habits and processes. This 
was achieved by exploiting the results of a number 
of previous initiatives to roadmap the state-of-the-
art in multilingual LRs, in combination with new 
initiatives undertaken in the framework of the 
project and targeted to the eContent world.  
The surveys conducted in the framework of the 
ENABLER project (Maegaard et al. 2003, 
Gavrilidou & Desipri 2003) provided insights as to 
the existence and availability of different types of 
LRs, language demand, domains of interest, 
standards, etc. Although ENABLER focused on 
the LRs developer’s point of view, a number of 
valuable results were elicited. Other surveys, such 
as those conducted by ELRA and its distribution 
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agency ELDA aiming at determining the needs of 
users with respect to available and potentially 
available LRs (http://www.elra.info/), or surveys 
available over the Internet through the sites of 
international organizations such as LISA and IDC 
or consultancy firms (http://www.globalsight.com, 
LISA 2001, LISA/AIIM 2001, LISA/OSCAR 
2003) shed a light as to the availability of 
resources and relevant tools.  
The information elicited from these surveys was 
coupled by a study of the activities of the eContent 
professionals as regards LRs, conducted in the 
framework of INTERA (Gavrilidou et al, 2004) 
through the circulation of a questionnaire 
distributed to potential users, as well as through 
personal contacts with a number of actors in the 
relevant fields. The main areas of the study 
concerned the types of LRs the eContent 
professionals are interested in, domains and 
languages of interest, and, most important, policies 
concerning the way they acquire, use and exploit 
LRs and tools. 
The study of the target group yielded the 
following specifications: 
§ domains: it is obvious that eContent users are 
more interested in specialized domains than in 
general language resources; moreover, the 
survey results showed health/medicine, 
tourism, education, law, automotive industry 
and IT/telecommunications, as being the 
prevailing ones. In the framework of the 
INTERA project, however, we decided to 
focus on the prevailing domains as long as 
they promote multilingual and multicultural 
content. The selected domains are: health, 
tourism, education and law, which correspond 
to the predominant digital activities, namely, 
eTourism, eHealth, eLearning, eGovernment 
and eCommerce. 
§ languages: the focus of eContent and the needs 
of the users pointed towards the less widely 
spoken languages, including Balkan and 
Central and Eastern European languages (i.e 
the languages of the new EU countries).  
The project aims at the construction of a 
multilingual parallel corpus of 12 million 
words in total. The ideal scenario for the 
intended application of term extraction would 
be that of having a corpus with a source or 
pivot language and translations of the same 
texts in a number of target languages; 
however, given that the project aims at 
proposing realistic solutions to be adopted in 
the future by prospective LRs creators, real-life 
drawbacks should be taken into account; 
therefore, the limitations in the availability of 
existing resources (see section 3.1) dictated the 
decision to collect resources for four pairs of 
languages: Greek-English, Bulgarian-English, 
Slovene-English and Serbian-English. 
The specifications for the processing of the 
corpus have been based on the requirements of its 
intended application, which is the extraction of 
terminology, and involve the following tasks: 
§ alignment of the texts: for the specific 
application purposes, alignment at sentence 
level has been deemed sufficient; however, the 
quality of the output is considered crucial; 
therefore, automatic processing is followed by 
human validation by language experts; 
§ external and internal structural annotation: the 
minimal requirements include segmentation at 
sentence level for the alignment task and 
metadata information that will be required for 
the distribution and re-use of the corpus; 
§ linguistic processing: below-Part of Speech 
(PoS) tagging and lemmatization is the 
minimum information required for the 
automatic term extraction task. 
To ensure re-usability of the collected and 
processed material, compliance with the following 
internationally accredited standards was decided: 
§ the aligned material conforms to the TMX 
standard (Translation Memory eXchange, 
http://www.lisa.org/tmx/), which is XML-
compliant. Being a vendor-neutral, open 
standard for storing and exchanging translation 
memories created by Computer Aided 
Translation (CAT) and localization tools, 
TMX standard was identified as a requirement 
for the eContent professionals. It allows easier 
exchange of translation memory data between 
tools and/or translation vendors with little or 
no loss of critical data during the process; 
§ for the external annotation, the IMDI metadata 
schema (IMDI, Metadata Elements for Session 
Descriptions, Version 3.0.4, Sept. 2003, 
http://www.mpi.nl/world/ISLE/schemas/schem
as_frame.html) has been selected; the internal 
structural annotation adheres to the XCES 
standard, i.e. the XML version of the Corpus 
Encoding Standard (XCES, 
http://www.cs.vassar.edu/XCES/ and CES, 
http://www.cs.vassar.edu/CES/CES1-0.html). 
§ the linguistic annotation of the texts also 
adheres to the XCES standard, which 
incorporates the EAGLES guidelines for 
morphosyntactic annotation 
(http://www.ilc.cnr.it/EAGLES96/home.html). 
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3 Corpus construction 
3.1 Text collection 
In order to construct the parallel corpus, the first 
step consisted in the identification of potential 
sources, i.e. existing parallel corpora and, 
alternatively or additionally, textual material that 
could be used for the creation from scratch of the 
INTERA corpus. 
Previous surveys (see section 2) that identify 
existing LRs as well as a search over the Internet 
attested the scarcity of available resources in the 
selected languages and domains, and so, the idea of 
re-using existing corpora was abandoned in favour 
of the construction of a new corpus from scratch. 
The identification process of potential sources 
had to take into consideration the following 
requirements: 
§ to obtain texts from a variety of sources of 
interest to the eContent society, 
§ to ensure that the material was free of 
Intellectual Property Rights problems, either 
through the arrangement of specific 
agreements or by obtaining them from public 
sources. 
The ideal candidates, in this respect, mainly 
consist of texts available over the Internet, 
provided by organizations/institutions that wish to 
make their own material available in more than one 
language, such as international organizations (e.g. 
United Nations, European Union, World Health 
Organization, Non-Governmental Organizations, 
etc.), multinational companies, companies with 
activities outside their own country (e.g. data 
describing company profiles & activities, product 
catalogues, etc.), public administration services 
(e.g. regarding bilateral agreements, regulations for 
immigrants, etc.), news agencies (targeting 
international broadcasting or for foreign language 
audience within their own country), official 
national government sites, national tourism 
organizations, etc. In all the above cases, the 
material consists of either web content per se (i.e. 
mainly bilingual web sites, rarely trilingual or 
quadrilingual) or of texts (official documents, 
technical reports, etc.) included in the web sites. 
A more careful investigation, however, of web 
texts showed that although Internet is rapidly 
becoming multilingual, it is not yet parallel, 
especially as regards the languages involved in the 
project: most international bodies include original 
and translated texts but only in the more widely 
spoken languages. Moreover, a closer inspection of 
web texts that "seem" parallel, on the basis of 
structural similarities (e.g. similar size, paragraph 
segmentation, possible "anchors", such as list 
enumerators, etc.) showed that only sporadic parts 
of them were parallel. More problems arise from 
the fact that texts may contain large parts of 
foreign language material (e.g. EU regulations that 
include amendments to previous regulations by 
including the replacement text of specific 
paragraphs in all EU languages). 
Given the above observations, cooperation with 
other data centers, with proven expertise in the 
area of LRs production for the specific project 
languages was sought; this would ensure content 
quality of the corpus, both during the selection (i.e. 
native speakers are better qualified to recognize 
true parallel material) and the encoding and 
validation processes, especially as regards the 
alignment validation and the linguistic processing. 
ILSP remains responsible for the construction of 
the Greek-English corpus, the collection and 
harmonization of the four subcorpora, the 
linguistic processing of the English texts and the 
addition of the IMDI metadata. 
3.2 Text processing 
Depending on the source that provided the 
original material (e.g. web site content, publishing 
house, translation company, etc.), different 
processing was required in order to arrive at the 
desired format adhering to the specifications set by 
the INTERA project; such as, indicatively: 
§ conversion of the original PDF/RTF/HTML 
etc. files into the format required by the 
various tools (tokenizer, aligner, tagger), 
§ cleanup of the texts from unwanted material 
(e.g. tables, figures, foreign language material, 
etc.) 
§ re-structuring of the original monolingual texts 
from the TMX file, when the source was the 
output of a Translation Memory, 
§ manual or semi-automatic annotation of 
metadata. 
 
Each language team undertook the processing of 
the collected material (i.e. alignment and human 
validation, structural and linguistic annotation 
without human validation), using their own tools, 
thus ensuring that no time is lost over training with 
new tools and that the required language-
dependent tools (especially taggers) used in the 
project are the most appropriate ones. The material 
to be delivered, however, at the end of all 
processes must be conformant to the selected 
standards. 
The intervention of ILSP takes place only at the 
end of this process, with the purpose of validating 
the conformance of the results and of harmonizing 
any problematic issues. The most important point 
of this process is the linguistic annotation and, 
specifically, the harmonization of the different 
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tagsets used. In conformance with the 
methodology adopted in the project, i.e. of re-using 
existing material, whenever possible, with the least 
possible interventions, so as to ensure time and 
cost efficiency, it was decided to re-use only 
existing tools for each language, without making 
any modifications to the tools themselves but only 
conversion(s) of their output. Therefore, the task of 
harmonizing the output with regard to the 
morphosyntactic tags employed by each tagger is 
the last stage of the procedure, where all tagsets are 
mapped to one, based on the EAGLES guidelines.  
4 Conclusions  
In this paper, we described the methodology 
followed in the construction of a multilingual 
parallel corpus; this task has been interpreted as a 
test application endeavor in the process of defining 
a business model for the LRs production. The 
effort was to identify gaps and shortcomings in the 
process usually employed by LRs producers (or 
users who might wish to create their own LRs) and 
to suggest ways of remedying them. Our findings 
include: 
§ problems faced during the acquisition phase: 
although an increasing supply of raw data (e.g. 
over Internet) and tools capable of exploiting 
this data (e.g. web crawlers that can identify 
and download texts in a given language) is 
attested, there is also a need for the 
enhancement of these tools with more 
intelligent techniques (e.g. incorporation of 
alignment techniques during the acquisition 
process in order to spot potential parallel texts, 
identification and mark-up of large foreign 
language excerpts), 
§ problems faced during the processing phase: 
in order to enhance the LRs production effort, 
the re-use of existing tools is considered 
crucial. It is true that an increasing number of 
tools are available for text processing; 
however, this is oriented mainly towards the 
major languages. Moreover, information 
concerning the existence, availability and 
operation of existing tools is not easy to locate 
– a gap that the other pillar of INTERA tries to 
remedy through the building of an integrated 
European Language Resources area. 
Additionally, tools must be enhanced with 
respect to two directions: improvement of the 
tools themselves (e.g. more robust alignment 
techniques) and interoperability of all relevant 
tools currently used at different phases of 
processing. The issue of interoperability is 
closely related with the issue of standards. The 
promotion and deployment of existing 
standards as well as the creation of new 
standards, when these are lacking, is important 
to ensure viability and re-use of LRs, given the 
cost of their production. 
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Abstract 
The continuous expansion of the multilingual 
information society has led in recent years to a pressing 
demand for multilingual linguistic resources suitable to 
be used for different applications.  
In this paper we present the WordNet Domains 
Hierarchy (WDH), a language-independent resource 
composed of 164, hierarchically organized, domain 
labels (e.g. Architecture, Sport, Medicine). Although 
WDH has been successfully applied to various Natural 
Language Processing tasks, the first available version 
presented some problems, mostly related to the lack of a 
clear semantics of the domain labels. Other correlated 
issues were the coverage and the balancing of the 
domains. We illustrate a new version of WDH 
addressing these problems by an explicit and systematic 
reference to the Dewey Decimal Classification. The new 
version of WDH has a better defined semantics and is 
applicable to a wider range of tasks. 
1 Introduction 
The continuous expansion of the multilingual 
information society with a growing number of new 
languages present on the Web has led in recent 
years to a pressing demand for multilingual 
applications. To support such applications, 
multilingual language resources are needed, which 
however require a lot of human effort to be built. 
For this reason, the development of language-
independent resources which factorize what is 
common to many languages, and are possibly 
linked to the language-specific resources, could 
bring great advantages to the development of the 
multilingual information society. 
A language-independent resource, usable in 
many automatic and human applications, is 
represented by domain hierarchies. The notion of 
domain is related to similar notions such as 
semantic field, subject matter, broad topic, subject 
code, subject domain, category. These notions are 
used, sometimes interchangeably, sometimes with 
significant distinctions, in various fields such as 
linguistics, lexicography, cataloguing, text 
categorization. As far as this work is concerned, 
we define a domain as an area of knowledge which 
is somehow recognized as unitary. A domain can 
be characterized by the name of a discipline where 
a certain knowledge area is developed (e.g. 
chemistry) or by the specific object of the 
knowledge area (e.g. food). Although objects of 
knowledge and disciplines that study them are 
clearly related, the relation between these two 
points of view on domains is sometimes blurred 
and may be a source of uncertainty on their exact 
definition. 
Another interesting duality when speaking about 
domains is related to the fact that knowledge 
manifests itself in both words and texts. So the 
notion of domain can be applied both to the study 
of words, where a domain is the area of knowledge 
to which a certain lexical concept belongs, or to the 
study of texts, where the domain of a text is its 
broad topic. In this work we will assume that also 
these two points of view on domains are strictly 
intertwined.  
By their nature, domains can be organized in 
hierarchies based on a relation of specificity. For 
instance we can say that TENNIS is a more specific 
domain than SPORT, or that ARCHITECTURE is more 
general than TOWN PLANNING. 
Domain hierarchies can be usefully integrated 
into other linguistic resources and are also 
profitably used in many Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) tasks such as Word Sense 
Disambiguation (Magnini et al. 2002), Text 
Categorization (Schutze, 1998), Information 
Retrieval (Walker and Amsler, 1986).  
As regards the usage of Domain hierarchies in 
the field of multilingual lexicography, an example 
is given by the EuroWordNet Domain-ontology, a 
language independent domain hierarchy to which 
interlingual concepts (ILI-records) can be assigned 
(Vossen, 1998). In the same line, see also the 
SIMPLE domain hierarchy (SIMPLE, 2000).  
Large domain hierarchies are also available on 
the Internet, mainly meant for classifying web 
documents. See for instance the Google and Yahoo 
directories. 
A large-scale application of a domain hierarchy 
to a lexicon is represented by WORDNET DOMAINS 
(Magnini and Cavaglià, 2000). WORDNET 
DOMAINS is a lexical resource developed at ITC-
irst where each WordNet synset (Fellbaum, 1998) 
is annotated with one or more domain labels 
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selected from a domain hierarchy which was 
specifically created to this purpose. As the 
WORDNET DOMAINS Hierarchy (WDH) is 
language-independent, it has been possible to 
exploit it in the framework of MultiWordNet 
(Pianta et al., 2002), a multilingual lexical database 
developed at ITC-irst in which the Italian 
component is strictly aligned with the English 
WordNet. In MultiWordNet, the domain 
information has been automatically transferred 
from English to Italian, resulting in a Italian 
version of WORDNET DOMAINS. For instance, as 
the English synset {court, tribunal, judicature} was 
annotated with the domain LAW, also the Italian 
synset {corte, tribunale}, which is aligned with the 
corresponding English synset, results automatically 
annotated with the LAW domain. This procedure 
can be applied to any other WordNet (or part of it) 
aligned with Princeton WordNet (see for instance 
the Spanish WordNet). 
It is worth noticing that two of the main on-
going projects addressing the construction of 
multilingual resources, that is MEANING (Rigau 
et al. 2002) and BALKANET (see web site), make 
use of WORDNET DOMAINS. Finally, WORDNET 
DOMAINS is being profitably used by the NLP 
community mainly for Word Sense 
Disambiguation tasks in various languages. 
Another application of domain hierarchies can 
be found in the field of corpus creation. In many 
existing corpora (see for instance the BNC, the 
ANC, the Brown and LOB Corpora) domain is one 
of the most used criteria for text selection and/or 
classification. Given that a domain hierarchy is 
language independent, if the same domain 
hierarchy is used to build reference corpora for 
different languages, then it would be easy to create 
(a first approximation of) comparable corpora by 
putting in correspondence corpora sections 
belonging to the same domain. 
An example of a corpus in which the complete 
representation of domains is pursued in a 
systematic way is represented by the MEANING 
Italian corpus, a large size corpus of written 
contemporary Italian in which a subset of the 
WDH labels has been chosen as the fundamental 
criterion for the selection of the texts to be 
included in the corpus (Bentivogli et al., 2003). 
Given the relevance of language-independent 
domain hierarchies for multilingual applications, it 
is of primary importance that these resources have 
a well-defined semantics and structure in order to 
be useful in various application fields. This paper 
reports the work done to improve the WDH so that 
it complies with such requirements. In particular, 
the WDH revision has been carried out with 
reference to the Dewey Decimal Classification. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
briefly introduces the WORDNET DOMAINS 
Hierarchy and its main characteristics, with a short 
overview of the Dewey Decimal Classification 
system. Section 3 describes features and properties 
of the revision. Finally, in section 4, conclusions 
are reported. 
2 The WordNet Domains Hierarchy 
The first version of the WDH was composed of 
164 domain labels selected starting from the 
subject field codes used in current dictionaries, and 
the subject codes contained in the Dewey Decimal 
Classification (DDC), a general knowledge 
organization tool which is the most widely used 
taxonomy for library organization purposes. 
Domain labels were organized in five main trees, 
reaching a maximum depth of four. Figure 1 shows 
a fragment of one of the five main trees in the 
WORDNET DOMAINS original hierarchy. 
Doctrines
Psychology
Art
Religion
Psychoanalysis
Dance
Drawing
Music
Photography
Plastic Arts
Sculpture
Numismatics
Jewellery
Painting
Philately
Philosophy
Theatre
Mythology
Occultism
Roman Catholic
Theology
Figure 1: Fragment of the original WDH 
Domain labels were initially conceived to be 
application-oriented, that is, they have been 
integrated in WordNet with the main purpose of 
allowing the categorization of word senses and to 
provide useful information during the 
disambiguation process. 
The second level of WDH, where the so-called 
Basic Domains are represented, includes labels 
such as ART, SPORT, RELIGION and HISTORY, 
while in the third level a degree of major 
specialization is reproduced, and domains, like for 
example, DRAWING, PAINTING, TENNIS, 
VOLLEYBALL, and ARCHAEOLOGY can be found. For 
NLP tasks, the set of Basic Domains has proved to 
possess a suitable level of abstraction and 
granularity. 
Although the first version of WDH found many 
applications in different scenarios, it presented 
some problems. First, the domain labels did not 
have a defined semantics. The content of the labels 
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could be suggested by the lexical meaning of their 
name, but there was no explicit indication about 
their intended interpretation. 
Second, it was not clear whether the Basic 
Domains met certain requirements such as 
knowledge coverage and balancing. In fact, the 
Basic Domains are supposed to possess a 
comparable degree of granularity and, at the same 
time, to cover all human knowledge. However, 
they did not always posses such characteristics. For 
instance VETERINARY was put at the same level as 
ECONOMY, although these two domains obviously 
do not posses the same level of granularity. 
Moreover not all branches of human knowledge 
were represented (see for instance the HOME 
domain). 
The purpose of the work presented here was, 
therefore, to find a solution for such problems, in 
order to improve the applicability of WDH in a 
wider range of fields. The solution we propose is 
crucially based on the Dewey Decimal 
Classification (edition 21), which has been used as 
a reference point for defining a clear semantics, 
preventing overlapping among domains, and 
assessing the Basic Domains coverage and 
granularity issues.  
2.1 The Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC)  
The Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) system 
(Mitchell et al. 1996) is the most widely used 
taxonomy for library classification purposes 
providing a logical system for the organization of 
every item of knowledge through well-defined 
subject codes hierarchically organized. The 
semantics of each subject code is determined by a 
numeric code, a short lexical description associated 
to it, and by the hierarchical relations with the 
other subject codes. Another characteristic of the 
DDC is that a handbook is available explaining 
how texts should be classified under subject codes. 
The DDC is not just for organizing book 
collections; it has also been licensed for 
cataloguing internet resources (see for example 
BUBL http://bubl.ac.uk/link/) and it was conceived 
to accommodate the expansion and evolution of 
the body of human knowledge.  
The DDC hierarchy is arranged by disciplines 
(or fields of study), and this entails that a subject 
may appear in more than one discipline, depending 
on the aspect of the topic discussed.  
The DDC hierarchical structure allows a topic to 
be defined as part of the broader topic above it, and 
that determines the meaning of the class and its 
relation to other classes. At the broadest level, 
called Main Classes (or First summary), the DDC 
is composed of ten mutually exclusive main 
classes, which together cover the entire world of 
knowledge. Each main class is sub-divided into ten 
divisions, (the Hundred Divisions, or Second 
Summary) and each division is split into ten 
sections (the Thousand Section, also called Third 
Summary). 
Each category in the DDC is represented by a 
numeric code as the example below shows.  
 
700  Art 
 730  Plastic Arts 
  736 Carving 
   736.2 Precious Stones 
    736.23 Diamonds 
    736.25 Sapphires 
   736.4 Wood 
  738 Ceramic Arts 
  739 Art Metalwork 
 740  Drawing 
 750  Painting 
 
The first digit of the numbers indicates the main 
class, (700 is used for all Arts) the second digit 
indicates the hundred division, (730 corresponds to 
Plastic arts, 740 to Drawing, 750 to Painting) and 
the third digit indicates the section (736 represents 
Carving, 738 Ceramic arts, 739 Art metalwork). 
Moreover, almost all sub-classes are further 
subdivided. A decimal point follows the third digit 
until the degree of specification needed (736.23 
Diamonds, 736.25 Sapphires).  
3 The Revision of the WDH 
The revision of the first version of the WDH aimed 
at satisfying the following properties and 
characteristics:  
 
o semantics: each WDH label should have an 
explicit semantics and should be 
unambiguously identified; 
o disjunction: the interpretation of all WDH 
labels should not overlap; 
o basic coverage: all human knowledge should 
be covered  by the Basic Domains; 
o basic balancing: most Basic Domains should 
have a comparable degree of granularity. 
 
In the following sections we are going to show 
how a systematic mapping between WDH and 
DDC can be used to enforce each of the above 
characteristics.  
3.1 Semantics 
To give the domain labels a clear semantics so that 
they can be unambiguously identified and 
interpreted, we decided to associate each domain 
label to one or more DDC codes as shown below in 
Table 1.  
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WDH Domains 
 
DDC Codes 
 
 Art 
 
[700-(790-(791.43,792,793.3), 
          710,720,745.5)] 
       Plastic arts 730 
                   Sculpture [731:735] 
                   Numismatics 737 
       Jewellery 739.27 
       Drawing [740-745.5] 
       Painting 750 
       Graphic arts 760 
                   Philately 769.56 
       Photography 770 
       Music 780 
       Cinema 791.43 
       Theatre [792-792.8] 
       Dance [792.8,793.3] 
Table 1: Fragment of the new WDH with the 
respective DDC codes 
In many cases we found a one-to-one mapping 
between a WDH label and a DDC code (e.g. 
PAINTING mapped onto 750 or CINEMA onto 
791.43). When one-to-one mappings were not 
found, artificial DDC codes were created. An 
artificial code, represented within square brackets, 
is created with reference to various DDC codes or 
parts of them. To describe artificial nodes, certain 
conventions have been adopted.  
(i) A series of non-consecutive codes is listed 
separated by a comma (see DANCE). 
(ii) A series of consecutive codes is indicated by a 
range. For instance, the series [731, 732, 733, 734, 
735] is abbreviated as [731:735] (see SCULPTURE). 
(iii) A part of a tree is represented as the difference 
between a tree and one or more of its subtrees, 
where the tree and the subtrees are identified by 
their roots (see DRAWING). 
(iv) The square brackets should be interpreted as 
meaning “the generalities” of the composition of 
codes contained in the brackets. So, for instance, 
[731:735] should be interpreted as the generalities 
of the codes going from 731 to 735. In the original 
DDC, generalities are identified by the 0 decimal. 
For instance, the code 700 refers to the generalities 
of the codes from 710 to 790. 
To establish a mapping between labels and codes 
we exploited the names of the DDC categories and 
their description in the DDC manual. This worked 
pretty well in most cases, but there are some 
exceptions. Take for instance the TOURISM domain. 
Apparently tourism does not occur as a category in 
the DDC. On a closer inspection it came out that 
the categories which are most clearly related to 
tourism are 910.202:World travel guides and 
910.4:Accounts of travel. 
Note that a WDH domain can be mapped onto 
codes included in different DDC main classes, i.e. 
disciplines. For example ARTISANSHIP 
(745.5:Handicrafts, 338.642:Small business) maps 
onto categories located partly under 700:Art and 
partly under 300:Social Sciences. The same 
happens with SEXUALITY, a domain that following 
the DDC is studied by many different disciplines, 
e.g. philosophy, medicine, psychology, body care. 
As a consequence of the systematic specification 
of the semantics of the WDH domains, some of 
them have been re-labeled with regard to the 
previous version of the hierarchy. For instance, the 
domain BOTANY has been changed to PLANTS, 
ZOOLOGY to ANIMALS, and ALIMENTATION to FOOD. 
This change of focus from the name of the 
discipline to the name of the object of the 
discipline is not only in compliance with the new 
edition of the DDC, but it also reflects current and 
international usage (see, for example, Google 
categories). In some cases the change of the 
domain name comes along with a change of its 
intended interpretation. For instance, we have 
decided to enlarge the semantics of the domain 
ZOOTECHNICS and to call it ANIMAL HUSBANDRY, a 
more generic domain which was missing in the 
previous hierarchy.  
In most cases the hierarchical relations between 
the WDH domains are the same as the relations 
holding between the corresponding DDC codes: 
MUSIC is more specific than ART in the same way 
as 780:Music is more specific than 700:The Arts. 
To reinforce the hierarchical parallelism between 
the WDH and the DCC, we re-located some 
domains with regard to the previous WDH 
hierarchy. For example, OCCULTISM, which was 
placed under RELIGION in the old hierarchy, has 
been moved under the newly created domain 
PARANORMAL. Also, TOPOGRAPHY, previously placed 
under ASTRONOMY, has now been moved under 
GEOGRAPHY.  
In a few cases however we did not respect the 
hierarchical relations specified by the DDC, as in 
the case of the ARCHITECTURE domain shown in 
Table 2. ARCHITECTURE has been mapped onto 
720:Architecture and TOWN PLANNING onto 
710:Civic & landscape art.  
WDH Domains DDC Codes 
 Architecture  [645,690,710,720] 
 
Town Planning 710 
 
Buildings 690 
 
Furniture 645 
Table 2: A fragment of WDH for ARCHITECTURE 
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However, whereas the 710 code is sibling of 720 
in the DDC, TOWN PLANNING is child of 
ARCHITECTURE in WDH. Also, ARCHITECTURE and 
TOWN PLANNING should be under ART according to 
the DDC, but they have been placed under 
APPLIED SCIENCE in WDH. 
3.2 Disjunction 
This property requires that no DDC code is 
associated to more than one WDH label. In only 
one case this requirement has not been met. 
Apparently, the DDC does not distinguish between 
the disciplines of Sociology and Anthropology, 
and reserves the codes that go from 301 to 307 to 
both of them. Although these two disciplines are 
strictly connected, it seems to us that in the current 
practice they are considered as distinct. So the 
WDH contains two distinct domains for 
SOCIOLOGY and ANTHROPOLOGY, which partially 
overlap because they both map onto the same DDC 
codes 301:307. 
3.3 Basic Coverage 
The term basic coverage refers to the ideal 
requirement that all human knowledge be covered 
by the totality of the Basic Domains (i.e. the 
domains composing the second level of WDH). 
Also in this case, we used the DDC as a gold 
standard to measure the coverage of WDH. Given 
the fact that the DDC has been used for more than 
a century to classify books and written documents 
all over the world, we can assume that the DDC 
guarantees a complete representation of all 
branches of knowledge. So the basic coverage has 
been manually checked by verifying that all (or 
almost all) the DDC categories can be assigned to 
at least one Basic Domain.  
From a practical point of view, it would be very 
complicated to check all the thousands of codes 
contained in the DDC. Thus, our check relied on 
two assumptions. First, when the Basic Domains 
are taken as a stand alone set, the semantics of a 
Basic Domain is given by its specific code together 
with the codes of its subdomains. Second, once a 
DDC code is covered by a Basic Domain, 
inductively, all the more specific categories are 
covered as well. These assumptions allowed us to 
actually check only the topmost DDC codes. For 
example, let’s take the 300 main class of the DDC. 
Table 3 below shows that all the sub-codes of the 
300 class are covered by one or more domains.  
In order to improve the overall WDH coverage, 
5 completely new domains have been introduced 
(the first three are Basic): PARANORMAL, HOME, 
HEALTH, FINANCE and GRAPHIC ARTS. 
Codes DDC Categories WDH Domains 
300 • Social sciences 
• SOCIAL SCIENCE 
• SOCIOLOGY 
• ANTHROPOLOGY 
310 • General statistics • SOCIOLOGY 
320 • Political science • POLITICS 
330 • Economics • ECONOMY 
340 • Law • LAW 
350 • Public administration & military service 
• ADMINISTRATION  
• MILITARY 
360 • Social problems & 
services 
• SOCIOLOGY 
• ECONOMY 
• SEXUALITY 
370 • Education • PEDAGOGY 
380 
• Commerce, 
communication, 
transport 
• COMMERCE  
• TELECOMMUNICATION  
• TRANSPORT 
390 • Customs, etiquette, folklore 
• FASHION  
• ANTHROPOLOGY 
• SEXUALITY  
Table 3: Coverage of the 300 DDC class 
We can now assume that the domain-coverage of 
the new version of WDH is almost equivalent to 
that of the DDC, thus ensuring the complete 
representation of all branches of knowledge. 
The new WDH allowed us to fix a number of 
synset classifications that were unsatisfactory in 
the previous version of WORDNET DOMAINS. For 
instance, in the first version of WORDNET 
DOMAINS the English/Italian synset {microwave 
oven, microwave}/{forno a microonde, 
microonde} was annotated with the FURNITURE 
domain, while the synset {detergent}/{detersivo} 
was annotated with FACTOTUM (i.e. no specific 
domain) as no better solution was available. The 
new WDH hierarchy allows for a more appropriate 
classification of both synsets within the new HOME 
domain. 
A few DDC codes are not covered by the new 
list of domains either. These are the codes under 
the 000:Generalities class which includes 
disciplines such as 010:Bibliography, 020:Library 
& information sciences, 030:Encyclopedic works, 
080:General collections. This section has been 
specifically created for cataloguing general and 
encyclopedic works and collections. So it is a 
idiosyncratic category which is not based on 
subject but on the genre of texts. 
Another set of codes which remains not covered 
by WDH are those going from 420 to 490 and from 
810 to 890. These DDC codes are devoted to 
specific languages and literatures of different 
countries, for example, 430:Germanic Languages, 
440:Romance Languages, 810:American Literature 
in English, etc. These codes are undoubtedly 
relevant for the classification of books, but are not 
compatible with the rationale of WDH, which is 
meant to be a language-independent resource. 
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3.4 Basic Balancing 
The requirement about basic balancing is meant to 
assure that all Basic Domains have a comparable 
degree of granularity. 
Defining a granularity metrics for domains is a 
complex issue, for which only a tentative solution 
is provided here. At a first glance, three aspects 
could be taken into consideration: the number of 
publications about a domain, the number of sub-
codes in the DDC, and the relevance of a domain 
in the social life.  
As a first attempt, balancing could be evaluated 
referring to the number of publications classified 
under each Basic Domain. In fact, data are 
available about the number of texts classified 
under each of the DDC codes. Unfortunately, the 
number of books published under a certain 
category may not be indicative of its social 
relevance: very specialized domains may include a 
high number of publications, which however 
circulate in a restricted circle, with low social 
impact. For example, the number of texts classified 
in the History domain turns out to be more then ten 
times the number of texts catalogued under the 
Computer Science domain. However, if one looks 
at the number of HTML pages available on the 
Internet, or the number of magazines sold in a 
newspaper stand, or the number of terms used in 
everyday life, one cannot maintain that History is 
ten times more relevant than Computer Science. 
Another approach for evaluating the granularity 
of domains could be to take into account the 
number of DDC sub-codes corresponding to each 
Basic Domain. Unfortunately, also this approach 
gives results which are far from being satisfactory. 
The fact that a discipline has many subdivisions 
seems not to be clearly correlated with its 
relevance. For instance in the DDC manual 
(version 21) 105 pages can be put in 
correspondence with the ENGINEERING domain, 
whereas only 26 correspond to SPORT. It should 
also be said that there is no correlation between the 
number of publications and the number of sub-
categories in the DDC. For instance, 
ARCHITECTURE has a great number of publications 
classified under it, but on the contrary, the number 
of sub-categories in the DDC is very limited. 
The third criterion to evaluate the granularity of 
domains is their social relevance, which seems not 
to be captured adequately by the previous two 
criteria. Of course, social relevance is very difficult 
to evaluate. We tentatively took into consideration 
the organization of Internet hierarchies such as the 
Google and Yahoo directories, which seem to be 
closer than the DDC to represent the current social 
relevance of certain domains. See for instance the 
huge number of HTML pages classified in Google 
under the topic Television Programs. Of course 
Internet is only a partial view of the organization 
of human knowledge, so we cannot simply rely on 
the Internet to evaluate the granularity of the 
domains. 
None of the approaches analyzed so far seems to 
fit our needs. Thus we took into consideration a 
fourth criterion, which is based on the DDC as 
well. Instead of counting the number of 
subdivisions under a certain DDC code, we 
measured the depth of the code from the top of the 
hierarchy. For instance we can say that 700:Art has 
depth 1, 780:Music has depth 2, 782:Vocal Music 
has depth 3, and so on. We make the assumption 
that two DDC codes with the same depth have the 
same granularity. For instance we assume that 
782:Vocal Music and 382:Foreign Trade have the 
same granularity (both have depth 3).  
In order to evaluate the granularity of the Basic 
Domains against the DDC, we can compare WDH 
labels and DDC codes with the same depth. Given 
that the Basic Domains have depth 2, we should 
compare them to the so called Hundred Divisions 
(000, 010, 020, 030, …, 100, 110, 120, etc.). 
Summing up, we will say that the Basic Domains 
are balanced if they can all be mapped onto the 
Hundred Divisions. Also, in the comparison we 
should take into account that the Basic Domains 
are 45, whereas the Hundred Divisions are 100. So, 
we expect that in the average, one Basic Domain 
maps onto two Hundred Divisions with a small 
degree of variance with respect to the average.  
What we have obtained from the analysis of the 
new WDH is the following: out of 45 Basic 
Domains 
 
o 4 domains map onto a Main Class (depth 1) 
o 18 domains are mapped at the Hundred 
Divisions level (depth 2) 
o 6 domains are mapped at different DDC levels, 
with the majority of DDC codes at depth 2 
o 17 domains map onto subdivisions of depth 3 
and 4. 
 
As for the average number of DDC codes 
covered by each Basic Domain, the variance is 
quite high. Certain Basic Domains cover a big 
number of codes from the Hundred Divisions. For 
instance HISTORY, and ART cover 6 codes each. 
Instead, in  most cases, one Basic Domain covers 
only one DDC code (e.g. LAW and 340:Law). 
The evaluation of the granularity of the Basic 
Domains according to the proposed criterion can 
be considered satisfactory even if the results 
diverge somewhat from what expected in principle.  
To explain this partial divergence in the 
granularity of domains, one should take into 
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consideration that the DDC has been created 
relying heavily on the academic organization of 
knowledge disciplines. On the other side, in the 
practical WDH reorganization process we tried to 
balance somehow this discipline-oriented 
approach, by taking into account also the social 
relevance of domains. This has been done by 
relying on the organization of Internet directories 
and on our personal intuitions. 
Such an approach led us to put at the Basic level 
WDH labels corresponding to DDC codes with 
depth higher than 2 (more specific than the 
Hundreds Divisions). See for instance the 
positioning of RADIO+TV, FOOD, HEALTH, and 
ENVIRONMENT at the Basic level, even if they 
correspond to DDC codes of level 3 and 4.  
Instead, ANIMALS and PLANTS were not Basic in 
the previous version of WDH, but have been 
promoted to the Basic level in accordance with the 
granularity level they have in the DDC.  
Other domain labels have been placed at a lower 
level then expected with reference to the DDC. For 
instance PHILOSOPHY, ART, RELIGION, and 
LITERATURE have been put at the Basic Level, 
even if they correspond to DDC codes belonging to 
the Main Classes (depth 1). On the other side 
ASTROLOGY, ARCHAEOLOGY,  BODY CARE, and  
VETERINARY which were Basic in the previous 
version of the WDH, have been demoted at a lower 
level in accordance with the granularity they have 
in the DDC. Only in one case this process of 
demotion has led to the elimination of a sub-
domain, that is TEXTILE.  
4 Conclusions 
In this paper we described the revision of the 
WORDNET DOMAINS Hierarchy (WDH), with the 
aim of providing it with a clear semantics, and 
evaluating the coverage and balancing of a subset 
of the WDH, called Basic Domains. This has been 
done mostly by relying on the information 
available in the Dewy Decimal Classification 
(DDC). A semantics has been provided to the 
WDH labels by defining one or more pointers to 
DDC codes. The coverage of the Basic Domains 
has been evaluated by checking that each DDC 
code is covered by at least one Basic Domain. 
Finally, balancing has been evaluated mostly by 
comparing the granularity of the Basic Domains 
with the granularity of a subset of the DDC called 
the Hundred Divisions. Balancing is the aspect of 
the Basic Domains which diverges more clearly 
from the DDC. This is explained by the fact that 
we took in higher consideration the social 
relevance of domains. 
We think that the new version of the WDH is 
better suited to act as a useful language-
independent resource in the fields of computational 
lexicography, corpus building, and various NLP 
applications.  
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Appendix : The first two levels of the WDH new version with the corresponding DDC codes 
 
TOP-LEVEL BASIC DOMAINS DDC 
Humanities   
 History [920:990] 
 Linguistics 410 
 Literature [800, 400] 
 Philosophy [100-(130, 150, 176)] 
 Psychology 150 
 Art [700-(710, 720, 745.5, 790-(791.43, 792, 793.3))] 
 Paranormal 130 
 Religion 200 
   
Free_Time  [790-(791.43, 792, 793.3)] 
 Radio-Tv [791.44, 791.45] 
 Play [793.4:795-794.6] 
 Sport [794.6, 796:799] 
   
Applied_Science  600 
 Agriculture [338.1, 630] 
 Food [613.2, 613.3, 641, 642] 
 Home [640-(641, 642, 645)] 
 Architecture [645, 690, 710, 720] 
 Computer_Science [004:006] 
 Engineering 620 
 Telecommunication [383, 384] 
 Medicine [610-(611, 612, 613)] 
   
Pure_Science  500 
 Astronomy  520 
 Biology [570-577, 611, 612-612.6] 
 Animals  590 
 Plants 580 
 Environment  577 
 Chemistry  540 
 Earth  [550, 560, 910-(910.4, 910.202)] 
 Mathematics 510 
 Physics  530 
   
Social_Science  [300.1:300.9] 
 Anthropology [301:307, 395, 398] 
 Health [613-(613.2, 613.3, 613.8, 613.9)] 
 Military [355:359] 
 Pedagogy 370 
 Publishing 070 
 Sociology [301:319-(305.8, 306.7), 360-(363.4, 368)] 
 Artisanship [338.642, 745.5] 
 Commerce [381, 382] 
 Industry [338-(338.1, 338.642), 660, 670, 680] 
 Transport [385:389] 
 Economy [330-(334, 338), 368, 650] 
 Administration [351:354] 
 Law 340 
 Politics 320 
 Tourism [910.202, 910.4] 
 Fashion [390-(392.6, 395, 398), 687] 
 Sexuality [155.3, 176, 306.7, 363.4, 392.6, 612.6, 613.96] 
   
 Factotum  
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Abstract
The PolyphraZ tool is being developed in the
framework of the TraCorpEx project
(Translation of Corpora of Examples), to
manage parallel multilingual corpora through
the web. Corpus files (monolingual or
multilingual) are firstly converted to a
standard coding (CXM.dtd, UTF8). Then, they
are assembled (CPXM.dtd) to visualize them
in parallel through the web. In a third stage,
they are put in a Multilingual Polyphraz
Memory (MPM). A "polyphrase" is a structure
containing an original sentence and various
proposals of equivalent sentences, in the same
and other languages. An MPM stores one or
more corpora of polyphrazes. The MPM part
of PolyphraZ has 3 main web interfaces. One
is a web-oriented translator workstation
(TWS), where suggestions or translations
come from the MPM itself, which functions as
its own translation memory, and from calls to
MT systems. Another serves to send sentences
to MT systems with appropriate parameters,
and to run various evaluation measures (NIST,
BLEU, and distance computations) in order to
propose to the translator a "best" proposal. A
third interface is planned for giving feedbacks
to the developers of the MT systems, in the
form of lists of unknown or wrongly translated
words, with suggestions for correct
translations, and of parallel presentation of
pairs of translations showing the "editing
work" to be done to get one from the other.
The first 2 stages are operational, and used for
experimentation and MT evaluation on the
CSTAR 5-lingual BTEC corpus and on the
Japanese-English Tanaka corpus used as a
source of examples in electronic dictionaries
(JDict, Papillon). A main goal of this effort is
to offer occasional and volunteer translators
and posteditors access to a free TWS and to
sharable translation memories put in the MPM
format.
1 Introduction
Due to Internet grow, the number of available
documents grows dramatically. There is a strategic
need for companies to produce and manage
information written in more than 30 languages
(HP, IBM, MS, Caterpillar). This requires
powerful tools to manage multilingual documents.
Current techniques for handling multilingual
documents use large-grained linking (at the level
of HTML pages), but don't allow fine-grained
synchronization (at paragraph or sentence level)
and don't permit bilingual or multilingual editing
through the Web.
The interest to synchronize at least at the level of
sentences is double:
ß make it possible to use Machine Aided Human
Translation (MAHT) techniques, in particular
translation memories, for translating and
postediting multilingual documents.
ß add UNL tags at sentence level to store the
translations as well as UNL hypergraphs
(anglosemantic interlingual representations),
from which raw (or rough!) translations into
other languages can be obtained from distant
"deconversion" servers.
Here, we are not concerned with the problem of
aligning parallel monolingual documents, or
realigning them after they have been modified, a
frequent need in the case of leaflets and booklets.
(Assimi,2000) proposed a tool to handle the non-
centralized management of the evolution of
multilingual parallel documents. We consider the
case, frequent in the industry, where documents are
managed centrally, even if they are distributed on
several sites. What happens in general is that they
are aligned at the level of large blocks, with one
file per block and language (fileXXX.en.htm,
fileXXX.fr.htm etc. for HTML pages).
What we propose is to align them at the level of
sentences, but of course not to have one file per
sentence. Rather, if there are N languages, for a
given "block" corresponding to some unit of
processing (e.g. visualization), we will have either
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N monolingual sentence-aligned files, or 1
multilingual file. In both cases, sentences or place
holders for sentences will be linked to a MPM to
manage translation and postedition.
We began to build PolyphraZ in the context of
the TraCorpEx project (Translation of Corpora of
Examples). A more recent motivation is to extend
the BTEC corpus of CSTAR III (163000 sentences
in tourism) to French and Arabic, and to evaluate
various Chinese-English MT systems on it.
We will first present the data we start with, and
our goals in more detail. In a second part, we will
describe the architecture of PolyphraZ, starting
from scenarios of use and types of users. Lastly,
we will describe the current status of this work.
2 TraCorpEx and PolyphraZ
2.1 Context
The TraCorpEx project has several contexts: the
Papillon project (Papillon) of co-operative
construction of a large multilingual lexical base on
the Web, the C-STAR III project (C-STAR III) of
translation of spoken dialogues, a French and
Tunisian project (Hajlaoui, Boitet, 2003b), the
UNL project (UNL) of communication and
multilingual information system, and the PhD
research of the various participants in this project.
2.2 Current data and problems
We have initially 2 "parallel" corpora, structured
differently.
ß The BTEC corpus of C-STAR is made of 5
sets of 163 files of 12K to 40K, each
containing 1000 sentences, in English,
Japanese (coded in EUC), Chinese and
Korean, for a total of 6.1 Mo per language.
ß The TANAKA corpus (Japanese-English),
given to the Papillon project a few months
before the death of its author in 2002, is made
of 45 files for a total of 18.4 Mo. It contains
sentences of newspapers or teaching works of
NHK for the training of English by the
Japanese. Each file is bilingual.
We have also corpora from the UNL project,
where each document is a multilingual file
containing for each sentence its text in source
language, a UNL graph, the result of
deconversions in a certain number of languages,
and possibly their revisions, or direct manual
translations.
All these "parallel" corpora are aligned at the
level of sentences. As it would be interesting to
show correspondences at finer levels (syntagms,
chunks, words), we design PolyphraZ to later add
tools for subsential alignement such as the one
developed by Ch. Chenon for his Ph.D.
In other corpora, we may be obliged to go up to
the level of paragraphs, because sentences will not
be aligned perfectly. That will not be done
completely in PolyphraZ, but at the level of the
structure of the multilingual document itself: if 2
sentences are translated by 3, each of the 5
sentences will be in a different polyphrase, with
their individual translations, and there will be
another polyphrase, of "n-m" type, to contain the 2
complete segements.
The first problem we encounter with the
available parallel corpora it is that there is no tool
to visualize their contents at a glance, sentence by
sentence, nor to show the fine correspondences
between subsentential segments. In addition, in the
case of UNL documents, we cannot visualize at the
same time a sentences in several languages and its
corresponding UNL graph. Lastly, it is not possible
to see successive versions in parallel.
When it comes to evaluation, we can only see
the monolingual files, and associated statistical
measurements (NIST, BLEU...), but we can never
confront them with the real translations and make a
direct subjective evaluation.
2.3 Detailed objectives
The objectives of TraCorpEx project are as
follows.
2.3.1 Construction of a software platform
We want to build an environment, which
supports the import and the export of parallel
corpora, the preparation of the data for automatic
translators, the postedition (HAMT), the evaluation
(various feedbacks methods) and finally a
preparation of "feedbacks" to the developers of
used MT systems.
2.3.2 Addition of new languages
Starting from parallel corpora, we want to add
one or more languages (those of the Papillon
project for the Tanaka corpus, French and Arabic
for the BTEC corpus).
2.3.3 Evaluation of MT systems
 We also wish that the same platform makes it
possible to evaluate automatic translators with
automatic methods such as NIST, BLEU, PER, and
to use this possibility in CSTAR, to evaluate the
Chinese-English and Japanese-English translations.
To evaluate the results of various MT systems will
also enable us to determine "the best" (or less bad!)
translation, proposable to a contributor as a starting
point for revision.
We also want to test a hypothesis by the second
author: the quality of the translations could also be
evaluated using calculations of distances between
sentences and reverse translations.
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2.3.4 Feedbacks to developers of MT systems
We also want to give feedbacks to the
developers of the systems used (unknown words,
badly translated sentences...), and a comparative
presentation between the various translation
systems.
 The whole of the objectives of this project led
us to propose interactive Web interfaces allowing
us to chooses, use, compare, publish machine
translations corresponding to several language
pairs, and to contribute to the improvement of the
results by sending feedbacks to the developers of
these systems.
2.4 The PolyphraZ platform
PolyphraZ is a software platform making it
possible at the same time to visualize the available
corpora on the Web by showing several languages,
with the choice of the user and to work on a basis
of "polyphrases" initialised from these corpora
while making it possible to control all functions
described above (call of MT systems, distance
computation,  collaborative postedit ion,
evaluation).
2.4.1 General architecture
We follow the software architecture of the
Papillon platform.
 We classify the objects to handle in three types
•  Raw corpus sources
• Sources transformed into our XML format
CXM. (Common Example Markup) and
coded in UTF-8, for visualization "just as
they are", then in CPXM format, DTD for
parallel visualization.
• MPM: multilingual polyphrase memory
Figure 1: objects of the PolyphraZ platform
2.4.2 Intended users of PolyphraZ
We distinguish four principal users: the preparer,
the reader ("normal" user), the posteditor and the
manager.
ß  The preparer
His role consists in calling translation systems,
thereby parameterizing them as well as pos-
sible, which supposes a certain linguistic
ability (to compare the results of various
parameter settings, and of various segmenta-
tions in "blocks", each corresponding to some
parameter settings).
The preparer can also call objective evaluation
methods (NIST, BLEU...) on the results of
translation, tune with parameters to compute
distances between sentences (results of
translation and/or reverse translations), and
post the results. The distance computation
produces, in addition to a value, a XML string
from which a “track changes” presentation can
be generated. The preparer can also set the
parameters determining "the best" suggestion
among the various translation candidates.
ß The reader (normal user)
A reader can visualize the data (the original,
various translations, and distances between the
character strings) through Web interfaces, but
is not allowed to edit the translations.
ß  The translator-posteditor
The translator-posteditor is a contributor who
translates from scratch or revises proposed
translations (MT results or translations of
similar sentences found in the MPM or in other
TM put in CPXM or MPM format). There is
an editable area to modify the active sentence.
One can also ask for global modifications (ex:
"SVP" changed into "s'il vous plait" in tran-
scribed spoken utterances) and correct or sup-
plement the local dictionary attached to the
MPM. The system uses the reference sentences
already produced like a translation memory.
PolyphraZ is thus also a system of assistance
to the translator, limited to the translation of
sets of sentences (or titles), with less function-
alities than commercial TWS, but usable for
collaborative volunteer work by non-
professionals.
ß The manager
The last type of user is the manager, who will
produce from a MPM "feedbacks" for the de-
velopers of the MT systems used. A manager
cans himself be a developer of an MT system.
He can draw up a list of unknown words and
words badly translated by each system (pro-
duced from the traces of distance computa-
tions). A second function is to propose for
these words suggestions of translation from the
"reference" translations obtained after human
!
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revision. Finally, it is possibile to provide a
presentation of the evaluations and compari-
sons between the results of the various systems
used and/or their various parameter settings.
2.4.3 Implementation of PolyphraZ
Programmed in standard Java under the Enhydra
development environment used for the dynamic
and multilingual Papillon web site, PolyphraZ is
multi-platform (MacOS-X/Unix/Linux, Windows).
2.5 Scenarios
The use of  PolyphraZ can be divided in 3 parts:
setting of the data under three different formats
(CXM, CPXM, MPM).
Figure 2 : scenarios for using PolyphraZ
2.5.1 CXM (Common eXample Markup)
In order to manipulate a single format (XML)
and a single encoding (UTF-8), we automatically
convert into the CXM format the imported data
(corpus, text aligned...). CDM is defined in the
same spirit as the CDM (Common Dictionnary
Markup) of the Papillon project.
Figure 3: example XML file conforming to the
CXM.dtd
2.5.2 CPXM.dtd (Common Parallel eXample
Markup)
A second Java program transforms all CXM files
corresponding to a given multilingual parallel
corpus of sentences to the CPXM format (see
appendix 2). In this format, we introduce the
"polyphrase" XML element, which is a set of
monolingual components, each containing possibly
one or more proposals.
2.5.3 MPM.dtd (Multilingual Polyphrase
Memory)
The MPM data structure is under construction. It
is intended for the management of the
correspondences between the various linguistic
versions as well as the modifications which can be
made, and to keep the history of the modified files.
As shown in the following figure, a MPM of
PolyphraZ can contain a set of versions and
alternatives of the sentences, as well as the results
of various computations.
Figure 4 : logical view of a MPM
We give a first version of the MPM DTD in
appendix 3.
2.5.4 Parallel visualization
PolyphraZ can visualize polyphrases in parallel
from corpora in CPXM or MPM formats. This
functionality is useful to compare translations, and
is made available to readers; translators revisors,
and managers.
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Figure 5: parallel visualisation of the BTEC (extract)
2.6 Evaluation of translation results
 We have programmed and integrad in
PolyphraZ three evaluation methods (NIST, BLEU
and distance calculation). NIST and BLEU are
well known. Let us give more details about
distance calculation between 2 sentences.
The distance we compute between two strings is
a linear combination of two edit distances, one at
the level of characters, the other at the level of
words. In general, the edit distance between two
strings P1 and P2 of atoms (characters or words
here) is the minimal number of suppressions,
insertions or replacements of atoms necessary to
transform P1 into P2 or, equivalently, P2 into P1.
To compute the edit distance between P1 and P2 at
the level of words, one segments them into words,
computes the character distances between words of
P1 and words of P2, and then computes the word
distance using words as "large characters".
We use the well-known dynamic programming
algorithm of (Wagner, Fischer, 1974). To combine
the two levels (characters and words), we use the
formula:
D = (aDchar +bDword)/(a+b)   ; a +b=1
Figure 6:trace of the Wagner and Fischer
algorithm
2.6.1 “Track changes” visualisation
This representation corresponds to the
presentation used by Microsoft Word in
"Track changes" mode. It is very readable. In
certain cases, the representation at the level of
the characters is more compact and readable
that at the level of words, while it is the
opposite in other cases. In fact, this
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representation is not "faithful" to the trace,
because a sequence of exchanges is
transformed into a sequence of suppressions
and a sequence of insertions.
aisympablthique
Figure 7:”Track changes” display
One interesting and today unsolved problem is
how to merge the 2 levels: given 2 sentences and
their character and word edit distances, necessarily
both minimal, how to produce a trace which would
be "the best" or "a best" combination of the 2
traces?
2.6.2 Representation with 3 lines
Figure 8 : 3 lines representation
This representation is simpler to understand, but
takes more space.
Ø  represents the exchange of a character by
another,
 || represents the equality between two characters
 Ø represent the suppression of the 1st character,
Figure 9 : XML representation
3 Conclusion
The CXM and CPXM levels of PolyphraZ are
already used. They have allow us to import the
BTEC multilingual corpus of parallel sentences
(into the common CPM format), to transform it
(163000 sentenes in 5 languages) into files in
CPXM formats, and to visualize it1 on the web.
The Tanaka corpus should be available when this
paper will be presented. The "inner" level of MPM
(Multilingual Polyphrase Memory) is almost
completed. It will also support versioning.
In the future, we plan to use MPMs not only to
handle multilingual corpora of parallel sentences,
but also like "pivots", to establish the sentence-
level correspondence between parallel monolingual
structured documents. If no high quality TWS (like
Trados, TM2, Déjà Vu; Transit, etc.) is available,
PolyphraZ could be used as a "bare bone" TWS,
directly through the web, in the Montaigne2 spirit.
We are also studying how to integrate into a
MPM structure "generators" specifying classes of
sentences (automata for messages with variables
and variants, regular expressions for CSTAR IF
expressions, etc.), and to use them to extend a
MPM not only "in width" (addition of new
languages), but also "in height", by the automatic
creation of new "statements", natural and/or
formal.
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Appendices
<!-- CXM.dtd  (Common eXample Markup ) is a
DTD  which  describes the corpora
(multilingual or monolingual), it is the
simplest format for imported data.
$Author:  Najeh Hajlaoui
najeh.hajlaoui@imag.fr
$Date: 2003/12/10 01:28:30 $ -->
<!ELEMENT document (information, sentence*) >
<!ELEMENT information (#PCDATA) >
<!ATTLIST information document-name  CDATA
#REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST information   creation-date
CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST information modification-date
CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST information   coding-set    CDATA
#IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST information number-of-languages
CDATA     #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST information   number-of-sentences
CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST sentence   sentence-id    CDATA
#REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST sentence xml:lang CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT sentence (segment*) >
<!ATTLIST segment   segment-id    CDATA
#REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT segment (#PCDATA) >
<!-- Document is a set of sentences, each
sentence is defined
by an identifier called sentence-id and also
by an attribute which indicates the
language -->
<!-- number-of-languages is the total number
of languages constituting the document; if
the document is monolingual, number-of-
languages =1   -->
<!-- number-of-sentences is the total number
of sentences constituting the document -->
<!-- Each sentence is a set of one or more
possible  segment; each segment is
identified by an attribute called  segment-
id -->
Appendix 1 : CXM.dtd (Common eXample
Markup)
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<!-- CPXM.dtd  (Common Parallel eXample
Markup ) is a  DTD  which  describes the
multilingual documents (m languages),
multiversions (n versions) (n>m), it
allows the description of a collection of
polyphrases in a single format and
encoding.
$Author:  Najeh Hajlaoui
najeh.hajlaoui@imag.fr
$Date: 2003/06/10 01:28:30 $ -->
<!ELEMENT document (information,
polyphrase*) >
<!ELEMENT information (#PCDATA) >
<!ATTLIST information document-name  CDATA
#REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST information   creation-date
CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST information modification-date
CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST information   coding-set
CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST information number-of-languages
CDATA                 #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST information number-of-
polyphrases CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT polyphrase (monolingual-
component*) >
<!ATTLIST polyphrase   polyphrase-id
CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT  monolingual-component
(segment*) >
<!ATTLIST monolingual-component xml:lang
CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT  segment (proposal) >
<!ATTLIST proposal   proposal-id    CDATA
#REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT  proposal (#PCDATA) >
<!-- number-of-languages is the total
number of languages appearing in the
document; if the document is monolingual,
number-of-languages =1   -->
<!-- number-of-polyphrases is the total
number of polyphrases constituting the
document -->
<!-- A polyphrase is a set of monolingual
components, each containing 1 or more
possible proposals. Every polyphrase is
identified by a number called polyphrase-
id -->
<!-- Each monolingual component is a set
of one or more possible renderings of the
segment in question; it is identified by
an attribute which indicates the language
-->
<!-- Segment represents the level of
alignment, it is usually a sentence -->
Appendix 2 : CPXM.dtd (Common Parallel
eXample Markup)
<!-- MPM.dtd  (Multilingual Polyphrases
Memory ) is a  DTD  which  allows the
generation of sentences aligned in
several languages and the management of
the correspondence between these
sentences.
$Author:  Najeh Hajlaoui
najeh.hajlaoui@imag.fr
$Date: 2003/01/28 21:28:30 $ -->
<!ELEMENT document (information,
generator*, node-of-correspondence*) >
<!ELEMENT information (#PCDATA) >
<!ATTLIST information document-name
CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST information   creation-date
CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST information modification-date
CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST information   coding-set
CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST information number-of-languages
CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ATTLIST information number-of-generator
CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT generator (instance*) >
<!ATTLIST generator   original    CDATA
#REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST generator   context    CDATA
#REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT  instance (segment*) >
<!ATTLIST instance xml:lang CDATA
#REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST segment node-of-corespondance-
id CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT  segment (proposal) >
<!ELEMENT  proposal (#PCDATA) >
<!-- number-of-languages is the total
number of languages appearing in the
document; if the document is
monolingual, number-of-languages = 1 -->
<!-- number-of-generator is the total
number of generator appearing in the
document -->
<!-- A generator is a set of original
sentences and  their instance  -->
<!-- A instance is a set of one or more
possible renderings of the segment in
question; it is identified by an
attribute which indicates the language
-->
<!-- Segment represents the level of
alignment, it is usually a sentence -->
<!-- A node-of-correspondence-id
represents the link of corespondance
between the diférents proposals of
translation -->
Appendix 3 : MPM.dtd (Multilingual Polyphrase
Memory)
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INPUT WORD
ANAGRAM
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correction
candidates
retrieved 
SORT
SUBTRACT
Anagram values
character unigrams &
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Alphabet
For each value:
ADD
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For each value:
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Deletion
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L
E
X
I
C
O
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S
H
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